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Celebrating Newspapers in Education Week
Newspapers in Education is a 

nationwide system of cooperation 
between newspapers and schools.

According to a Newspaper 
Association of America Foundation 
report, NIE helps students improve 
standardized test scores when 
newspaper content is used in the 
classroom and at home on a regular 

basis.
Junior Journal is a showcase for 

students’ writing and artwork produced 
in honor of Newspapers in Education 
Week. Students submitted stories, 
photos and drawings on the following 
topics:

� What I want to be when I grow up
� My favorite game or toy

Staff members at the Daily Journal 
selected the winning entries, taking 
into account overall quality, creativity 
and insight for the grade level. 

First-place winners won $50, second 
place earned $25 and third place $15. 

Students also designed 
advertisements for various businesses. 
Participating businesses chose one ad 

to be published in the Junior Journal. 
The Daily Journal advertising staff 
chose three winners from among the 
ads that are published in this magazine. 

First place won $50, while second 
place earned $25 and third place $15. 

The winners, along with the page 
their work can be found on, are listed 
below.

Stories — What I want to be when I grow up
1. Emma Bright, Grade 6, Clark Pleasant Middle School, Page 5
2. Andrew Wiese, Grade 5, Greenwood Christian Academy, Page 37
3. Yohit Kannan, Grade 1, Isom Elementary, Page 32

Stories — My favorite game or toy
1. Ethan Grant Schreiber, Grade 4, Creekside Elementary, Page 31
2. Paige Dingus, Grade 5, Greenwood Christian Academy, Page 46
3. Samuel Bright, Grade 4, Whiteland Elementary, Page 28

Drawings — What I want to be when I grow up
1. Maci Hafen, Grade 2, Isom Elementary, Page 1
2. Mikhaila Bowers, Grade 4, Whiteland Elementary, Page 48
3. Divyank Pandy, Grade 3, Northeast Elementary, Page 25

Drawings — My favorite game or toy
1. Jesse Nuan, Grade 2, Northeast Elementary, Page 1
2. Jon Reel, Grade 4, Whiteland Elementary, Page 48
3. Rachel Thenhoi, Grade K, Isom Elementary, Page 1

Design-an-ad contest
1. Gracie Burton (Who So Ever Will), Grade 5, East Side Elementary, Page 9
2. Elijah Roberts (Alsip Law Office), Grade 5, East Side Elementary, Page 7
3. Brynn Smith (Jack’s Donuts of Greenwood), Grade 5, Greenwood Christian 

Academy, Page 9
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Center Grove Montessori
VARIOUS GRADES
TEACHER: MS. PAM

Coder
By Jude Moore
Third grade
In my opinion being a coder is the job 

for me. One reason I feel this way is I’ve 
wanted to be a coder because I love 
computers and gaming. Also I have a big 
imagination. Another reason I feel like 
being a coder is because I can do it at 
home and the gaming community is very 
creative and cool. In conclusion, being a 
coder would be the best job because of 
creativity and community.

Fashion Designer
By Josephine W.
Second grade
In my opinion, I want to be a fashion 

designer. One reason I feel this way is 
because I love fashion and I love to de-
sign clothes for people. Also, I would love 
to learn how to use a sewing machine. 
Another reason I feel, first I have to learn 
how to use one first when I do I am going 
to get some fabric and make clothes.

Make-up Artist
By Isla P.
First grade
I want to be a make-up artist. One 

reason I feel this way is that I like to do 
make-up. Also I like to do eye shadow. 
Another reason I feel like to be a make-up 
artist is it is pretty. A make-up artist is a 
good job for me.

Zookeeper
By Cali M.
Third grade
If you ask me being a zookeeper looks 

fun. I love being with animals. That’s why 
I want to be a zookeeper. Also, it is very 
fun to be around animals. They are really 
energetic like me. Whenever I get stressed 
I go near my dogs. They are fluffy and 
sometimes calm. I really want to be a 
zookeeper.

Center Grove Elementary
FIFTH GRADE
TEACHER: MCKENZIE HAROLD 

When I grow up
By Rishon Khisty
When I grow up, I want to become an 

aeronautics engineer because my favorite 

subjects are Math and Science and work 
in NASA, because NASA requires a lot 
of Math and Science. I want to be an 
aeronautics engineer because NASA has 
many aeronautics engineers doing a lot of 
exciting work and projects.

I want to go to Purdue University 
because the famous astronaut Neil 
Armstrong went to Purdue University, 
and after that Neil Armstrong was the 
first person to walk on the moon. Another 
reason I want to work in NASA is because 
I love the solar system, and NASA does 
all kinds of things about the solar system 
like sending people to the international 
space station and sending people to the 
moon and will also be sending people 
to Mars soon. Also, NASA is located in 
Florida and I want to live in Florida and 
where NASA has many buildings.

Working at NASA will be interesting as it 
helps other companies like Boeing which 
is at the forefront of aerospace research 
and making new products. I love every-
thing about rockets, like how powerful 
they are, they have multiple uses, they go 
very fast, and they have, and they will help 
humans reach other planets and galaxies.

NASA is an exciting organization, 
because they have, and they are going 

to explore the moon. I love the moon 
because it is interesting to me how the 
astronauts jump so high on the moon and 
how they got to the moon.

NASA has made it possible for humans 
to travel into space to the International 
Space Station, moon, mars, asteroids, 
and other galaxies. Most of the time astro-
nauts go to the International space station 
or the ISS and there they do all kinds of 
scientific research like growing food in the 
International Space Station, and I want to 
take those astronauts to the International 
Space Station by building the rockets that 
take them there faster and in less time.

An exciting next step for NASA is 
their focus on exploring Mars which is a 
new planet that we have never gone to 
before but there are pictures that rovers 
have taken where we can see how Mars 
looks like. And now they are building a 
new rocket called the SLS or the Space 
Launch System and they are building the 
Orion capsule on the SLS. And one day 
when I grow up, I want to build an even 
more advanced SLS and new capsules for 
space travel.

That is why I want to become an aero-
nautics engineer and work in NASA so 
that I will have a job that I am passionate 
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about and will also help humans in the 
future.

Game Time
By Ella Keeton 
In the future, I want to be a reporter. 

This is how I plan to do it; The best game 
in NfL history is the NFC title game be-
tween the San Francisco 49er’s and the 
Dallas Cowboys. This game was played 
at Candlestick Park on January 10, 1982. 
With 58 seconds left in the game, the 
49ers faced 3rd down and 3 yards to gain 
on the Cowboys 6-yard line. San Francis-
co’s wide receiver, Dwight Clark, made a 
6-yard touchdown pass from quarterback 
Joe Montana. This amazing catch made 
the Cowboys unable to win. The first half 
of the game, the Cowboys shockingly took 
the lead with a score of 10-7. But towards 
the second half of the game, the 49ers 
took the lead with a score of 28-27. This 
game was only won by 1 point. This game 
is known as the greatest game in NFL 
history.

North Grove Elementary
FOURTH GRADE
TEACHER: EMMA WOLF

When I grow up
By Ambraya Gilden 
What I want to be when I grow up is an 

artist because I love to draw and color. 
If I was an artist, I would be drawing day 
and night. I love to draw, color, and make 
digital art. If I was an artist I’d be happy if I 
was broke or rich as long as I was having 
fun and happy. You know how much artists 
charge per art? It’s $100 or more. I won’t 
charge as much. I would charge $10 to 
$90 But if I had to, I would raise it. This is 
why I want to be an artist great or not poor 
or rich.

When I grow up
By Lexi Mayes
When I grow up I want to be a worker at 

Starbucks. I want to be this because I can 
make special drinks and I love the drinks 
from Starbucks.

My next reason I want to work there is 
because my family likes it too but that is 
not the only reason.Another reason is be-
cause I want to walk into work and smell 
something delicious.

I also want to be it because It has 
a drive thru and ever since I was 3 I 
always wanted to work at a drive thru 
and working at starbucks would be fun if I 
could have the opportunity to make drinks 
and work at the drive thru.

My final reason why I want to work at 
Starbucks is because I get to customize 
drinks how other people would want it and 
maybe I could try the kind they like.That 
is why I want to work at Starbucks when I 
grow up.

When I grow up
By Bentley Goff
When I grow up I want to be the running 

back for the Dallas Cowboys. The Dallas 
Cowboys are a good football team and 
I want to be their running back because 
they don’t give up and they keep trying. I 
want to be on a team that can keep trying 
and show grit. When I was younger I did 
not watch football and I didn’t play either 
until my mom met my dad and he brought 
me into football. He likes the Dallas Cow-
boys and I want to be like him. He got me 
to football and now I play cornerback and 
play wing back.

When I grow up
By Delilah Staggs
Do you want to be a teacher? Well, I 

want to be a speech teacher. The reason 
I want to be a speech teacher is because 
I am in speech right now, and I admire my 
speech teacher, and how hard working 
she is. I also think how many kids will be 
inspired by me. So that is why I want to be 
a speech teacher.

When I grow up
By Elin Lewis
What I want to be when I grow up is a 

nurse practitioner because I like meeting 
new people every day. I like helping 
people when they get hurt or when they 
are sick. I can cheer them up even if they 
have to stay in bed, or have to stay home 
all day. I can show people how to have fun 
even though they are hurt, sick, and have 
to stay at home, they can do a puzzle, 
game,watch a movie,and even a paint, 
and I can help them get on a movie for 
them to watch,and I can get a game out 
for them and even play with them,and I 
can help them get the puzzles out, and 
even get the paint out for them to paint a 
pretty pictures. That is why I want to be a 
nurse practitioner.
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Soccer Fan
By Namay Jain
Soccer has always been my favorite 

sport and I have been watching it for 
about 1 year now ever since I was 9. Usu-
ally when I would watch soccer games 
mostly like “the world cup, the uefa euro 
cup, and copa america cup. I always wore 
soccer jerseys like my favorite soccer 
player Neymar jr.

Back in the past my favorite soccer 
team Brazil won 5 fifa (fifa means soccer) 
world cups. Brazil has won the most world 
cups in history, and my second favorite 
soccer team France has won 2 fifa world 
cups. Every four years is the fifa world cup 
and there was one in 2022 and France 
made it to the finals but lost in a penalty 
shootout after a 3-3 tie. But since my fa-
vorite teams have won the world cup a lot 
it inspired me to play and watch it.

I have played in a soccer league once 
and it was good. We won a lot of our 
matches and once tied. Another reason 
it inspired me to play is France won the 
2018 world cup the one right before the 
2022 one. Since my favorite team could 
win a lot it made me think I can win. One 
really big reason is the best soccer player 
of all time is the goat (which means the 

best in a certain career) in soccer was in 
Brazil and his name was “Pele”. Pele was 
the only player in the world to win 3 world 
cups and Brazil was the second team in 
the world to win two world cups in a row 
behind Italy.

Sadly Pele died December 29th 2022 
just four days after christmas and he died 
at age 82 in his hospital due to cancer. 
My brother is really good at soccer too. 
He did a bunch of soccer leagues and 
express soccer as well. Since he is really 
good I sometimes practice with him and 
my brother’s friend is amazing at soccer 
and got invited to spain to tryout for a club 
and he could play for the 2026 fifa world 
cup because he will be old enough to play 
then so that inspired me to keep playing 
soccer or as other countries call it “football 
and I have developed love for soccer and 
I will play for it when it opens up in spring. 
Also my favorite soccer club psg has my 
favorite player neymar jr and other good 
players. I am inspired and built love for 
soccer.

Thank You

Why I like Soccer So Much
By: Colton Arreola
I officially started playing soccer when I 

was 8 years old. I started playing soccer 
when I was 4 but I was a cry baby and got 
scared during tryouts. I wish I would have 
played instead of being a cry baby but no, 
I just had to be scared. 2 years ago I was 
playing with my friend and he told me I 
should sign up for soccer. At first I said no, 
but then I decided to give it a shot and I 
ended up being really good.

My Soccer Skills Now and Then
In my first season we were on the 

green team. We were the worst team in 
the league but we still ended up having 
a great time. I was the goal keeper but I 
sometimes played different positions. In 
my second season we were on the navy 
blue team. This time we totally dominated. 
We were the best team in the league and 
nobody could beat us. We did not lose a 
single game but in the last game, we tied 
the second best team. We were all a little 
mad, but we decided that they could have 
the win because we did totally dominate 
them before. We were also named the, 
”Sharks” and we said that word with all 
of our pride. I played mostly defense, 
but I played a little forward. The season 
I am playing right now, green and white 
team, we look to be pretty good but not 
the best. There are 7 players on my team, 

including me. This is a winter season so 
we are playing indoors but there are only 
3 other teams because not many people 
decided to play this season. This was my 
essay and I hope whoever read it enjoyed 
it as much as I enjoyed making it. It was 
very fun to write all of this and I don’t 
really care if I get the money prize or not. 
Because money doesn’t make happiness. 
Writing does.

My favorite game
By Alexis Stewart
My favorite game is Clue. I play with my 

mom and brother. I like Clue because you 
can figure out who the murderer is. Also 
you can have characters and weapons 
and i think that is neet. There are so many 
different rooms too. One more thing, your 
character has a color. This is why I like 
Clue.

Clark Pleasant Middle School
SIXTH GRADE
TEACHER: JENNIFER GRAGG

When I grow up
By Emma Bright
When I grow up I would like to be a 

first grade teacher and an author. I would 
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really like to do these things because it 
inspires other people. For example, when 
I read Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s 
Stone, I was really inspired. So now, I 
write too. Also, first grade is the very be-
ginning of your school career, and if you 
get a teacher you don’t enjoy, you would 
really start off school on the wrong foot.

Giving the joy that I felt when I first 
started reading the Harry Potter series 
is my motivation for becoming an author. 
It would really be great to know that I 
possibly inspired the next great author 
to write. Furthermore, being an author 
would be extremely fun because even on 
the toughest days, I could visit the moon 
and swim with fish in the bottom of the 
deepest ocean just through my writing 
and imagination.Those are just a couple 
reasons I would love to be an author.

I want to be a first grade teacher 
because I want to teach kids not only 
math and reading, but to love school. 
First grade is the very start of your school 
career, and you will be in school for many 
years after that. If you had an uninspiring 
teacher at the start, then you may never 
love school again. When I was in first 
grade, I had a very fun teacher. She 
turned all our lessons into a game, and 

found a way to make everything fun. I 
remember one time in class, she turned 
our work into a scavenger hunt. We had to 
search all over the room to find our math 
problems. Another time, she gave us a 
line and we had to draw a picture out of 
that line and make a story about it. Even 
five years later, I remember that today. I 
would like to leave those sorts of happy 
memories with kids.

Being an author and a teacher is the 
perfect career combination for me. Doing 
things I love will never feel like work.

Grassy Creek Elementary
SECOND GRADE 
TEACHER: KATIE BIDDLE

When I grow up
By Kyla Tyler
I want to be a teacher when I grow up 

because being a teacher is so cool! They 
try so hard and have a hard time with 
some students but that is why I want to 
help! They have so many responsibilities 
and I want them too! Do you want to be a 
teacher?

When I grow up
By Japji Virk
I think I want to because I can tell 

anyone to do something and move and 
you can do anything.

When I grow up
By Dakota Sgro-Campell
What do I want to be when I grow up? I 

would like to be a police officer. So if there 
is a crime in the city I can put them in jail 
and make the city good.

When I grow up
By Emile Msafairi
I want to be a cop because you can 

help people when you are a cop.

When I grow up
By Dilsher Kahlon
Have you ever been a firefighter before? 

I believe that being a firefighter is the best 
job than any other job because they put 
down big fires. They also rescue people.

When I grow up
I want to be a firefighter because they 

evacuate people from fires when it is 
really dangerous. They put cones out 
so people know where to go. They use 

helicopters to make it not hot.

When I grow up
I want to be firefighter because they 

save that fell in sinkholes. And they recue 
people who have survived after a volcano 
erupted. Now you should be a firefighter 
because they put down huge fires.

Grassy Creek Elementary
SECOND GRADE
TEACHER: ANNE COOK

When I grow up
By Colin
When I grow up I want to work in the 

Mcdonalds drive thru. My first reason is I 
get to hand people their food and I think 
it is nice to hand people their food. Next 
I get to talk on A microphone. It is cool 
since you can attach it to your ear. Last 
we can prepare food really fast so people 
do not have to wait forever. If you ask me 
that is why I would work in the Mcdonalds 
drive thru.

When I grow up
By Avery
Have you ever wanted to be a ninja 

master I do! Here is why.

6  DAILY JOURNALJunior Journal 2023
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First you can be so brave after!
Next you can get the Award! For being 

an Actually ninja master.
Last the best one yet! YOU CAN BE 

FAMOUS!
If you ask me I would say I would defi-

nitely choose to be a 
Ninja master do you? 

What i want to be when i get older
By Ben
i want to be a karate teacher 
My first reason is i know a lot about 

karate and because
And i like to teach people
My second reason is
Thair is a lot of karate moves
My last reason is 
Thair is a lt of new karate movies 
That is why i want to be a karate 

teacher

When I grow up
By Mackenzie
Have you ever wanted to be a veteri-

narian? Well, I’ve always loved animals 
here is why I want to be a veterinarian 
when I grow up! First i’ve always wanted 
to make animals healthy an happy. Next 
I think it would be fun to play with the 

animals! Last I think it would be fun for 
the owners animals to stay over at the vet 
while there owners are gone. Thats why i 
want to be a veterinarian when I grow up!

When I grow up
By Isabel
Have you ever wanted to clean people’s 

teeth? well,Iv’e always loved to clean peo-
ple’s teeth.when I grow upI want to be a 
dentist!First,I can clean my family’s teeth.
Next,I can pay my employee $90 everyday 
to them.Last,Lots of kids can come.Thats 
why I want to be a dentist when I grow up.

What i want to be when I grow up
By Luna
have you ever wanted to make people 

save ? i always love trying to make
People save. When i grow up i want to 

be a Police officer
First i want to make peoples save
Second arrest people who are bad
Third to help people

When I grow up
By Rainer
Have you ever wanted to build 

buildings?
 Well I’ve always loved building.

My first reason is,When I’m an engineer 
I can build houses for free.

My next reason is I can draw pictures of 
buildings I want to build.

My last reason is when i’m an engineer I 
can build anything I want!

And that is why I want to be an 
engineer.

When I grow up
By Sukhjot
When i grow up i want to be a teacher.

Because we can tell them how to read a 
book.And you can tell them to read a book 
when it is reading time.and we do math.

When I grow up
By Sophia
What i want To be when i grow up. Have 

you ever wanted to a teacher If you Have 
wanted to be a teacher and Here is why. 
First I can teach Kids writing. Next I can 
Teach Them math. Last i can teach Them 
reding. That,s why i want to be a teacher 
when i grow up.

What I want to be when I grow up.
By Micaeah
Have you ever wanted to Teach kids 

well, I,ve always loved Working with kids 

when I grow Up , I want to be a teacher 
here Is why

My first reason is I love seeing kids 
grow up. My next reason is i love talking to 
kids My last reason is I love working with 
kids.

That’s why I want to be a teacher when 
I grow up.

When I grow up
By Noah
What I want to be when I grow up I want 

to be a youtuber like prestonplayz my first 
reason is you get paid back when you 
make a video. My second reason is you 
get views and you get popular and you 
can donate money to charity like faze rug 
my last reason is you can get big money 
like mr beast.And that is why I want to be 
a youtuber

When I grow up
By Ekampreet
When i grow up i want to be a gym 

teacher because we 
can help them werk out thats why you 

should pick to be a gym teacher 
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When I grow up
By Rylee
Do you ever want to teach kids? Well 

I’ve always loved working with the kinder-
garteners i Read to my little sister when 
I grow up I want to be a Teacher here is 
why First I always Wanted to go to college  
when im a teen Next I love to be a teacher  
I love mrs cook she is my teacher Last 
and i want to be her. Finally Do you know 
what How many siblings I have? FINE I 
have 5 brothers and 2 sisters . I LOVE 
BEING A TEACHER TO MY LITTLE 
SISTER do you 

When I grow up
By Joel
When I grow up I wanna be a youtube. 

My first reason is that I can be famous 
and not be lonely and have no friends 
or fans. My second reason is I can get 
a youtube award for making like 100k 
likers and show my fans and my siblings 
how it looks like my favorite youtuber 
funneh,kreekcraft, and more probably. My 
Last reason is I can make t brands and 
people can buy them to get money and 
buy more supplies. That’s why I wanna be 
a youtuber.

What I want to be when I grow up 
By Paislee
Have you ever wanted to be a artist 

when you grow up. I’ve always wanted to 
be a artist when I grow up. Here’s why. 
Frist ,I think it would be cool to teach kids 
how to draw. Next People can be famous 
for drawing. My last reason is, People can 
draw inside books. And that’s why I want 
to be a artist when I grow up.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Hargun
Have you ever wanted to be a Cowgirl I 

loved to be a cowgirl.
My first reason is I want to have a horse.
It is so much fun to ride a horse 

everyday.

Grassy Creek Elementary
SECOND GRADE
TEACHER: JENNIFER GILLESPIE

What I want to be when I grow up
By Josie 
When I grow up I want to be a kinder-

garten teacher. First, I love teaching little 
kids writing math And reading, because I 
am good at it. My second reason is I love 
helping little kids and making sure they 

learn. When they are little they don’t know 
things so I help them out. And get high 
reading levels and get good grades on 
math and make us be able to read their 
handwriting in writing. My third reason is 
I love helping my brother because he is 
little. I help him with things that he doesn’t 
know. I got good grades on those things 
he did not know. Now he can read books 
just like me. That is why I want to be a 
kindergarten teacher when I grow up. 

What I want to be when I grow up
By Isabella
Wen i grow up i wat to be a vet.i love 

animal there so cute especially dogs. 
There super cute .When a dog jumps on 
you there trying to give you a huge.did 
you know that? 

That’s what I what to be when I grow up.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Aubrey
Have you ever thought about what you 

want to be when you grow up?
In my opinon, I would choose, singer. 

why? Well, my first reason is love to sing! 
why? It’s my hobby. Next, singing is part of 
my mom. She sang on stage and almost 
became famous! lastly, evreyone loves 

to sing in my family. And I like being the 
same. I strongly believe, that I should, be 
a singer when I grow up.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Madi
When I grow up I want to be an artist 

because… 
These past 3-4 years I have been 

learning how to draw and i have been 
crafting A LOT!!!

I CAN’T STOP DRAWING CUTE 
LITTLE DOODLES!!!!!

I love painting a little to much….(and 
drawing) and that is why I want to be an 
artist when I grow up!!!

What I want to be when I grow up
By Geoffery
What I want to be when I grow up is an 

artist here is why. First I practice drawing 
so that one resson why I want to be a 
artist.Next I love drawing and draw all the 
time.Last I draw really careful and it turns 
out perfect. with all of that said thats why I 
want to be a artist.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Adi
I what to be a dance teacher when i 
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grow up Because i love dance

My frist is i love ballet My seced reason 
is i love jazz My last reason is i love tap 
That  is why i what to be  a dance teacher 
When i grow up.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Aaliyah
I want to be a cherr coach when i 

growup reason one i love cherr reason  
two iev done two cheer games one was 
football the ather was basketball .

What I want to be when I grow up
By Winnie
I  want to  be  when I  grow up I want 

to work at the Humane Society! I want 
to work here because  the animals are 
cute. I want to adopt a pet there! That job 
sounds like I would have fun there! I will 
get the pet a toy. 

What I want to be when I grow up
By Sehaj
Have you ever wanted to help people? 

Well i’ve always loved helping people 
when i growup i want to be a doctor! Here 
is why

First ive’ give them medicine
Next ive’ give them paper

Last ive’ give them shot 
That’s why i want to be a doctor when i 

grow up!
-Sehaj

What I want to be when I grow up
By Gurnoor
Have you ever wanted to design build-

ings? Well I’ve always loved to design 
building! When I grow up, I want to be a 
engineer! Here is why!

First, I like to make creative things.
Next,I want to build a koenigsegg dealer 

ship.
Last, I want to bulid a ferrari dealer ship.
That’s why I want to be a engineer when 

I grow up.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Jaycee
What I want to be when I grow up is a 

nurse. Here’s why! 
My first reason is my mom was a nurse 

and I want to be just like her.
 My second reason is I love helping 

people so I think a nurse would be a great 
fit for me.

My last reason is because I think I really 
like sorting stuff out so I think I would be 
pretty good at sorting the stuff out.

And that is why I want to be a nurse 
when I grow up.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Johanna
I want to be a unicorn when I grow. 

up.my reason first Unicorns are sparkly 
and pretty. My secend reason is that uni-
corns are rainbow. My last reason is they 
are soft.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Tobias
I want to be a you tuber when i grow up! 

This is why! My first reason is. You will be 
famis! My second reason is. You will be a 
million air! My last reson is. You will have 
fans!

What I want to be when I grow up
By Easton
I want to be in the military. Here’s why 

I like to protect people. It’s simple and 
easy and I want to become a bird in the 
sky. It’s super high. I will also make some 
friends to and foes i’ll fight for the first time 
i’ll practice a lot as a kid that should help 
out enough into i am a adult i’ve talked to 
a fighter fire a police man and a hospital 
man/girl also i’ve got to see the inside of 

a fire truck they have a lot of equipment 
it’s very helpful for fires there was a big 
hose they have axes to chop down doors 
in case if its broken that taught me a lot 
from just that like half of it so when i’m 
in military i’ll just have half not a lot just 
like 4/6 months it would have been like 
½ years so i’m very lucky unlucky people 
they have 4/6 years REALLY UNLUCKY 
RIGHT so i won’t be there to long hope-
fully military you use nukes blasters and 
grenades. Il’l work out when i’m an adult 
i’ll use a punching bag to work things out 
and to get very strong i’ll be way stronger 
than before I WILL PROTECT AMERICA.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Elizabeth
What I want to be when I grow up! Have 

you ever wanted to take care of pets? well 
I’ve always loved animals! When I grow up 
I want to be a vet! Here is why! First you 
can see if you are allergic to them. Next 
you can hold them. Last you can pet them 
.thats way you should be a vet.
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Pleasant Crossing Elementary 
FIRST GRADE
TEACHER: AMANDA SLIKE

What I want to be when I grow up
I’m Jim Doria my school is Pleasant 

Crossing. I’m 1st grade. In the future i 
want to be a fast swimer. Why? because 
so i can learn how to swim. i will try my 
best to jump in to the pool and my parents 
will be happy. 

Pleasant Crossing Elementary
THIRD GRADE
TEACHER: JAIDA FISHBACK

Being an Artist
By Jaycie Alexander
What do you want to be when you grow 

up? I would like to be a famous artist 
but you can be whatever you’d like. In 
this passage you will learn why I picked 
being a famous artist, what I like to do as 
an artist, and what materials you need. I 
picked being an artist because I am pas-
sionate about what I do. I love to paint. 
It’s what I do half of my day! I always 
ask for my birthday and Christmas to get 
painting supplies. I usually get canvases 
for my birthday but a lot of other stuff 

though. What I like about being an artist is 
because you can get to paint your imagi-
nation on the canvas then share it with 
others! What I love the most about being 
an artist is that it is relaxing just to paint 
on canvases on the easel or the table. 
Just the look of a finished painting makes 
me smile. There are a lot of materials you 
need. There are lots and lots of paints. 
You definitely need canvases, you need 
paint brushes, and last but not least you 
need a table to paint on or an easel. The 
easel was really an option because I got 
one for Christmas from my grandma and 
my grandpa. Now you know why I picked 
being a famous artist, why I like being 
a famous artist, and what materials you 
need. If you want to be an artist you can 
but you can do something else you love 
to do.

Whiteland Elementary
FOURTH GRADE
TEACHER: KATIE BRIGHT

When I grow up
By Ekampreet Kaur
I want to become a Doctor when I grow 

up because they make people strong and 
healthy. There are many types of Doctors 

that do different things to help people 
be healthy. There are different tools that 
Doctors use to make patients feel better. 
Doctors help people and make them feel 
better. Those are some reasons why I 
want to become a Doctor when I grow up.

One reason why I want to become a 
Doctor is because there are many kinds 
of Doctors and I can choose which one I 
want to become. Some choices are den-
tist, eye doctor, bone doctor, and more. All 
of these doctors do different things to help 
patiences. The dentist does things to your 
teeth, the eye Doctor checks your eyes, 
and the bone Doctor fixes broken bones. 
Those are some of the reasons why I 
want to become a Doctor when I grow up.

Another reason I want to be a Doctor 
when I grow up is that there are different 
tools I can use to fix different symptoms. 
Some tools are thermometer, x-ray ma-
chine, and stethoscope. These tools are 
used for different things like the stetho-
scope is used for checking your heartbeat. 
The x-ray machine is used to see inside 
your body and to check your bones. That 
is another reason why I want to be a 
doctor when I am an adult.

The last and most important reason I 
want to become a doctor is that they help 

patients feel better and they keep them 
healthy. If you like helping people you 
can become a doctor because they help 
people and make them healthy. Keeping 
people safe and healthy is a good thing to 
do. Doctors keep so many people healthy 
and safe in one year and they are one of 
the people who keep humans safe. That 
is the last reason why I want to become a 
doctor when I grow up.

In conclusion, I want to become a doctor 
when I am an adult because they make 
people healthy and strong. There are a 
lot of types of doctors that do different 
things to make people feel better. Doctors 
have different tools that help them make 
patients feel better. Doctors help patients 
feel better and make them healthy. Those 
are all the reasons why I want to become 
a doctor when I am a grown up.

When I grow up 
By Jordan Case
My name is Jordan Case. I think that 

being a librarian is the best Job ever. 
There is so much you can do if you’re a 
librarian like read a book, or write a book, 
and help people find books. There is so 
much to do.

One reason why I think that a librarian 
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is the best Job ever is that you can make 
your own books. One time I had trouble 
figuring out what type of book I wanted 
to make fiction, nonfiction. I did not know 
at all. Int’ill I came to something I love, 
dinosaurs. So I wrote about dinosaurs. I 
read it to my mom and she said that it was 
a good story and then I read it to my dad 
and he liked it too. Another time is when I 
was going to make a very creepy book. It 
was about a monster who stole people’s 
souls at 3:00 Am in the morning. When I 
finished it and read it, it was so scary that 
it gave me nightmares.

Another reason why I think that being a 
librarian is the best job is that when you 
are working you can read a book. Like 
one time when I was at my friends house 
I couldn’t go to sleep so I read a book 
and it helped me fall asleep so every time 
I could not fall asleep i just read a book. 
But then my friend could not fall asleep so 
I read a book to me and him until we fell 
asleep. Sometimes I would get a snack 
and read one of my favorite books. The 
Bad Guys was what it was called. I loved 
it so much.

And the last reason why I think being 
a librarian is the best job ever. That you 
can even help people find just the right 

book for them. Like one time I was at the 
library with my friend and he wanted me 
to find just the right book for him to read 
to himself. We searched for the right book 
and it felt like it took a hundred years. But 
then it was almost time to leave and my 
friend really really wanted that book so we 
decided to ask for help and so we did. It 
took like ten seconds to find the book that 
was just right for him. And then it was time 
to leave to go home, but before we went 
home we checked the books out. And 
then we started to go home.

That is why being a liberian is the best 
Job ever.

When I grow up 
By Hayden Beeles
The job I want to grow up to be is a 

fireman. Some of the reasons why I want 
to be a fireman is I can save lives. I can 
protect people from fires and show them 
what to do If they get caught on fire. And 
I can tell people when to replace smoke 
alarms and how to know if it is safe to 
open a door during a fire.

The first reason I want to be a firefighter 
is to tell people and kids when to replace 
smoke alarms and know if it is safe to 
open a door during a fire. You should 

replace your smoke alarms at least once 
or twice a year, because you’ll never know 
if there is a fire in your house because 
your smoke alarms won’t go off because 
you didn’t replace the batteries. If there is 
a fire in your house or the place you are 
in. First of all you need to exit the building 
you are in and go to your safe spot out-
side. Once you are outside you should call 
911 or see if someone else called 911. If 
you are inside a house and there is a fire 
you should take you hand and flip it to 
where your knuckle is facing the door then 
you put your knuckle against the door. 
Then if the door is very hot you should 
stay inside the room you are in and then 
if you are in the first story you can open 
the window and climb out. If your door is 
not warm then you should grab a towel or 
a shirt to cover your nose and mouth to 
make sure you don’t breath in smoke.

The next reason I want to be a fire-
fighter is I can show people what to do 
when they get caught on fire. When you 
get caught on fire you should drop onto 
your knees and lay on the ground and roll. 
What they say is drop stop and roll. The 
saying of that means you should stop drop 
to your knees and then roll around on 
grass or something. When you are on fire 

you need to stay calm and roll in the dirt 
because the dirt will end up putting out 
the fire be cause for fire to burn it needs 
air so if you put dirt on yourself it will stop 
the fire.

When I grow up 
By Kyler Small
What I want to be when I grow up one 

day I want to be a MLB player and that’s 
what want to be when I grow up and I 
want to play on the dodgers and that’s 
Because my favorite baseball player was 
on the dodgers and my favorit pitcher is 
on the dodgers.

I want to be magor league baseball 
player and that has ben my dream for a 
long time and that’s because I love playing 
baseball and my too favorite thing’s to 
do in baseball is pitching and hiding and 
I really want to play in the MLB because 
I have seen people play in the MLB and 
ever sens I have wanted to play.

I want to go to college at the arkansas 
racerback to play baseball then I want to 
get drafted to the MLB because I have 
always liked to play baseball and I want to 
be a relay good MLB baseball player and 
to me its the funnest sport to do.

Also the reason I want to play on the 
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dodger because it’s my favorite baseball 
team and it’s my favorite baseball team 
because I played on the dodgers for when 
I use to play reck baseball and when I 
watched a dodger game I have liked the 
dodgers ever sins.

When I grow up 
By Mikhaila Bowers
Do you know what Job or Career you 

want to have when you grow up? Well I 
do and what I want to do is to be a farmer. 
There are a couple reasons why I would 
like to be a farmer. The first reason is that 
I get to help people and stores with the 
supply I harvest or grow. Next is cause I 
get to be with animals cause that is one of 
my favorite things to do is to be with ani-
mals. Lastly, it’s something that I will enjoy 
doing. That is some reason why I want to 
be a farmer when I grow up.

The first reason why I want to be a 
farmer is because I get to help others with 
stuff that I harvest for others to help them 
survive and be healthy. For example, if I 
grow Corn, Beans , Fruits, and Vegetables 
and give them to stores for people to 
buy and make them healthy and able to 
have food in their stomachs. Also if I give 
them Eggs, Milk, and Meat that they can 

make other things like with the eggs and 
milk they can make Cookies, Cake and a 
bunch of other things. That is one reason 
why I want to be a farmer.

The second reason why I want to be 
a farmer is because I get to spend time 
with animals, which is one of my favorite 
things to do. For example I get to wake up 
every morning and go feed Cows, Pigs, 
Chickens, Ducks, Goats, Sheeps, and 
maybe if I have a dog that helps herd the 
sheeps or other animals. Also if I ever feel 
lonely, I can go and sit with some of my 
animals. That is the second reason why I 
would like to be a farmer when I am older.

Last but not least the last reason why 
I want to be a farmer is because that is 
something that I will enjoy. Because every 
morning I get to get up, feed the animals, 
and help people out by giving them food 
and milk. Also I get to spend my whole 
day hanging out with the animals and 
helping people by doing something for 
my animals. Also my family members can 
always visit whenever they want cause I 
won’t have a bunch of other people with 
me that I have to deal with.

Those are the reasons why I want to 
be a farmer when I grow up. Those are 
reasons that I get to help others hang out 

with animals and that is something I will 
enjoy. Those are the reasons why I want 
to be a farmer when I grow up.

When I grow up 
By Billy Broadus
When I grow up I want to be in the 

military. Some reason why I want to be in 
the military is I have always liked to fight. 
I also like weapons a lot. Finally, I want to 
protect my country.

I want to be in the Military like a Marine, 
The army, the air force or the navy. One 
reason why is because I like to fight. I 
have always liked to fight and it would be 
for a good reason. Instead of fighting for 
no reason like I do I would be fighting for 
our country.

Another reason why is because I like 
BB guns and think they’re cool and fun 
even though they are not toys. they can 
be used for target shooting to practice 
and that is what fun about them it is fun to 
shoot targets. You do have to be careful so 
you don’t get hurt but if they a used right 
the they can be fun but do not just play 
with them and get them out whenever. You 
have to be careful.

The final reason is to protect my country 
and people that a in need of protecting 

and no matter what, protect every one 
and so we can have freedom. That is why 
I want to be in the military.

The reasons why I want to be in the 
military when I grow up because I have 
always liked to fight, I like weapons and so 
I can protect my country.

When I grow up 
By Abbigail Fields
When I grow up I want to work at the 

Roller skating rink. The reason I want to 
work there is because I want to be the 
Dj. I would love to play some music and 
let the kids play limbo. I would also like to 
make sure that everyone is safe.

Another reason why I would love to 
work there is because I love skating. I 
would love to teach little kids how to skate 
as well. I would also like to work there 
because I can take song requests. I would 
love to work there because my mom 
cooks food there and we can go to work 
together.

Out of all these reasons why I would 
work there this is the reason why I would 
work at the skating rink is because I would 
make sure that all the birthday party’s 
that are there have a great time and I 
make sure that everyone has a great time. 
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These are the reasons why I would work 
at the skating rink.

To be a Dj. Let the kids play limbo. To 
work with my mom. And to make sure 
everyone is

having a great time.
I would also like to mop the skate floor 

and teach little kids how to do the tricks. I 
like to tell everyone the rules and say the 
birthday names. I would like to tell people 
that there can be private birthday ses-
sions for next year. I would also say that 
everyone is aloud to go out to the middle 
with shoes on to help their children skate. 
I would also blow the whistle to let people 
know their is a family with shoes on trying 
to leave the skate floor. These are the 
reasons why I would like to work as a Dj 
at the skating rink.

When I grow up 
By Maanveer Kaur
When I grow up I want to be a doctor 

because. I want to help people when they 
are sick. Another reason why I want to be 
a doctor is that I will meet different people 
and I will help people in need when they 
are super sick. One More reason I want 
to be a doctor is they take care of people. 
And they make people better and they 

make their day by helping them feel better.
Another reason is that they are so kind 

and when you’re getting a shot they put 
a smile on your face inside you being 
sad and crying they mack you com then 
they put the shot. Next reason is that they 
make sure you get the right medicines to 
make you feel better in a few days.

Then another reason is that they always 
take care of you no matter what and even 
on the days they should be within their 
family they help you get better. And on 
some days they stay overnight to give 
medicines to make you feel better and on 
some days they have to stay in hospital on 
holiday to like christmas thanksgiving and 
lots more holidays.

This is why I want to be a doctor be-
cause I want to help people get better.

When I grow up 
By Harmony Woods
When I grow up I want to be a dog sitter. 

Why because dog sitting might be fun. 
Also my mom like to take care of dogs 
at Happy Hounds and when I’m 16 I am 
going to work with her over breaks. I will 
dog sit wehon I am 13 if my mom says it 
is okay for me to dog sit. I will also try to 
start a dog sitting club called Magnifcent 

Hounds. When I do The first person on 
my list will be my mom and dad because 
I love them and they love me back. When 
my baby sister gets older I will see if my 
mom will let me take her to dog sit with 
me. When I see a dog and I am with my 
mom I look at her andd ask”Can I

go see if I can pet that dog?” and if she 
says yes I fill up with joy and walk over to 
pet the dog. I will also have a time from 
10:00 am to 8:10 pm if my mom says it is 
okay and if they have kids i will also baby 
sit their kids. When I am old enough to 
dog sit and baby sit i will certainly do that. 
I think I am old enough to baby sit and 
dog sit but my mom and dad say when I 
am at least 13. When I am 13 I will bring 
dog treats and dog toys for the dog or 
dogs.

When I grow up 
By Ambri Hawkins
When I grow up I want to be a farmer. 

I want to be a farmer because they get 
a decent amount of money. Also I love 
animals so if I get some money I can get 
a cow,horses,pigs and other animals. I 
also like to work hard and I like to get all 
muddy.

When I grow up 
By Addisyn Johnson
My favorite career is to be a medical as-

sistant. My mom was a medical assistant. 
I want to help people that are in need of 
help. when I become a doctor I will help 
my mom with things she needs. so I can 
help my family if they need help with 
medical things.

When I help people It makes me feel 
good and proud. I can help people so I 
can help others if they are having a heart 
attack or something like that. When my 
grandma died I was sad. At that time I 
wished I was able to help her. I can also 
help people like my mom. One night my 
baby sister was 3 months old and she was 
sick and felt bad and we had to get her 
medicine. I wanted to be a medical assis-
tant so I could help her get better faster.

When you are a medical assistant and 
you are certified to give cpr you can help 
people that are in need of cpr. When you 
are doing a daycare or going to drop your 
kid off at daycare. You might need to give 
cpr if you are certified. When you see that 
happen it is scary not to help.

What would you do if that had hap-
pened? You probably would help if you 
could. I enjoy helping my mom if my 
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brother gets a booboo so I can learn. So 
when I am older you can know how to 
do that. When you get older or even right 
now what do you think you would want to 
do when you grow up. Im love to be like 
my mom and I love her and she loves me. 
When I am a medical assistant. I can also 
help my siblings with medical stuff like 
medicine.

So those are all of the reasons I want to 
be a medical assistant. I would love to be 
like my mom. She is very nice and I just 
love her too much. I like being a medical 
assistant. os when you are a medical 
assistant when you are doing work and 
there is someone new and they need help 
you could help them. When you are in the 
room you love it to be a medical assistant. 
When my mom came home one day I 
asked “mom what is it like to be a medical 
assistant” she said “ it can be very scary 
cause when you are doing a needle you 
could not pok their vanes”. Medical as-
sistant is cool.

When I grow up 
By Oakley Wells
I want to be a lawyer because I think 

i’m. Responsible enough to have be one 
but I heard my dad. When I told him about 

the lawyer job he said it takes a. Long 
time of school in college i’m smart I can. 
Probably do that but he said you. Have to 
be prepared for college because it’s far.

Away from your age because you need 
to. Pass these other grades to you can’t 
just. Rush it and skip grades just to get 
to college yeah but I’m smart well that 
doesn’t matter because I need to go to my 
job when I’m older yeah that’s what i’m 
going to do

Your right I said I need to pass these 
other grades before I get to college 
lawyers make 101,110 per year and it 
depends on what type of lawyer you are 
but when I try out for a lawyer I’m gonna 
give money to charity, family and people 
in need

So, when I try to become a lawyer I 
want to do stuff that will shock the world, I 
even can’t explain because it’s gonna be a 
good idea what I will do because i’ll figure 
it out when I get to my career started then 
just do the right thing that people want to 
do for example I am going to is donate 
to the departments for all of the amazing 
food they make I already did that in my life 
so if you want to hear more about my my 
story about my career then just wait i’m 
going to write more on my free time ok

When I grow up 
By Phoenix Vanbuskirk
What I want to be when I grow up is, I 

want to be a doctor so I can have a lot of 
money and help people in need :) I want 
to help people feel better. That’s why I 
want to be a doctor so I can help people 
that need stuff like poor people and stuff 
like food, clothes, and like a tent. I get a lot 
of money to so yes I can’t wait until i do be 
a doctor and I want to buy something with 
it but I don’t have any money yet so I want 
but I wanted it for so long so I can’t wait to 
be one and I want to have a lot of money 
soon and hopefully I will get a lot and help 
people who need it and help others and 
so they have a good day and you should 
have one to I want to be a doctor for 
shelter, water, and food.

When I grow up 
By Colton Adams
Today I will tell you all the reasons why 

I want to be a marine biologist. you can 
study sea animals also you can play with 
them and you can be right by the beach.

The first reason is you can study them 
and their behavior like if they act weird 
then you can figure out what’s wrong and 
if they are in danger. Also you can see all 

kinds of animals like sharks and turtles. 
Also you can know if they have something 
unyousual like a missing fin and other 
things. another thing is you can explorer 
the water and their habitats.

The second reason is you can play with 
them like if you want to pet them. Also 
you can pet all kinds of fish, sharks, and 
whales it also can be so much fun lis-
tening to them. Like what sounds dolphins 
and wales and so many more animales. 
Now you can see how much fun playing 
with animals is.

The last reason is you can be right by 
the beach and you can swim and surf and 
play in the water. Also you can play in the 
sand and you can sunbathe and it can feel 
so good. It will be a lot of fun also you can 
enjoy the view and maybe see dolphins. 
Also you can enjoy the beach with your 
family and have so much fun. Also you 
can meet new friends and go on a boat 
and see more animales.

So now you know why I want to be a 
marine biologist. to study animals also to 
play with them and and you can be right 
by the beach and I hope you enjoyed my 
paragraph.
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When I grow up 
By Khushreet Bhatti
My dream job is to be a doctor because 

i want to help others. im not the only ones 
in my family who wants to be a doctor 
because me and my other cousin all want 
to be a doctor when we grow up we talk 
about it all the time because we live right 
next to each other we practice a lot my 
brother also wants to be a doctor we all 
want to work together so we can help 
others

Another reason why i want to be a 
doctor is because helping others is what 
im here for and i hope i’m successful

When i grow up i want to give people 
there Madison and i want to get informa-
tion from them and type it in the computer 
and i want to ask how there feeling or 
how did it happen i want transfer there 
medasin to the nearest cvs or pharmacy

A lot of people need help in there world 
causes there sick i want to be a person 
who can help the people that are in a bad 
sickness

When I grow up 
By Noah Clements
When I grow up I want to go to the 

NBA. My first reason is I could have a lot 

of money from my contract. My second 
reason is I could meet a lot of NBA stars 
before they retire. My third reason is I 
could have a lot of new friends around the 
country. My fourth reason is I could have a 
lot of things I never got when I was a kid.

But there could be a downside to 
playing in the NBA. One downside is I 
could break a bone. Another reason is 
I could tear a muscle. Or I could sprang 
my ankle. Another reason is that I have to 
practice hard so I can play well. Another 
reason I have to practice hard is so if my 
team is bad I can carry them to a cham-
pionship. Another reason is could have 
a bad season and have a lot of chances 
and mess them up. Another reason is I 
could foul out most of the season. Another 
reason is I could get over weight and 
injures could ruin my season. Another 
reason is I might be a bench player and 
not play a single minute in the NBA. an-
other reason is I could retire early and my 
team might be bad.

And I could have one of the best teams 
in the NBA. But that could be bad be-
cause I might not play a single minute in 
the NBA. Another reason is I might not get 
paid enough. I could get suspended for a 
couple games so then I wouldn’t be able 

to play for those couple games. Another 
reason is I could get ejected which means 
I can’t play for the rest of the game.

But I can’t have a bad team or I might 
not win a championship. So I that’s why I 
have to practice hard. And also put in the 
work to be great. But I will face challenges 
and down points in my life. But that’s okay 
I just pick myself back up and face the 
challenges.

When I grow up 
By Samantha Crozer
I want to be a singer when I grow up, 

also I love music so much that it makes 
me feel so happy. Me and my family tells 
me that you are the best at singing and 
you are too you just do not know it. You 
are all such good singers! And how I know 
is because you have a awesome singing 
voice. And never doubt yourself because I 
know that you can do it know matter what. 
Let’s say you are in a singing contest and 
you are scared well here is how you can 
stop being scared, All you’ve got to do is 
take as many deep breaths as you can 
until you are calm and you will be amazing 
because you are not nervous. And I just 
know that you will rock it. And I just want 
to let you know that you are the best at 

singing and if you practice a lot it will help 
you a lot. And ask your mom and dad if 
you can get in singing lessons. And they 
should say, Ok’’ And if they don’t that is ok 
too. You can just practice at home and go 
to Youtube and search up singing lessons 
and you can watch it from there to though. 
so that is why i want to be a singer.

When I grow up 
By Nikhil Grover
What I want to be when I grow up is an 

NBA player. I loved basketball my whole 
life. It was my favorite sport. I played it 
so much. I loved it. As I got older My dad 
put me into basketball camp. Then I was 
starting to make more shots in the basket 
. When I got older I had a better per-
centage of making shots. So I got better 
and better each day. When I got home 
from school I always used to play basket-
ball in my backyard.

We played a lot, we even played 2k20. 
He will always win, but I started to un-
derstand some stuff so I got really happy 
because I learned something new. So I 
practice my shotts and I will always play 
basketball with my friend. Outside in my 
backyard. I will always win when I play 
basketball. My dad was very good, So I 
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will shoot deep shots so I can make more 
points when we play so I can win the 
game in the backyard. I will sometimes 
ask my dad to move the hoop near the 
trampoline so I can dunk and that was 
cool and I liked it. It was really fun.

No matter what, I will stick with bas-
ketball my whole life, because it is my 
favorite sport no matter what I play other 
sports just for fun but basketball is my 
main sport. Basketball is my career and I 
will stick with that sport my whole life no 
matter what I do until I make it to the NBA. 
And when I’m in the NBA I will accom-
plish my dreams of making it to the NBA. 
Basketball is my life, it is my sport, it is 
my game, it is my favorite and I love it so 
much that I can’t stop playing basketball.

When I grow up 
By Devin Jones
What I want to be when I grow up is a 

NFL star that is my dream one day. The 
reason I want to be a NFL star it’s be-
cause it has always been my dream. I’ve 
watched football since I was 2 years old. I 
play quarterback and I want to be the star 
quarterback. I want to be the number 32 
pick in the 2035 Nfl draft.

I want to go to the University of Purdue 

and that is going to be my college and 
that is where my pro day will be. I want 
to be drafted By the Kansas City Chiefs 
or the Indianapolis Colts . I was born in a 
football family. My dad played college foot-
ball for the Texas state cowboys. but now 
they are called the Texas state bobcats. 
My dads uncle David was a professional 
football player for the Dallas cowboys. I 
will tell you about my football career in my 
league this year. I had 252 yards in Total 
yards 2 rushing td and 7 passing td. That 
is all of my stats.

When my first million dollars are spent 
with my family and my teachers but when 
it is all to my important people I will start 
a charity called Devin’s food drive. When I 
first got drafted In my rookie year I wanted 
to have 5,346 passing yards 40 passing 
td 13 rushing td and 1,000 rushing yards. 
But being an NFL player is hard. You have 
to go to the facility everyday. You have 
to work out and also go to practices and 
then when it is gameday you have to not 
be late at the stadium and start warming 
up before the game. But sometimes it’s 
easy because sometimes when you are 
done then you get to hang out with your 
teammates. 

But getting in the league is hard you 

have to be the best college football player 
ever. you have to win the Heisman trophy 
winner and try to be the national cham-
pionship MVP. A lot of college football 
players usually go to the league in their 
junior year. This dream has been going 
by everyday but sometimes I think i’m 
probably im not going to make it in the nfl 
because there is probably going to be a 
lot of quarterbacks that are going to better 
then me and I think i’m going to be and 
undrafted free agent and not even make 
the league but my mom always says to 
not give up on your dreams.

When I grow up 
By Malachi Jones
What I want to be when I grow up is a 

marine biologist. I want to be a marine 
biologist because It’s an important job 
and I get to learn about new species of 
sea creatures and one day I might get to 
name one. It would be a lot of work but I 
think it would be worth it. What inspired 
me to want to be a marine biologist is 
that I like to swim. Another reason is that 
I want to go scuba diving and I’m very in-
terested in species of sea creatures. Also 
I could make very good friends along the 
way. Me and my friends would be able to 

explore and understand so many different 
species and places. One day I could even 
explore and set a world record of most 
species discovered by one person. I also 
think that it would be so fun I might see an 
endangered species and save the whole 
species from being extinct. It would also 
be fun to witness something on camera 
with my friends that is so old that it was 
when dinosaurs existed. Another reason 
is that I would be able to scuba and 
being able to scuba diving is something 
I’ve wanted to do my whole life. Another 
reason is that my friends and family would 
cheer me on and that would give me a lot 
more confidence. Having more confidence 
would help me study a lot harder.

When I grow up 
By Aleigha Mcknight
Hi my name Alegiah is only here today 

I’m going to tell you about my career a teis 
going to be I think it is really fun and that’s 
essay I’m going to tell you three reasons 
or three paragraphs and explain why I 
wouldn’t be a good fitting teacher and why 
teacher is my dream career job!

Another reason why I want to be a 
teacher because ever since I was a little 
I’ve played with baby dolls and act like a 
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little teacher it’s been one of my favorite 
things to do ever since I was little. Another 
thing that I do when I was younger is I 
would always pretend that my stuff the 
animals were little students and I’d have 
a little pointer finger and I point the things 
my wall and act like they were actual 
things that kids needed to learn in school.

My last reason why I want to become a 
teacher is because I’ve always loved kids 
and it’s always been one of my favorite 
things to do to pretend I like to be suc-
cessful in life and as long as my grades 
go up a little bit more and I have the right 
attitude I believe that I can become a 
teacher and I hope I do because there’s 
some kids out there that need help and 
I’m not just going to be a regular teacher 
I want to be a special needs teacher 
because the kids out there deserve to be 
treated correctly like other students not 
just because of how they look or how they 
feel or how they say things or different 
things like that silly they all deserve to be 
treated correctly in the same way!

When I grow up 
By Maya Mushantaf
When I grow up I want to be doter. like 

I want to give surgery Bc I love helping 

people. And I love lening about stuf like 
that docter stuff. and I know sum people 
say eww that is grows well I know but 
I what to do it. and you can get a lot of 
money but I dont care about the money 
I just care about me helping the people 
.and if I get lot of money I will give my 
family ofc .bc they help be and I will help 
them and my brother said he mabey be 
a doctor to and then if he works at the 
same plase as me I get to see him well I 
hope. And I get to meet people and for me 
that wold be nice . And I can even talk to 
dockers. And I can learn about the stuff. 
And being a doctor is relly hard and you 
have to sudy a lot. And you have to be 
relly smart and get good on your test. well 
I hope being a doctor is relly fun .and I 
hope it will be fun for you to well if you `be 
a doctor. And that why I think being doctor 
is fun and good.

When I grow up 
By Rylan Clements
When I grow up I want to be a teacher 

because my mom teaches me a lot 
because she’s a middle school teacher so 
that’s what I want to be when I grow up. 
I want to be a writing teacher and I want 
to be a 7th grade teacher because that’s 

what my mom teaches.

When I grow up 
By Amber Cress
What I want to be when I grow up is 

to be a police officer. Why I want to be a 
police officer is because I want to help 
people and help save animals too. I love 
helping people a lot with stuff and helping 
get things down or animals in trees or 
other things. When people are police 
officers, they always help people and 
save the day. I loved when police officers 
passed by and waved to me, so I liked to 
wave back. Some people like to wave to 
police officers like me. Waving to Police 
officers makes police officers proud. Also 
Police officers might wave at you and you 
probably don’t know that a police officer 
waved at you.

Police officers always catch bad guys 
when they steal from other people’s 
homes or from the bank. Police Officers 
have to work day and night. Being a police 
officer is a very hard job to do. Police offi-
cers don’t really get a lot of sleep because 
they work day and night. Police officers 
help to work together to be on time, and 
to get dressed. My dad’s dad was in the 
navy for over 5 years. I also think he was 

a police officer at first.
Tests are super important for police of-

ficers. Police officers have to take tests to 
see if they are ready to be a police officer 
or not. When they take tests they have 
to answer all the questions right, if they 
answer most of the questions wrong then 
you can’t be a police officer. I love doing 
tests and answering questions because 
I love answering questions and asking 
questions too.

This is why I want to be a police officer 
when I grow up. Being a police officer is 
a really hard job to do for some Police 
officers. If you ask “why” I will tell you why. 
Why police officers have trouble doing 
their job is because they have to get ready 
on time, eat, and be there on time. An-
other reason why their job is hard is, when 
they get a call about a serious emergency 
they have to get there on time. There are 
a lot more reasons why their job is hard 
but i am not gonna tell all because there 
are a lot of reasons.

When I grow up 
By Logan Eads
I choose this because I want to be you-

tuber because they make a lot of money. I 
also want to be a game youtuber because 
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you have fun when your that kind of you-
tuber. Games I will play are fortnite, roblox 
and even more games. If I get bored I will 
invite my friends over to play with me. If 
i’m really excited I will record a video and 
show my fans. I will not say curse words 
because you get hate. If I get money I will 
give it to homeless people.

When I grow up 
By Alexis Olmos
I have always wanted to become a 

professional photographer. These are a 
few reasons of why I want this job. I have 
always loved taking pictures, I would love 
to be famous for my beautiful pictures I 
take. I have had this dream for years now 
and have worked way too hard to stop 
aiming for my dream job. I have the will to 
do whatever it takes to reach my end goal.

To start, I have always had a passion for 
taking pictures of beautiful things and my-
self. I have learned how a camera works, 
I have also met a famous TikTok photog-
rapher who has gained a lot of fame off 
of her wonderly taken photos. Her work 
has inspired me to keep my dream going, 
also as to not give up on everything I have 
worked for. Giving up would mean missing 
out on a wonderful opportunity to get a 

good job.
My dream is to be like her and her work.
Second, I have always wanted to be 

famous for something. When I found out 
that taking pictures could be a way to 
become famous, that inspired me more to 
keep going. I have been saving up to get 
a new camera. Last time I remembered, 
they were $55 for the exact one I wanted. 
I think this is a cheap price to achieve my 
dreams.

Last, I have had this dream for a long 
time. The exact time I have been wanting 
this job for is 2 years. I have been asking 
my mom for this camera. But, she said 
it was too expensive and that she would 
have to look into it.

It would be amazing to become famous 
for my pictures.

In conclusion, these are all my reasons 
for wanting to become a photographer. I 
have always loved taking pictures for such 
a long time, I want to become famous 
for my work like many have before me, 
As well as it has been my dream for a 
long time. I hope one day my dream to 
become a photographer comes true. 
With my knowledge of picture taking and 
current skill with it, I will go far in the near 
future. My chances to achieve my goal are 

high, and this is why I’d like to become a 
photographer.

When I grow up 
By Aiden Pugh
When I grow up I want to be a mechanic 

because its fun to program stuff so when 
I am older I can work on cars helping 
people if they break down on the highway 
and maybe making my own company 
when I grow up I want to make the world 
a better place so people have a bad day 
if there car breaks down or if there tire 
is flat. When I am older I will make cars 
and fix cars just like Elon Musk! When he 
made cars like the tesla that was a really 
famous car because it had auto pillot. 
Who knows I could be the next billionaire 
in the world!

WhenIi become an entrepreneur I am 
thinking of making a shop in the middle 
of town so every boody can come vist me 
when I have an oil store and car place if I 
am rich enough I will try to make a dealer-
ship right next to my oil exchange store 
when I am grown up I am not going to be 
a bragger but I might have 15 employes at 
the dealership and 5 at the oil exchange 
store.

When I grow up 
By Maranda Sheets
What I want to do when I grow up is a 

doctor. First, I love meeting new people 
and to keep people healthy. When people 
come to the hospital, I am not shy to say 
hi to them. I am very nice and every one 
that are my friends or family know I am. 

Next, I love seeing people back to 
normal and not in bad shape. A lot of my 
family members get really out of shape so 
I come in and help them with the problem. 
Also, I go with my mom to drop of food for 
her because she is a nurse and I watch 
doctors getting people better. Then, I love 
helping people to get through cancer 
because it can kill you and it is very 
dangerous. It’s really fun to experience the 
different diseases that you can catch. The 
things what doctors use to people, I think 
they are very cool but I will still need to 
learn about them still.

Then, why I want to be a doctor is 
because, I will be able to make doctor 
friends and help them if they are new 
to the job. For example, my mom had 
someone new to the job at her work and 
mom welcomed the women and she loved 
that.

Finally, why I want to be a doctor is to 
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get people better with really bad sick-
nesses that they have. If you get the flu, 
that mostly means that you have been 
touching things sicknesses on it. If you get 
covid that probably means the air is filled 
with disease. The flu and covid, people 
get those two a lot. Covid can be very 
dangerous and the flu, well it depends 
what kind it is.

That is why I want to be a doctor when 
I grow up. It is cool how doctor can get 
people better with really bad sicknesses 
that they have. It’s also cool seeing people 
back to normal and not in bad shape. If 
you want to be a doctor then you can see 
doctors do what they are doing. That is 
want I do! That is why I want to be a doc.

When I grow up 
By Karli Smith
When I grow up I want to be a basket-

ball player because I think I could be one 
of the best ones in the whole entire world 
like Michael Jordan. He was talented and 
all but I think I could be better. I could 
maybe dunk hire than him or I could be a 
better player than him. My passion is bas-
ketball. I can see myself in the NBA even 
though I’m a girl doesn’t mean anything I 
could be a girl basketball player.

The reason why I want to be in the NBA 
is because people need to see what a 
girl can do because some people don’t 
believe in girls. Guys think they are better 
than girls so I want to show them how 
girls work hard and play hard cause girls 
do the same as boys. If you were a girl 
would you like being picked on by a boy? 
Cause I wouldn’t and I bet you wouldn’t 
like it either so if you want to be in the 
NBA don’t give up on your dreams.

Another reason why I want to be in the 
NBA is because I want to show off my 
skills and have fun. Can you put the ball 
between your legs and bounce it between 
your legs? Cause I can and I can already 
dunk. I have my dad train me outside of 
my house every day or at least on the 
weekdays. I’m practically almost where 
he’s at like his skills.

My last reason why I want to be in the 
NBA is because my family can be proud 
and will know how hard I worked to get 
to this point. Also I want to see the NBA 
player’s when I get there and see who’s 
on my team and be friends with them. 
Also to tell them what kind of skills I know 
and tell them that I will meet Michael 
Jordan one day. Sometimes I will watch 
Michael Jordan and see some of his 

trick’s he does and I teach myself how to 
do them. I will also learn other player’s 
trick’s like Kobe Bryant. I like his trick’s but 
not more than Jordans.

If you want to be in the NBA don’t let 
anybody ruin your dreams you keep 
going. You want to push yourself harder 
and don’t give up. Don’t forget to stay 
positive and never say never cause there’s 
always a I will. You will become your 
dreams and be kind cause being kind is 
the whole point. Always try your best and 
don’t give up.

When I grow up 
By Serenity Spainhower
My dream job is to be a Nail Technician 

because I love art and drawing. So I can 
challenge myself with hard challenges. 
Like if I have to deal with a rude customer 
or a person that won’t stop moving or tex-
ting or eating I’m sorry if this makes you 
mad but this is how I feel.

Another reason why I want to be a nail 
Technician is because you get to make 
your own style and have the freedom to 
be creative. Also you can buy a lot of nail 
polish colors to display on the walls and 
make it pretty. Plus I get to display things 
the way I want it and hang up lights and 

pretty decorations. Also you can paint 
peoples toes and do designs on their toes.

The reason why I would be a good nail 
technician is because I am so creative. 
Also I love doing art. Art is my favorite 
subject in school because I love being 
creative. Also I have steady hands to paint 
nail polish on peoples hands and nails.

When you become a nail technician, 
you need to go to a training school 
program for 450 hours that is 19 days. 
The whole reason I wanted to be a nail 
technician was because when it was my 
birthday and I was turning nine years old I 
got my nails done and got square shaped 
and got pink and blue. I also added but-
terfly stickers on them.

The whole process for doing nails is 2-4 
hours depending on what you get.

These are the sizes of acrylic nails. The 
sizes are are short, medium long and 
really long. Now what you do first is your 
customer picks its colors and then you sit 
them down.

Next, you put them under a light that 
dries your nails. Then, you would put the 
stickers on if they want any or if they want 
a design.

Finally, you get up and pay. As you can 
see there’s so many reasons I want to be 
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a nail technician. But anything with art I 
will do because I love art so much.

When I grow up 
By Autumn Sprague
What I want to be when I grow up is 

a singer. I want to spread music to the 
world. Music can help you feel better 
when you’re sad, so I. Want people to feel 
better and happy . People just like to sing 
along to a catchy song and I want that to 
be my song . A singer is what I want to be 
and I’m not changing that.

A singer is an artist spreading art to the 
world where everyone can listen . I want 
people to be able to listen to my music 
and like it because music is my passion 
and what I am meant to do . I know that 
for a fact I was given a beautiful voice and 
I’m going to use it. I will spread my music 
so everyone can hear it.

Singers music can make you feel better 
when you’re sad and it helps you get back 
on your feet. I want people to feel . better 
when they listen to my music. Music is 
proven to help people and I. love people 
so that just makes me want to be a singer 
more. Singing in moves is something that 
some characters listen to when they’re 
sad.

When you’re in the car and you hear a 
catchy song come on you want to sing to 
it or bop your head to it . when I grow up 
I want people to listen to my music and 
When im older I will here my own catchy 
song . and when I do I know that dream 
has come true and I have successfully

So in concussion I want to be a singer 
because singers spread music to the 
world where everyone can hear it .And 
it makes you feel better when you’re sad 
and it can be a catchy song you love 
.That’s why I want to be a singer when I 
grow up.

When I grow up 
By Brock Maple
I think that the best job for me is a 

nurse. You have to pass out some pills to 
the sick people. It is pretty easy but some 
of the patients can be hard to deal with 
and can be cranky and mad. So you have 
to do it right in the morning so they’re not 
that cranky and they’re just waking up .

And you will have a lunch break but it 
is only 25 minutes so you have to be fast 
with your eating and it can also be hard 
for you when the other nurses have to eat 
to .

So you have to take there spot for a 

minutes 25 minutes forever it will fell like 
along time . you will be doing so much and 
you will have to do all of their stuff.

When I grow up 
By Azariah Woolbright
When I grow up I am going to be a foot-

ball player I You want to be a wide receiver 
for the NFL and I can be on any spot I 
will be happy If I can get into the nfl And 
why and Talk to my friends and hang out 
and I love football and I do not care about 
the money I’m just like to have fun. and 
last year I played on the Coach football 
field and I got two touchdowns and when 
I grow up I’m going to be on the Colts 
football field and get enough another 
touchdown And I want to be drafted by the 
Kansas City or the Colts because I can 
make them better I will.

And When I get drafted I want to be with 
all the famous and be on the field and play 
and play with all the and mess around 
with them And give away a sign for foot-
ball and my helmet and some cleats And 
I want to win a football game in Kansas 
City or the Colts stadium. how drafted by 
getting into high school and they will be 
looking at me from the stands and maybe 
I can get in But that’s a rare chance but I 

will try
And if I can’t get drafted to the NFL 

women high school I will try to get drafted 
or I will get drafted into college by produce 
and I’m going to play there like two I can’t 
get into.

When I grow up 
By Emerson Truax
I want to be an FBI agent because I 

can go on cool crime investigations and 
be on TV and help the world be better by 
stopping crimes. I will also make the world 
a better place by giving people entertain-
ment. And their a lot of other things I can 
do I could save people from dying.

Being an fbi agent is my dream job. 
Because I can bust open doors with bat-
tering rams and go FBI open up. And go 
on investigations and put people in hand-
cuffs. And I’m friends with the government 
the firemen the ambulance.

The second reason being an FBI is my 
dream job. Is that I could help the world 
be a better place by putting bad people 
in jail and getting payed to help the world. 
Were it has been tore up by Hurricanes, 
Tornadoes, Earthquakes, Avalanches.

If I become an FBI agent I have to go 
through like 5 years of college. First be a 
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police officer then I mite be a FBI agent. I 
would also risk my life to do cases where 
people murder, stab, shoot, punch, plant 
bombs. My mom would be really really 
scared probably if i did a case on murder 
and he is still out there.

Those are all the reasons I want to be a 
FBI agent I told you about how being an 
FBI agent is my dream job. How I would 
be friends with the police the firemen the 
government the ambulance. I told you 
about how my mom would be scared 
probably.I told you that i would probably 
have to go to college for five years.I told 
you that i would enjoy busting down doors 
with battering rams and going FBI open 
up and putting people in handcuffs and 
going on investigations.

My favorite game
By Jackson Means
My favorite game ever is Madden Nfl 23. 

My opinion is that it is the best game ever 
made. You can control your own team and 
lead or rebuild them. You can create your 
dream team with Ultimate Team cards. 
You can play with online people with every 
team in the NFL. You can build your own 
dream NFL player and edit them. These 
are some reasons why Madden 23 is the 

best game ever.
The franchise mode is where you can 

build your own team and lead them to 
the playoffs. It’s like you are the coach of 
a Nfl team. When I always play franchise 
mode I like doing fantasy drafts. Fantasy 
Draft is a mode in franchise where you 
get rid of all of a team’s players from the 
original team and draft based on your pick 
of any player that’s on the draft board. 
There are 53 rounds in a fantasy draft. 
You can play with people online by inviting 
them to your franchise. When you play a 
franchise it gives off a feeling of determi-
nation by wanting your team to make it 
to the superbowl. You can play against a 
cpu if you dont have anyone to play with 
in Franchise. Franchise is the best game 
mode in my opinion.

The next reason why Madden 23 is 
the best is because you can make your 
own dream team. If you do challenges in 
ultimate team you earn XP, coins, players, 
and during the season some secret easter 
eggs they put during the challenges. 
There’s an auction house where players 
are selling cards for an amount of coins. 
The card can range from 70-99 overall. 
You can build the team of your dreams 
with coins. The coins can be obtained by 

challenges, in some cases buying them 
online, online H2H, selling your cards on 
the auction house, and finally daily coin 
packs and strategy cards. Ultimate team is 
one of the best modes in madden 23.

The last reason Madden 23 is the best 
is because you can control an Nfl player.

When you do this game mode called 
Face of The Franchise you can build 
your own Nfl player. You can name your 
own custom player, and play every single 
game dedicated to leveling up your player 
with points. You can lead your team on 
your back and play like a real Nfl player. 
You are controlling your own NFL team.

Madden 23 is a really good game. You 
can coach a team. You can make your 
own custom player. You can have a dream 
team. This is my favorite game, Madden 
23.

My favorite game
By Matthew Witte
My favorite game is Lego super villains 

I It gets to let me pick my own character 
let me take my own head and I will be fine 
pants and my own legs follow me pick my 
own car and my own plane

My favorite game
By Noah Stutzman
My favorite game is Super Smash bros. 

One thing I like is that there are so many 
different fighters you can play as. Another 
thing I like about the game is that it is 
fun even when the cpu gets stronger it is 
still fun. One more thing I like about this 
game is because there are so many game 
modes. The last thing I like is because in 
general it is still a fun game.

My favorite game is Super Smash 
bros. I like this game because there are 
so many game modes. The main game 
modes are world of light and cassic 
mode. Some weird game modes are spirit 
board. In cassic mode you battle another 
fighter(s). it is the same battles every time 
you win the battle the hardness goes up. 
the higher the hardness the harder the 
fighter and if you don’t get hit it will go up 
by 0.6. If you do not win a battle you can 
revive yourself but the hardness goes 
down. The highest hardness is 9.9 and the 
lowest hardness is 0.0. In spirit board you 
have to battle fighter to save the spirit by 
killing the fighter.

The fighters are Mario,Donkey 
Kong,Link and more. My favorite fighter 
or main (what the favorite fighter in the 
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super smash bro) is Marth. My second 
favorite fighter is little mac from the 
punch out games. My not favorite is Ryu 
and Ken. These are echo fighters. Echo 
fighters are fighters that have the same 
moveset and have different costume and 
name. It is common for people to think in 
cassic mode and they will fight Ryu and 
Ken thinking “why are they together.” The 
reason that they are together is because 
they are echo fighter. I found a new pair of 
echo fighters, it’s marth and luna. So far 
the highest we have gotten is 7.3.

My favorite game
By Yovanni Tzin
My favorite game is madden 2023 it is 

a football game .why i like it .why it is my 
favorite game. How fun it is .

Why I like Madden is because you could 
pick your favorite football team to play as 
. And you you could pick how tall he could 
be and you could customize your person 
.And you could name him. Or you could 
pick your favorite person on the team to 
play as then you could play on your family 
members .

Madden is my favorite game because 
there are so much things you could do 
.And you could do two player so like you 

could go against your friends or your dad 
,mom uncle . there are so many teams 
you could pick from like the Minnesota 
Vikings or the Bengals and much more 
that you could think of .

The game is really good to play that I 
can’t stop playing .Like I will be on till it is 
two am. I give it a ten out of a ten.

My favorite game
By Brooklyn Lines
My favorite video game is Mario Kart 

Deluxe 8 because you get to play with and 
it goes up to 4 friends that can play on 
one TV. You have so many charters that 
you can choose from and cars and kits to 
help you over mountains that have spaces 
between the two mountains. But this is 
just a little bit about Mario Kart Deluxe 8.

How you play this game is what you see 
on the page on the game it will ask how 
much people are playing. Like I said early 
you can go up to 4 friends to play with 
you and you can play by yourself too. On 
the second page how much speed you 
want and on the three page you choose 
your character. But like Wendy the most 
she is the best character in my opinion. 
On the four page you will see your car, 
wheels,and your kit and this is the last 

page before you start you race you 
choose which world you want. Also there 
are 12 people playing in the whole game 
for your race that you are doing and for 
when you play balloon tag there are also 
12 players on balloon tag.

Let me tell you about 1 main race there 
is balloon tag it is where you pop peoples 
or players balloons to get 1st place. Ballon 
tag is where you want to pop peoples 
balloon because you only have five bal-
loons. Also you would be on a colored 
team I always get red team. How you pop 
the balloons you go through the mystery 
square then you try to pop other players 
balloons. You do this whole balloon tag for 
2 min and a couple seconds. You will get a 
trophy for what place you are in.

Now I will tell you about the race you 
first, start by looking where you are going 
to race and if you are in the back the line 
I think you go faster in my opinion. Next 
you will start your race and on your way 
you will go through the mystery squares 
to help you get in first place. Their might 
be something that you need to jump off so 
you can use your kit that is why you get a 
kit. You do that one race three times doing 
the race course. Then you will do three 
more races and then you will get a trophy.

You should enjoy playing this video 
game with your friends or family!

My favorite game
By Jacob Young
My favorite game is fortnite. It is my 

favorite game because all of my friends 
and family can play it. Whenever you 
are stressed all you have to do is get on 
a game of fortnite and try to win. if you 
don’t want to spend money on the game 
it gives you a chance to get free skins, 
first it gives you free skins every year for 
christmas. Also if you are really good you 
can join a tournament and if you win you 
get a free skin.

If you want you can add money to your 
account to your account and buy a lot 
of things so when you get older you can 
sell it. It is super fun to play when your 
young because you don’t want to get off. 
But be careful if you get it because you 
can change your settings on accident and 
never know.even if you don’t spend money 
you can still be super good.but sometimes 
if you put on a skin it gets you better.

If you ever started fortnite in 2018 and 
you got skin and you just deleted the app 
then you messed up, because you could 
of sold it and got so much money. Fortnite 
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can sometimes be angry. If you play 
certain games and you die then you found 
a way to make yourself mad. Fortnite has 
multiple games to play, like among us and 
a lot more. Or if you don’t like to play mini 
games you can do a battle royal game 
and try to win. But if you are new then you 
should try the 99 bots around the map, 
so you can get used to the map and get 
good.

My favorite game
By Blake Nelson
I enjoy playing video games with my 

friends, because you can play against 
each other or play as a team. One thing 
is you can play more the 1000s of games 
my most played game is rocket league. 
You can play halo, fortnite, minecraft, 
rocket league and so many more than 
that, those are my top ones I like to play, 
playing with your friends get yo guys to be 
closer and play with each other whenever 
you want.

I know when you lose you get mad but 
you can just play over and over again. If 
you like playing video games with your 
friends that’s awesome but you can’t 
blame, your friends for something you did 
wrong.

Playing video games with your friends 
cool in all but some games get boring 
that’s why there’s over 1000s games. I 
know it feels like too many but you can 
just play a different game when one of 
your friends thinks it’s boring. There’s 
so many platforms you can play on like, 
switch, xbox, phone, ps4/ps5, so many 
you can buy and play with your friends.

If you can’t buy one you could buy and 
controller and hook it up to you friends 
xbox or ps4/ps5, and play a multiplayer 
game. If your friend has two controllers 
use that controller instead of buying one. 
You can get a platform by saving up, doing 
chores or, mowing lawn. each controller 
and platform come together.

Why I love playing video games with 
my friends is because you can so many 
games have fun and relax. You also spend 
a lot of time with your friends. That’s why 
playing video games with your friends is 
fun and relaxing. playing video games 
with friends is entertaining it makes your 
friends want to come over more.

My favorite game
By Eli Flodder
Fortnight is the best game because it 

has a lot of updates. and new weapons 
and they also have a battle pass that you 
buy with v bucks. and buy skins to play 
with people and. Have fun playing and you 
can gIt a win and get level 100 to. gIt a 
lot of cool. Stuff and gliders or backwards 
and pickaxes to Is it brick Like stuff wood 
and Ice. and metro and stone it is a fun 
game.

And you can have a lot of fun like enjoy 
and have a good day and stuff like metal 
wood brick it as an good thang for me. 
but I’m sure it will. not be there until after 
the game is over by then it will take me 
about an. hour for it to be back in the in 
the game and it will be a good time for the 
game and people will think about playing 
it again to have fun again and then we will 
have a it a good time.

My favorite toy
By Wrigley Wood
I love legos .I love them because they 

come in so many different colors and 
shapes. Another reason is you can build 
so many different things with them. Legos 
are fun to play with when you are bored. 

Legos are the best because they come 
in so many colors and shapes. If you are 
building a house with them you need 
a door and they make them. A nother 
reason is they are in squares which make 
it easy to build and play with. They make 
sets where different parts come with it to 
make it and you can use them to make 
other things like the roof of the house. 
They even have people legos. Legos are 
the best.

You can build so many different things 
with legos. You can make a house, play-
ground, and may be a classroom. When 
you build things you can use unwanted 
materials to make another build. You can 
make animals to you can have the human 
legos have a pet dog or cat. You can even 
make ships or islands. I think it is best to 
get a lot of the same pieces so you don’t 
have a rainbow house. If it is your first 
time try to make something simple like a 
small house or even a set with instructions 
to use.

Legos are fun to play with when you are 
bored. If you have nothing to do and you 
are bored I think legos would be a nice 
grab. You can do it whenever you want 
after homework or after chores you are 
never too busy for legos. if you used all of 
your lego pieces to build a house you can 
take it apart or you can play with the sets 
you made. Legos can build small things to 
even put on a keychain or you can even 
keep in a bag or purse.

Legos are the best. There is so many 
shapes and colors to use. You can build so 
many things with them. You can build with 
them when you are bored. Legos are the 
best toy to play with.

My favorite game
By Mia Floyd
My favorite game is roblox it is so much 

fun because it has so many mini games 
on roblox.

My favorite game in roblox is adopt me 
it is where you can take care of your pets 
and collect them all. It is so much fun to 
play there is so many things to do it adopt 

me when you take care of your pets you 
can get money to buy pets there is so 
many places to take care of your pet.

Adopt me has a accessory shop and 
you can buy accessories there and put 
them on your pets it will look so cute on 
them sometimes there are new updates 
they are really cool so that means that 
there is new accessories a lot of times 
and it is so much fun to see what acces-
sories there are.

My favorite game
By Isaiah Gross
My favorite video game is gorilla tag! I 

love gorilla tag because of the fun com-
munity, how the game is easy to play, and 
the funny moments

The community is the best! Besides the 
4 through 9 year olds screaming all the 
time. The community is welcoming to new 
monkeys and funny! Monkeys are nice, 
But sometimes weird. And that is because 
of the diverse community! There are cool 
monkeys, mean monkeys, rich monkeys, 
baby monkeys, and the screamer mon-
keys. Cool monkeys are well, cool! The 
mean monkeys are ragers. Rich monkeys 
are monkeys that have 20 cosmetics on. 
Baby monkeys are new monkeys, And 

screamer monkeys are annoying.
Ok so let me tell you about the game! 

The game is basically where you run 
away from lava monkeys who are it. There 
are 4 game modes, casual, infection, 
hunt, and paintbrawl. Casual is where you 
relax and talk to friends. Infection is where 
on monkey is it and has to tag all the other 
monkeys and when he tags someone 
they are also it now. Hunt is where you get 
a watch and have to tag other monkeys 
so they lose, there are 2 winners. Paint-
brawl is where there are two teams, Team 
orange and team blue fight and one team 
wins. There are also 6 maps, forest, city, 
sky, caves, canyons, and mountains. 
Gorilla tag is the best rated game on the 
oculus quest store!

The funny moments are super funny. 
There are funny scares, tags, and youtu-
bers. The funniest youtuber is “jmancurly.” 
I watch him all the time, He taught me 
how to play and all my friends! I play 
gorilla tag daily! I have juked my friends a 
bunch of times! I have taught people how 
to play, helped them “Cowboy run,” a run 
that i made up. I have played with music 
and juking kids. A juke is when you go 
right but then swipe and run left. I always 
boop people on the nose when I tag them.
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Those are my reasons on why gorilla 

tag is the best game ever. Because the 
community, how the game is easy to play, 
and the funny moments.

My favorite game
By Rylynn Koger
My favorite video game is Among Us. 

I really like this game because... When-
ever you play it and you get chosen as an 
impostor, it really gives you that cruel and 
suspenseful feeling inside. When you get 
chosen as a crewmate, it gives that sus 
and scared feeling inside when you don’t 
know who the impostor is. On Among Us, 
you can create and design your avatar. 
You can change the color of it, you can 
give it hat’s, give it face designs and much 
more! On the game, there is a Chat Room 
where you can talk to other people. But 
be careful, you don’t want to give people 
personal information and you don’t want 
to talk to people who are being mean or 
who are being strange on there. You can 
also add friends on there so you can play 
with them! (It’s nice when you get to play 
with your friends.) You can also change 
your name on there. You can change your 
name to Queen bee or DoodleBob! You 
can do WHATEVER you want on there. 
You can also play different maps on there 
too! The maps they have are Skeld, Mira 
HQ, Polus and Airship. You can also 
create your own games on there too. You 
can be the host and control everything. 
Overall, I think that Among Us is a really 
good game to play! It has a lot of things 
to do on there too! I think that it is a great 
game and that you should play it too! 
Among Us is the BEST!

My favorite games
By Karissa Ramsey
My favorite games are Gacha Club and 

Gacha Life. They are almost the same 
thing except Gacha Club has more items 
and outlines and on the other hand Gacha 
life has no outlines and not many items or 
colors and they are also both free you can 
get in on your tablet, phone, computer, 
but not a TV, and i’m sure not if you can 
on a Nintendo Switch. And you can have 
roleplays, you watch adds to get gems, 
you can battle and play other games. You 
can also go to the already made charac-
ters and fix them or roleplay with them 
also same with Gacha Life thought I don’t 
really recommend Gacha Life because of 
some things that might not really be used 
or anything but Gacha club on the other 
hand Gacha Club is funner and has better 
ocs than Gacha Life because of some 
reason that I guess the creator decided to 
do so yeah. But gacha life can be fun you 
can make good ocs either way so install 
both if you want. And you can take screen-
shots and make a video to post on Tiktok, 
Youtube, Youtube kids, Likee, Picnic, and 

whatever else you can post videos on.
There is other Gacha games like Gacha 

Nox, Gacha Glitch, Gacha Cute, Gacha 
Outfit Ideas, and Gacha Coloring books 
and Wall Papers but all the way to Gacha 
Nox-Gacha Cute you have to kinda like 
pay for them to play but they have more 
realistic items and hand and faces. And 
almost all of the Gacha games are similar 
but Gacha Wallpaper, Gacha Coloring 
Books, and Gacha outfit ideas are dif-
ferent from most of the Gacha games.

And that’s why you should install Gacha 
club and Life. And maybe the some 
Gacha Outfit Ideas if you don’t really know 
what outfit to make. And maybe some 
Gacha Coloring Books if you like coloring 
and Gacha Life and Club. And maybe ask 
your friends to also install it. But mostly 
just have fun playing.

My favorite game
By Maddox Vitols
My favorite game is called slime 

rancher. The reason why I think it’s fun 
is because, it is a collector game and 
exploring. Here are some facts about it 
the game was released on January 14, 
2016 for early access. But it was officially 
released on August 4, 2017. You can play 
it on Windows Mac, Linux, Xbox One, 
Playstation 4, and Nintendo Switch. The 
rarest slime is the gold slime, it has a 
0.01% chance of spawning. The lucky 
slimes are extremely rare because they 
shoot out newbucks. Lava Dust is a rare 
slime science resource. There is a slime 
called hunter slime and it is relatively 
rare because it can turn invisible. There 
are drones that are highly useful gadget. 
Some people say that the puddle slime it 
the cutest slime. When you want to earn 
newbucks you have to get plort from the 
slimes, the way to get plort is from feeding 
them. Some need vegetables or fruit.

My favorite toy
By Andrew Altenhoff
My favorite toys are legos. The reason 

I chose legos is because they are fun to 
play with. You can build many things with 
legos. Another reason that I like playing 
with legos is because you can get dif-
ferent sets or different things to build at 
the store and you can build it with instruc-
tions. That’s why I like legos.

The first reason is that you can build 
many things out of legos. Because once 
I was just building with my legos and I 
built a tiny dragon. You can build tiny little 
people. There are many different colors. 
You can get boxes to build certain things. 
That’s why I like to play with legos.

You can get legos in different ways. 
Legos can come in many ways. They can 
come in packs, bags or taots. You can 
build one that you want to build or you 
could build whatever you want. Legos are 

so fun to play with
Legos are really fun. They are fun 

because you can build many things out of 
them. You can build lego people. You can 
build animals. And you Can build a bunch 
of other things out of legos. That’s why I 
think legos are fun.

That’s why I think Legos are the best. 
They are really fun to play with. They are 
really entertaining. You can build many 
things out of legos. That’s why legos are 
the best toy.

That’s why I think legos are the best. 
You can do many many things with legos. 
Legos are really fun. The point of legos is 
to build. And you can build many things 
out of legos. That’s why legos are the best.

My favorite game
By Nick Stutzman
My favorite game is Super Smash Bros 

.sires because it has many game modes 
, it has a lot of characters, and it lets 
you learn about my secret game, Super 
Smash Bros .ultimate.

One reason why I loved it is that it has a 
lot of character. You have marth r.o.b and 
ect. So if you don’t like someone you can 
choose a fitting character for you. There 
are a lot of dlc characters. If you don’t like 
single then go into setting and turn on 
ecoh fighter

Another reason why this is my favorite 
is because there are a lot of game modes, 
like World of Light and mode. If you want 
to have an adventure then go to the World 
of Light to collect spirits ,or go into spirits. 
If you don’t like getting spirits then go into 
classic mode to fight a horde of fighters 
and sometimes you will get a teammate 
and you will face a boss at the end.

The last reason why this is my favorite 
game is because of the skin of the game 
like red caped-marth red-R.O.B white 
wedding-mario.every person has a dedi-
cated skin for every character. As you can 
see, skin is unique.

As you can see the character helps an 
opinion. The game mode can help you 
keep loving the game. Lastly, the skin 
helps to be unique. As you can see, the 
super smash bro series is an amazing 
game.

My favorite game
By Samuel Bright
My favorite game is Sorry. It is my fa-

vorite game because the rules are simple, 
you can knock people out, and there is a 
cool feature called fire and ice. This is why 
Sorry is my favorite game.

The rules of Sorry are very simple . You 
can get knocked out and back home. The 
point is to get around the board and get 
all of the little game pieces to your safety 
zone where no one can get you. There 
are also slide spaces where if you were 
to land on it and your color was on it, you 

could slide a couple spaces. This is why 
Sorry’s rules are simple.

You can knock people out in Sorry. First, 
you need to pull a card that is the exact 
amount to land on someone. Then you 
need to take their game piece and put 
them in their home. Finally you can take 
their space. Knocking people out in sorry 
is fun.

There is fire and ice in sorry. Ice is when 
you get the right card and it says ice, you 
can take it. Then no one can get you. Fire 
is the same thing with the ice card, it says 
fire on it, you take it. And you can drag 
other people into your safety zone. Fire 
and ice is very cool and hot.

In conclusion, the game sorry is the 
best. Sorrys rules are simple. You can 
knock people out, and there is fire and ice. 
You should enjoy some family time today 
and play a game of Sorry.

My favorite game
By Tallie Small
My favorite game is Yahtzee and a few 

reasons why is because its so shocking to 
find out what your gonna get, seeing the 
strategies, and it’s pretty simple.

In Yahtzee you have 5 dice and have to 
roll them to get a Yahtzee, small straight, 
large straight, and more. It’s so exciting 
to see if you’ll get a small straight right off 
the bat or if you get unlucky and have to 
reroll completely the first time. Like one 
time I was rolling the dice and then bang 
right there four fives, I only needed one 
more five to make a Yahtzee! And that is 
exactly what I got. It’s so shocking to see 
what your going to get!

Seeing the different strategies people 
use can be shocking because some are 
really weird and some work. It all depends 
on the strategy you use. Some people like 
to make a wish before they let the dice go 
believe it or not, and one time it worked! 
Depending on the strategy you use it 
could help you a lot! The strategy some 
people use makes them win almost every 
time, but some make it really hard to win. 
Seeing what srategys other people use 
can also help you!

Last but not least it’s pretty simple to 
learn. Like when i was teaching my friend 
how to play it only took her a few seconds 
before she understood the game and then 
once you learn it’s really fun! Also since 
it’s simple it’s not like people are gonna 
start yelling about how someone put draw 
four or how they knocked over the jenga 
tower, it’s just simple fun that you really 
can’t get mad at, it’s just your strategy. It’s 
a very fun and simple game.

In the end you can see why Yahtzee 
is my favorite, and now probably yours 
to because it exciting, seeing strategies 
is shocking, and it’s so simple! So the 
next time if you see Yahtzee sitting on the 
game shelf pull it out and play!
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My favorite game
Gavin Mcdonald
I love sports but there is only a couple 

of them that I like to play. I really love 
two sports baseball and football but my 
favorite is baseball. My coaches are the 
best they always help me out. My team-
mates and I always get to pick who we 
want to warm up with. Also, we are able 
to bring snacks to the practice no matter if 
we are inside or outside.

One thing is that my coaches always 
help me when I need it. They will tell me 
if I am doing something wrong. They will 
also tell me if I need to fix something. 
Also, their really nice to me even if they 
have a bad day. Something else is that 
they always make sure that no one is mad 
at themselves.

Another, thing is that we can always 
pick who we want to warm up with. The 
only time we are not able to pick who we 
want to warm up with is if everybody has 
a partner. Most of the time everybody 
picks their best friend. If they don’t want 
to throw with their best friend they’ll throw 
with someone that they know that can 
throw the ball good.

Something else is that we are allowed 
to eat food during the practice. Most of the 
time people bring some flowers seeds or 
corn nuts. Also, Sometimes people bring 
something from a fast food place nearby 
or what they’re having for dinner. Some 
kids even share their snacks with their 
friends. Kids even Bring ice cream from 
places like Dairy Queen to the practice so 
if they get hot they can just have it.

I love every sport but there are certain 
sports I like to play. I have two favorite 
sports baseball and football but the one I 
like more is baseball.

My favorite game
By Izaac Slayback
My favorite game is roblox because you 

can make your own avatar, you can play 
games. About the currency for roblox.

You can make your own avatar by going 
to the icon that has your character on it.

When you click on it it will bring you to 
a place that says shop or make. If you 
have enough robux you can buy skins 
or clothing like a space shirt and little 
rainbow buddies. Speaking of robux, that 
is the next thing I’m going to talk about.

The currency of roblox is called robux 
and you can buy an amount that costs 
$99.99 but there are cheaper ones. You 
can also redeem a robux gift card that will 
give you the amount of robux it says it is 
worth and you can spend it on clothing 
and on games. Like on gamepasses and 
in game currency so you can skip through 
the game.

For the final thing I’m going to be talking 
about is the games. Games in roblox are 

the most fun part about it. Some games I 
love are Bee Swarm Simulator, Snowman 
Simulator, and dessert simulator. I’ll teach 
you how to play some of them in bee 
swarm simulator is where you start off 
placing you basic egg in the hive slot that 
is empty when you get more bees you can 
go into different areas and fight monsters 
like a spider, werewolf, mantis, rhino bee-
tles, ladybugs, tunnel bear, scorpions, and 
king beetles. You are also trying to make 
honey which is the money in this game.

This is why Roblox is my favorite 
game because you can make your own 
avatar. You can also buy the robux to buy 
gamepasses. But the best part is the 
games in roblox with types like action and 
adventure.

My favorite game
By Sidak Mehta
One of my favorite types of games to 

play are video games. Here are at least 3 
video games I love to play. I suggest you 
try them out too!

First is the popular game Roblox. It can 
be for kids to play, and even for adults! 
You can see there are some adults that 
play Roblox on YouTube.

Second is a game called Fortnite. One 
thing I like about it is that it doesn’t have 
that much violence. While it does have 
guns, it can be a fun game to play regard-
less of its weapons.

Third is a game called Minecraft. It is 
also very popular as Roblox, and very 
similar to it. One thing that is different is 
Minecraft doesn’t have different games 
as roblox does. It is also very peaceful in 
Minecraft because you can farm and feed 
animals. You can also go to a place called 
the Nether, which are one of the places to 
beat the game.

In conclusion, these are all of my 
favorite games, and reasons why you 
should try them out too! The one I person-
ally suggest is Roblox, because you get 
to chat with your friends, and they even 
added voice chat to it! But just so you 
know, you need a 13+ account to get 
voice chat. If you do, go to the settings 
where you can find it. Or watch a YouTube 
Video.

By favorite toy
By Brock Nelson
Legos are the best. They are so fun. I 

couldn’t live without them. They are great. 
Because they are so so so so fun! One 
time I made a boat lego. And it is gating 
in proved every single day. And Did you 
now lego is over 100 years old!! That is 
so cool. It was made in over 1898 I bet 
when they were made they were so fun. 
And they bring me happiness and joy and 
more!!

Lego is Fun and cool but what do i 
biled!! I bilde cool stuff. Like I sede a lego 

boat. And money boats and a. Plane 
which is so so so so cool. And I think a lot 
of people shield like lego and it is so fun. 
And it is very grate!! So I can do cool stuff 
with it. I can make a estment of that over.

My favorite game
By Jonathan Reel
I think that Dungeons and Dragons is 

the best game I’ve ever played. You go 
on quests and you get coins for doing to 
quests. You fight different monsters like 
bugbears, goblins, ogres, orks, lizard-
folk, fish people, and so many different 
animals. You can get upgraded armor and 
you can get better weapons. You get to 
have one pet that will stay with you until 
you reach the end are died. You can make 
it to level twenty are higher but the higher 
you go the harder and easier it gets. you 
can pick your avatar, like if their a rogue 
human, barbara human. I’m a rogue 
dragon born, and you have a entire selec-
tion to choose from. You get weapons 
that come with your avatar. You can hunt 
animals and you can turn them into ratios. 
You can kill goblins and other monsters 
and you can level up. It’s a really fun and 
hard game so if your up to the challenge 
then you would love this game.

My favorite toy
By Raegan Rush
My favorite toy is my swing set outside. 

One reason why that is my favorite toys 
because it is very fun, I get to be outside, 
it’s also a great way to get along with 
one another. That is why I think everyone 
should have a swing set in their backyard 
that is why I think everyone should have a 
swing set in their backyard.

One reason why my favorite toy is a 
swing set is because it is much fun. One 
time me and my sisters love to play on 
The swing set. We played like this horse 
game and the swing are aware like horse 
and when we stopped we basically got 
like a faster horse or like more beautiful 
horse. We gotta to make up what we like 
to do and we gotta to make up what our 
horses look like we were looking forward 
to it every single day because it’s just a 
very fun game. That is just one reason 
why I think everyone should have a swing 
set in their backyard.

Another reason why I think everyone 
should have a swing set in their backyard 
is because it gives you fresh air. You don’t 
just get to be on your phone and sit on 
your butt and be lazy. But if you are on a 
swing set you get lots of exercise for your 
legs and body. It is very spacious but my 
swing set in the back of my yard is on a 
hill so it’s kind of swings a little bit for us 
it’s just very fun. That is another reason 
why I think everyone should have a swing 
set in their backyard.
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When I grow up
By Jackson Barnes
What is your dream job? Mine is to be 

a zookeeper. You can feed and water the 
animals. It is so fun to feed and water your 
favorite animals. You get to see the ani-
mals every day. You might get to play with 
the animals. You can teach them tricks. A 
lot of the animals are very cute. You get to 
go to the zoo every day. Not every person 
gets to go to the zoo every day. You get to 
bring your family. If you want to be a vet 
you can work at a zoo to get some knowl-
edge. You can get a lot of knowledge from 
animals. For school you have to go to col-
lege for 6 years. Two years for community 
special. Also you will have to go to college 
for four years to get your bachelor degree. 
So now do you want to be a zookeeper? 

When I grow up
By Ryder Baird
Do you know what you want to be when 

you grow up? Well I want to be a Geolo-
gist when I grow up. First, the minerals are 
all unique. All the rocks are pretty in their 
own way. All the rocks are beautiful and 
very pretty. They all have different designs 
and give you ideas for art. Second, it is 
fun to learn all their different meanings. 
Amethysts are used for calming people 
and bringing people peace to you´r mind. 
According to Sarah Regan. Also cole uses 
are burning and help with engineering. Ac-
cording to American Society. Rose quarts 
is used for helping people with self-love, 
kindness and friendship and many more. 
According to Charms of Light. Lastly 
minerals are fun to collect. Some minerals 
are pretty valuable. You can actually make 
a good amount of money depending on 
how much they are worth. The minerals 
are pretty and fun to look at. Do you know 
what you want to be when you grow up? 
Well if you don’t I hope I gave you an idea 
on what you decide what you want to be 
one you when you grow up.

When I grow up
By Greyson Higdon
Have you ever thought about being fa-

mous? Well I want to be a famous soccer 
player when I grow up and go to the World 
Cup. I will win and get a million dollars. 
Last year Cristiano Ronaldo got two hun-
dred million US dollars when Portugal got 
second place in the World Cup. One time 
I got to go on the field and get a picture of 
a Liverpool player and get his autograph. 
My uncle let me go in the field because he 
worked for the Liverpool team. He filmed 
the games and also was an announcer 
once. I want him and my family to watch 
me and not be embarrassed by me and 
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not come to my games because I want 
them to be happy and joyful. One more 
reason I want to play soccer is to have my 
dream car, a Ferrari. I want a nice house 
and get my brother to college. I’d like to 
get him a Tesla. That is why I want to be a 
professional soccer player.

When I grow up
By Hailey Knutson
What is your dream career? My dream 

career is to be a famous fictional writer. 
One reason is I love to make stories about 
pretty much anything. Once I was walking 
with my grandpa, who lives near a corn-
field, and I made up an entire story about 
me and my sister being indians and har-
vesting corn for the village. Another time I 
made up a story where I was a colonist in 
America during the Quartering Act in May 
of 1765 and a soldier lived in my house. 
Next I love to write fiction. I wrote a story 
once about me as a half elf ranger in 
Dungeons and Dragons looking for team 
recruits.I am even working on a graphic 
novel about Medusa .Lastly,I love de-
signing characters. I can make a character 
in a short amount of time. I love to make 
character sheets and make personalities 
for each one.Hopefuly one day you will be 
able buy my books.

When I grow up
By Kayden Largent
What do you want to be when you grow 

up? I want to be a professional soccer 
player.

Well, there are many players that 
inspired me, but the main player is 
Cristiano Ronaldo. Ronaldo inspired me 
because he is one of the best soccer 
players known to mankind. He is the best 
player known because he scored 701 
goals during his career. He started playing 
soccer in 1992. When I play soccer, my 
five senses come alive. I smell the sweat 
of my teammates and opponents as I 
pass them by. I smell the grass when I run 
over it with the ball going towards the goal. 
Sometimes I smell blood when I get hit 
with the balI. I feel the ball hitting my foot 
and most of the time it hurts. I feel my feet 
hitting the ground as I run to get the ball. I 
also feel my side hitting the ground when I 
fall or dive. I feel the ball hitting my hands 
if I am goalie. I hear people screaming 
and yelling when my team scores. They 
get very excited when they score a goal. I 
taste sweat dripping down into my mouth. 
I see my foot hitting the ground and going 
in the goal. I also see people running 
across the field without the ball. I know 
there is a chance If i get injured in my 
first season i would start watching games 
instead of playing in the games i would 
support cristiano ronaldo. Most games 
are played in france. Thousands of people 
each year that come to see players play 

such as ronaldo messi Neymar Mpappe 
and lewandowski That’s what I want to be 
when I grow up. What do you want to be 
when you grow up?

When I grow up
By Reece Lyttle
Do you want to be a doctor when you 

grow up but don’t like school but want the 
money that a doctor makes? Be a Physi-
cian Assistant also called a PA. You can 
earn about the same amount of money 
as a Doctor. Doctors make about 167,000 
U.S. dollars, but PAs only make about 
103,000 U.S. dollars. If you don’t want 
to go to school but wanna help patients. 
PAs go to school for a shorter amount of 
time. PAs go to school for 2 or more years 
to get a master’s degree. PAs usually 
major in healthcare. The best college to 
go to is the University of Pennsylvania. 
Now you may be asking what Physician 
Assistants do in the doctor’s office. A 
normal day for a PA starts off with either 
preparing patients for examination, taking 
EKGs, or drawing blood. They meet 14-18 
patients per day. They also work 40 hour 
weeks. What do you want to be when you 
grow up or what are you doing for work? 
Have I convinced you to be a Physician 
Assistant?

When I grow up
By Emma McClarnon
Have you ever wondered about what 

job you want to have when you grow up? 
Well, I want to be a teacher. According to 
salary.com, teachers get paid around 37k-
78k per year. I would be able to pay bills 
while also having enough money to buy 
food and clothes, ect. I love to work with 
kids so I would be a great kindergarten 
teacher. Kindergarten teachers teach a 
little bit of addition and teach them how 
to write their name and memorize their 
address. I have a little brother and two 
little cousins that I get to play with some-
times. I love playing school with them and 
teaching them addition, subtraction and 
spelling words. My friend Callie and I are 
usually the teachers. Kindergarteners are 
so tiny and cute because they are just 
learning everything. Even though they are 
like tiny little monsters I still love to teach 
them.

When I grow up
By Matthew Smith
Have you ever wondered about space? 

There’s lots of stuff in space. There’s lots 
of planets, moons, stars in space. But it’s 
somebody’s job to go up into space and 
get data and this job is called an astro-
naut. Neil Armstrong was an astronaut. 
He was the first person in space or on the 
moon in all of Earth’s history. He changed 
history for the whole world, people used to 
think it was impossible to escape Earth’s 

gravity and get into space. He said a 
famous quote that is known to all people 
and that quote is ¨One small step for man 
one giant leap for man kind. There’s lots 
of mysteries and also theories on space. 
There’s a theory that white holes shoot 
things out of their range. There’s black 
holes that have such a high gravitational 
pull on things that even light cannot 
escape. There’s a theory that black holes 
suck things in and white holes shoot them 
out. Space is very fascinating. There’s 
Lots of galaxies in the universe and there 
all different and fantastic in there own way. 
There’s lots of stars big and small they all 
shine bright in the night sky even the sun 
is a star. All the planets and moons are 
very fascinating and interesting. There’s 
no gravity in space. You will literally float. 
You have to propel off of something to 
move in zero gravity. No gravity means 
you don’t weigh anything. Well, now you 
know why I want to be a astronaut when I 
grow up.

When I grow up
By Connor Roessler
When I grow up, I want to be a video-

game designer! Do you want to be one? 
Let’s find out! It’s a fun job! You get to 
have fun making and testing your game, 
and it could be anything you want it to 
be! And you can let your imagination and 
creativity run its course. And you can 
express yourself. Your salary! Game de-
signers make between $45,000-$140,000 
per year!(According to Ziprecruter and 
Glassdoor.)Game designers make about 
$25 dollars an hour! They go to school for 
about 4 years, not too bad compared to 
other jobs! The best game design college 
in the US is The College of Southern Cali-
fornia, in L.A., California. And if you DO 
major in game design, you can: Make your 
OWN game’s instead of playing someone 
else’s;Get paid for something you love; 
You can be creative; and you don’t need 
a degree! And, you can brag about your 
job to your friends! And after all that,if you 
DO want to be a game designer, I’m going 
to talk about some of the best coding lan-
guages and search engines you can use! 
Let’s talk about coding languages first, 
here are the top 8 in order. Javascript, un-
doubtedly the best language, next comes 
Python. Python is good for beginners, but 
even to the pro’s, it’s still awesome. Then 
comes Go,Go is high-level. Java;Java 
is good for mobile games and is also 
high-level. Also;Kotlin; Kotlin is good for 
experienced and beginners alike, and 
makes debugging easier, it also improves 
productivity. PHP is good for making web-
servers. C# is a good type-safe program. 
Lastly; Swift. Swift is powerful for most 
of the OS’s. And then for the bonus;C++ 
is the best GAMING language. Best en-
gines: Unreal Engines 1,2,3,4, and 5 are 

easily the best tacking 1st; then comes 
Unity. When I think of playing games by 
Unity, I always think of the message be-
fore the game starts: Made By Unity. Then 
we go to Game Maker, then Godot,after 
that; AppGameKit; CryEngine, Amazon 
Lumberyard, and finally, RPG Maker. 
I hope you learned why I want to be a 
game designer and if you do too.

When I grow up
By Grace D. 
Did you know that doctors have many 

different paths when they step out into 
the medical field? I bet this paper will 
show you one you’ve never heard of! High 
paying jobs like a dentist are close to 
this, but the Anesthesiologist gets around 
$208,000 US dollars per year. A month 
could make you atleast $30,000 US dol-
lars. Top earners get at least $192 US 
dollars in the hourly wage. Lowest get $17 
dollars in the hourly wage. Some work 
60-80 hours per week and still are on call, 
some start at 6am to 3pm or much later 
in the evening. After 8 years of medical 
training after college and around 12-14 
years in college leads you to that job. Cut! 
You may not be picked at random, but only 
the highest and best nurses are picked. 
You wouldn’t want an okay surgeon or 
an okay anesthesiologist, you want the 
closest it can be to perfection. They work 
in the medical field. They are kind of like 
a standby in the medical workroom of 
surgeons. They stay by and check the 
body rhythm, heartbeat, blood pressure, 
body fluids, and body temperature. They 
do it to make sure the one having surgery 
is asleep during the process. For major 
surgeries they put the patient to sleep, for 
un-major ones they keep them awake like 
a tooth getting pulled out. Here are some 
fun facts about this job. The average age 
is 48-55 years old for an anesthesiologist. 
The first anesthesiologist was WIllaim 
T.G Mortan in 1819-1868. People who 
smoke need more anesthesia. Anesthesia 
doesn’t always put you to sleep. Now that 
you know what this job is all about, maybe 
the medical field is / is not for you. Enjoy 
your day, see you soon

When I grow up
By Callie Schofield.
Did you know that mechanical engi-

neers make some of your video games? 
When I grow up I want to be a mechanical 
engineer. They do lots of math and that 
is my favorite subject. Every modern 
thing has been touched by a mechanical 
engineer. What I enjoy about mechanical 
engineers is how they help people. Me-
chanical engineers build elevators and 
that helps handicap people get where 
they need to go. Mechanical engineers 
build refrigerators to air condition all the 
leftovers ,ice, meat, milk, sauce, and ice 
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cream. Engineers’ salaries are amazing 
to help your family. Indiana’s monthly pay 
for mechanical engineers is $6,551 which 
is a large amount of money per month. 
Indiana’s pay per year is $78,623 which is 
a lot of money per year. When I grow up to 
be a mechanical engineer I want to build 
a bridge that is in California, los angeles 
and call it the unique bridge because it will 
have so many unique colors and designs. 
The mechanical engineer salary, how it is 
enjoyable and when I grow up I want to be 
a mechanical engineer. 

When I grow up
By Reece Wilkerson
T-minus 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1. Blast 

off! Have you heard of mission control? 
Well, I want to work at mission control for 
NASA. First, they are in charge of fight 
mangement for the International Space 
Station, also known as the ISS. They 
alert the crew on board if there are any 
problems, for example of radiation signals 
or malfunctions. Second, They’re are only 
two companies that send people to the 
ISS. For example, NASA which is owned 
by the government. and SpaceX which is 
owned by Elon Musk. Lastly, the schooling 
required to work for mission control is a 
bachelor’s degree in engineering, physics, 
or mathematics. The recommended 
colege is Purdue. Now you know all about 
mission control.

My favorite game
By Ethan Grant Schreiber
Boom! Bang! Smoke is everywhere. The 

guns are firing in the game of Empire Total 
War using your armies to get the biggest 
empire the world has ever seen. It is so 
fun because you can play with friends and 
family. You can even have online battles 
with allies. It doesn’t cost that much, only 
thirteen dollars. And you can transfer 
accounts from one computer to another. 
It can help you with Education in History 
and English having some big words like 
revolution and it has real troops like min-
utemen and light infantry even line infantry 
it has all the real historic places that the 
countries had, allies even the wars and 
they’re all accurate like the mughals and 
the maratha confederacy at war or Poland 
Lithuania is as a protectorate of Courland 
its a game of strategy outflanking and 
outmaneuvering your enemies then taking 
the city and destroying their land. Using 
your navy to transport your troops to the 
land of the unknown having to put down 
rebellions or be it.But no matter what 
scenario your in from bankruptcy to star-
vation the game never ends with problems 
everywhere with you fighting on two fronts 
or going to war with a super power like 
Great Britain, France, or even Spain at its 
golden age. So what are you waiting for 

get the game on your computer and start 
making your empire.

My favorite game
By Calvin Ballard
Okay let’s cut right to the chase, wastein 

no time here. In my opinion, Acron:Attack 
of the Squirrels is the most, sans pareil, 
video game ever! Here’s how it works. 
You can play on mobile or on VR (virtual 
reality). The player on VR is the tree on 
which you need to protect the acorns 
by throwing brambles, bombs and even 
the players on mobile. You get to do a 
tutorial and learn how things work on 
VR. To be a squirrel you have to play on 
mobile and have to get the acorns from 
the tree and must work together to get 
all four acorns. The acorns spawn in one 
at a time. Now it’s time for the skins and 
characters for the squirrels. There are four 
squirrels you can choose at the begin-
ning of the game or when you die. You 
can be a big squirrel who can activate a 
shield, a skinny squirrel who can build 
ramps (which the tree can also pick up 
and throw), a squirrel that is also skinny 
but can run extremely fast, but last but 
not least the smallest of all, the digger 
squirrel. Next, it is really funny. I threw my 
cousin up and caught him and repeated 
and it was hilarious. For my last reason it 
brings people together, even if you don’t 
like video games or who you’re playing 
with. If you need some acorny content this 
is the time to go get Acron: Attack of the 
Squirrels now.

My favorite game
By Mia Lautenbach
Did you ever wonder what basketball 

is and how you play it? Well I know, and 
guess what? Basketball is actually my 
favorite sport! Can you believe that!? My 
favorite people to play basketball with are 
mostly my friends, they sometimes get 
along with me when I am playing on the 
court. But sometimes not. The reason why 
I like playing basketball with my friends 
is because when I play basketball with 
my family, me and my sister argue a lot. 
But when I am with my friends, we don’t 
argue as much as me and my sister do. 
So if I was you would I argue with my 
friends and not argue with my siblings or 
parents? Or maybe just be like me and 
argue with your siblings a lot and barely 
argue with your friends? The reason why 
I play is because I like to be fit and still 
do what I like. Also I want to be an all star 
athlete in the WNBA, Women’s National 
Basketball Association, and beat a huge 
world record and be better than Micheal 
Jordan. But maybe that might not happen 
but I still believe in myself. Basketball is 
definitely the best sport/game in the entire 
world. Basketball is a competitive sport 
that is fun and rough at the same time. 

Basketball is so fun that if you score at 
least ten points each on my team then you 
get free concessions. Now that you know 
a little bit more about basketball, you can 
play at the boys and girls club in Franklin, 
Indiana.

My favorite game
By Quinn Zarse
Do you have a favorite video game? I 

do, and it’s Roblox. I like to play it with my 
friends. My friends can come over to my 
house and play Roblox with me. Next, I 
can go face to face with my friends and do 
competitions. One time me and my friend 
Finn played Hide and Seek Extreme. The 
first one to get found lost the game. I won! 
Now me and my friend get to play Hide 
and Seek Extreme and see who wins next 
time. Next, Roblox is not just one game, 
there are multiple games inside of it. One 
time me and my sister played Daycare 
Story and my sister got super scared. 
I also play parkour games, me and my 
cousins played Escape Barry the Police 
and it was very funny. I got Roblox and 
played games. Additionally, I customized 
my avatar with any category I wanted. I 
also made my avatar look like myself with 
dirty blond hair, a black cat shoulder pet, 
and an Indianapolis Colts jersey. Also, 
people that I see in games can see my 
avatar and you can see theirs. Lastly, I 
meet online friends. I became friends with 
my next-door neighbor and played a game 
with him. I also can join my friends when 
they do not even know. Download Roblox 
now and start your adventure now.

My favorite game
By Lizzy Sanchez
You’ve probably heard of many different 

kinds of games. My personal favorite 
game is Roblox. Roblox is an online 
gaming system that you can be you. To 
play you need to create an account. An 
account has to have a username and 
password that you can customize any 
time you want. This process should be 
pretty easy. You can play on almost any 
device. When you are logged on you will 
have a display of your friends and different 
games. My personal favorite is Bloxburg 
where you can build and design your own 
house and role play with other players 
online. There are many different kinds of 
games you can choose from like obstacle 
courses, drawing games, board games 
and more. You also can buy in-game cur-
rency called robux. Robux can be used 
to decorate your avatar and buy certain 
things in games or to buy games. Roblox 
is fun to play with friends and family if 
you are in the same room or not because 
roblox has a feature that you can add 
friends and talk to each other and join 
each other’s games. There is also a chat 
that is in game to talk to others. If you do 

not like talking to others you can just turn 
off the chat in settings or go into your own 
private server. Do you want to create a 
game that you want your friends to play 
and enjoy? Well you can! Though this 
feature is only available on PC it is fun to 
create and customize your own personal 
game. You can also do this to your avatar 
that you can wear and show others while 
playing your favorite game. There are 
also ways to create and sell clothes and 
games to others for robux. Roblox also 
has collabs with musicians for concerts in 
roblox that are free! I hope you learned a 
bunch about Robloxs game, social system 
and how it works. 

My favorite game
By Allison Case
Hey did you know that LeBron James 

once said, “You have to be able to accept 
failure to get better.” I just love that quote 
because it makes me feel like it is ok to 
fail. You don’t have to be perfect all the 
time and you don’t have to be afraid of 
failure. He inspires me and I know he is a 
boy and I’m a girl but I am black like him 
and no one stopped him and if they did 
he would just ignore them or brush it off. 
He didn’t cry but he stood up for himself 
and that is all that matters. LeBron James 
inspires me because he is amazing at 
basketball because he never gave up 
and now he is in the NBA. I mostly like 
playing with my friends. Mainly because 
my parents don’t like to play, they only 
like watching me and my teammates. 
They make it fun. I like playing basket-
ball because it is very fun and you get to 
hangout with your friends while playing 
your favorite game. I also like when my 
parents watch me when I make a basket 
they always embarrass me. Now what are 
you still doing sitting around now that you 
know that basketball is the best sport ever 
go ask your parents to sign you up or sign 
yourself up for a basketball league and 
get to playing oh and also don’t forget to 
pick your favorite number for your jersey 
number.

My favorite game
By Roarie Davis 
What is your favorite video game? 

My favorite video game is Roblox! I love 
Roblox. Let me tell you a little bit about 
it now. Roblox is an online game that 
pretty much anyone can play, no matter if 
you’re ninety one, thirty five or eight, you 
can play Roblox! Roblox also has many 
levels of protection and security, so you 
won’t get hacked or anything. You may 
be wondering what would I get hacked 
for? Well there is an in-game currency 
called Robux that you can buy with real 
money. Not a lot of things cost in Robux 
but it’s nice to have for your in-game 
avatar and some game purchases. Roblox 
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is a platform that holds over forty million 
games made by other people, wow! With 
so many games to choose from you could 
play all day! My favorite game is called 
Adopt Me, which is a game where you 
can get pets and talk to other people. You 
them, from roleplaying games to spooky 
scary horror games Roblox has it all! The 
best part is that the games are made by 
other Roblox fans! So you can support 
them by liking the game or even favoriting 
it. Click the like button and or the favorite 
button! The next reason I love Roblox so 
much is because it is so fun you will play 
for hours on end! I even sometimes like 
to eat a small snack after school while I 
play Roblox, then I end up playing forever! 
You know what they say time flies when 
you’re having fun! The last reason I love 
Roblox is because there is a chat in every 
game! That means you can make new 
friends and also play with friends that you 
know in real life. I like to play with three 
of my friends, my best friend Hailey, and 
my other two friends Lizzy and Reece. We 
sometimes all play together! I met Lizzies 
friend Elora in a Roblox game and she 
gave me a free legendary flyable pet on 
Adopt Me. She was so nice! I also have 
many other friends on Roblox. One time 
some of my friends and I played Adopt 
Me together. We had so much fun! So go 
download Roblox right now! If you have a 
birthday coming, you should ask for some 
Robux. I hope you enjoy Roblox just as 
much as I do! 

Isom Elementary
KINDERGARTEN
TEACHER: CAITLYN ALLEN

My favorite toy
By Rachel Thenhoi
My favorite toy is my teddy bear. I love 

it! It is cute. It is soft and very fluffy. It is my 
favorite colors. I love my teddy bear!

My favorite toy
By Gus Gruner
I love playing with my cars. I drive them 

on the road. I like when my sister plays, 
too!

Isom Elementary
FIRST GRADE
TEACHER: EMILY EDSELL

When I grow up
By Nathan Thenhoi
When I grow up I want to be a firefighter. 

I want to save people and put out fires. I 
want to travel on a fire truck. I can use the 
water controls and put out the fires. 

Isom Elementary
FIRST GRADE
TEACHER: JENNIFER OTT

When I grow up
By Yohit Kannan
When I grow up I want to become an 

oceanographer. I want to study about 
fishes and sea creatures. I’ll wear flippers, 
goggles, and carry an oxygen tank to dive 
deep into the ocean looking for colorful 
fish, corals, and shells. I want to travel in 
submarines and visit the Mariana Trench. 
I read books and watch videos about 
oceans. I also like the ocean tub at school. 
I wanted to save all the sea creatures by 
reducing the use of plastic. My mom read 
me a book about Eugenie Clark, the shark 
lady. Someday I wish to be like her.

When I grow up 
By Jung Ngaih
When I paint I can paint anything. I will 

paint myself and I will paint my teacher. I 
will paint my sis and I will paint my dad. I 
will paint my mom and I will paint the baby. 
I like to paint.

Isom Elementary
SECOND GRADE
TEACHER: MACKENZIE ATTO

When I grow up
By Angelique Georgieve
When I grow up, I want to be a doctor. 

Being a doctor is important because you 
help people. I want to be a doctor because 
I will make people healthy and make a lot 
of money. People need doctors to help 
them, and I like to help people.

When I grow up
By Gabe Cruz
When I grow up I want to be a chef. I 

can make new yummy food and serve 
people. As a chef, I can go to other 
countries and collect flavors and bring it 
to America to make new dishes. So that is 
what I want to be when I grow up.

Isom Elementary
SECOND GRADE
TEACHER: BRENDA COSBY

When I grow up
By Karmah Neely
I want to be a police officer because I 

think they are the best people. Police pro-
tect us from danger. I could save people 
from danger and make harmony. I could 
wear cool clothes and hunt down bad 
people and put them in jail.

Isom Elementary
SECOND GRADE
TEACHER: AMBER PLOUTZ

When I grow up

By Jason Hafen
I want to be an animal photographer 

when I grow up. I really like animals and I 
think it’s amazing to see them in nature. I 
would travel to places and go around find 
animals. Then I would be very quiet and 
take their pictures. My pictures of animals 
would be used in online stories and even 
in movies. I would take the best pictures 
of animals because they will see that I am 
nice and kind and will not hurt them. The 
animals will know me and be excited to 
see me when I visit them. If I work really 
hard, I might get a medal for how great my 
animal pictures are!

When I grow up
By Carly Wagoner
When I grow up I want to be a cowgirl. 

I love horses and unicorns. I want to be 
a cowgirl because I could ride horses all 
day long. I would have to water and feed 
all the animals that live on a ranch.

When I grow up
By Bree Diss
I wanna be a veterinarian because I 

want to help pets. I know if I go to school 
to be a pet doctor I will have to work very 
hard and learn lots of science and math. 
Then I will be able to help animals get 
well and be healthy. I can tell the owner 
all about the medicine they need and I 
can tell them if their dog is sick or not sick. 
I really like cats and I think I’d be really 
good at helping them get better.

When I grow up
By Emily Thomas
I want to be a veterinarian because I 

like animals. I like to help animals. I would 
help animals if they got a splinter stuck in 
their paw. I would help get it out and put a 
band aid on it. I would have to give them 
check ups to make sure they are healthy.

When I grow up
By Storm Sage
I really want to be a trainer for dogs and 

cats because I really love dogs and cats. 
A trainer helps dogs and cats learn things. 
They are a teacher for animals. I could 
teach dogs how to sit down. I would also 
train them to play nice with other cats and 
dogs.

When I grow up
By Hadley Cooper
When I grow up I want to be a Youtuber. 

I want to be a Youtuber because they are 
cool and you can make videos.

Isom Elementary
THIRD GRADE
TEACHER: MELINDA DITTMER

Cozy Cat Café 
By Yazmine Garcia

When I grow up I want to be a busi-
ness owner. I want to open my own cat 
café. It will be called Cozy Cat Café. In 
my cat café, you can drink coffee, eat 
pastries, and play with rescue cats. The 
money from the cat café will be used to 
buy things to help take care of the cats. 
The cats you meet at my cat café can also 
be adopted to help create homes for cats 
without one. The goal of my café is to help 
cats find their forever home.

Isom Elementary
THIRD GRADE
TEACHER: ANDREA HELD

When I grow up
By Ruby Gruner
When I grow up, I want to be a scien-

tist, specifically a chemist. Scientists are 
so cool! They discover new things in the 
world. I think it would be cool to discover 
new things about chemistry. I want to help 
discover new things with chemistry.

Isom Elementary
THIRD GRADE
TEACHER: BRIDGET KERN

My favorite game
By Saad Sajid
My favorite video game is Minecraft 

Dungeons. Why? Because of how it 
works. It works by finding weapons to beat 
the arch villager and finding villages. It’s 
also because it’s hard and I like a chal-
lenge. Another reason why is because it’s 
popular and many of my friends play it, 
too. I hoped you liked my article.

Isom Elementary
FOURTH GRADE
TEACHER: MAKAYLA KUHN

When I grow up
By Klarissa Majors
What I want to be when I grow up is 

an actor because I really like acting a lot. 
Drama Club really helps me with acting. 
In Drama Club we learn how to sing and 
dance. I really like singing and dancing. 
When I practice at Drama Club I have 
to act to be a sailor and a tourist. Actors 
have to remember their speaking parts, 
like in Drama Club I have to say seven 
speaking parts. An actor also has to 
wear costumes for their different roles. In 
Drama Club, I have to have two costumes. 
First I have to be a sailor and then I have 
to change and be a tourist. It is really fun 
to act in plays or movies. I hope one day 
I have an acting career and make lots of 
movies and shows.

When I grow up
By Neveah Miller
When I grow up, I want to be a teacher. 

I want to be a teacher because I like 
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helping other kids with math and reading. 
Most of all, I love helping kids in general. 
The joy on the other kid’s faces makes me 
very happy, especially when I am able to 
help them figure out really difficult things. 
I also work hard on my school work, be-
cause teacher work hard to help us learn 
every day. That is why I would love to be a 
teacher when I grow up!

Isom Elementary
FOURTH GRADE
TEACHER: ABBY WARMOTH

When I grow up
By Meah Wallischeck
When I grow up, I want to be a derma-

tologist. Dermatologists are different from 
other doctors because they work on things 
like skin, hair, and nails. The job of derma-
tology amuses me because if you are a 
dermatologist then you most likely will not 
see the same things every day. You also 
get to work with different patients every 
day. Dermatologists do things like freezing 
off warts and reducing the appearance of 
scars. In dermatology, they do laser hair 
removal, but they also treat balding. Der-
matologists help nails by diagnosing nail 
fungus, ingrown nails, and infections. I like 
dermatology because it combines beauty 
and science. That is why when I grow up, I 
want to be a dermatologist.

Isom Elementary
FIFTH GRADE
TEACHER: NYLA ERLER

When I grow up
By Maci Hafen
Hi, my name is Maci Hafen. My dream 

job is involving wildlife! Can you guess 
what it is? If you guessed wildlife pho-
tographer, you’re right! Being a wildlife 
photographer can be tricky. Sometimes an 
animal just won’t stay still! You will also be 
in the wild! It may be dangerous. Mos-
quitoes can also be annoying. They can 
give you Chikungunya, Yellow Fever, West 
Nile Virus, Dengue Fever, Filariasis, and 
Zika Virus. These are a few sicknesses 
mosquitoes can give you from their bite, 
but it depends on where in the world you 
are. You can also get amazing photos! You 
get to meet animals and have a team to 
work with! It will be fun, and there will be 
laughs. That’s what I want to be when I 
am older! Have a good day!

When I grow up
By Samantha Sebastian
When I grow up I want to be a doctor. 

Being a doctor is an important job. I could 
work anywhere in the world because 
everyone needs a good doctor. Doctors 
make sure that people are healthy and if 
you are sick, they help you get well again. 
I like helping people, I am really good 

at listening, and I think I would be really 
good at keeping people healthy. I would 
have to go to school for a long time to 
learn how to help everyone. I think I would 
be a great doctor. 

Isom Elementary
FIFTH GRADE
TEACHER: SHELLEY KIRK

When I grow up
By Kameran Browder
When I grow up I want to be an artist, 

let me tell you why. The reason why I 
choose to be an artist is because when 
I create art I just feel calm. Like all my 
stress is just going away and to me art is 
beautiful. The Mona Lisa by Leonardo da 
Vinci is beautiful to me. I love when Youtu-
bers help you improve your art. I also love 
when art teachers help you learn about 
new art styles and teach you about artists 
you’ve never seen before. That is why I 
want to be an artist.

When I grow up
By Briauna Manuel
I want to be a Tik Tok or Youtube star 

when I grow up. I want to be famous. I 
wanna be famous just like my mom. I am 
a social butterfly.

Northeast Elementary
SECOND GRADE
TEACHER: KAYLA ASHE 

When I grow up
By Sanvi Gupta
When I grow up I would like to be a 

teacher because then I can teach very 
interesting things like how big is a car? Is 
it 1 yard big? Or is it 4 yards big?  I can 
teach mathematics like there are so many 
ways to make each number. I can make 
math easier for kids. I love to tell people 
interesting things and I love helping little 
kids. So those are all the reasons I would 
like to be a teacher.

When I grow up
By Lydia Nicermawi
I would like to be a doctor because I like 

to help people and kids and make kids 
smile. When I give kids toys to play with 
when they are waiting to get a checkup. 
I like when kids are smiling. Kids smiling 
makes me smile, too!

My favorite game
By Jalib Niaz
Uno is the best game. My family likes 

it. It is a card game. It is like the best 
game in the whole world. I think so. I think 
the second best is to read a book. My 
favorite book is Charlotte’s Web. The main 
character is Charlotte and she is a spider. 
There is Wilbur he is a pig. Reading is fun, 
but my favorite game is Uno. It makes me 

happy to play it. I love it.

My favorite game
By Elisha Thang
My favorite game is Roblox. Roblox is a 

kid’s game, and in it you can play thou-
sands of games! You have an avatar that 
you use in the game. You can change your 
avatar and be anything you want. I like 
this game because you can play with your 
friends and have fun hanging out.

My favorite toy
By Hemanya Kosuru
My favorite toy is a kitchen set. I like 

my kitchen set because I love cooking. I 
love to cook and serve food to people. I 
pretend to play as a chef in the restau-
rant using my kitchen set. Also, I pretend 
to play the role of cooking dishes for my 
family using my kitchen set. I have pre-
tend food that I use when I am cooking. I 
really like to play with my kitchen set and 
not only me, but my family also has fun. 
Especially my brother, he pretends to help 
me when I am cooking. That makes me 
smile and keep smiling. I have so much 
fun playing with my kitchen set!

Northeast Elementary School
Third grade
Teacher: Casey Kloss 

When I grow up
By Divyank Pandy
I want to be an astronaut when I grow 

up because I want to see outer space. 
When I was in India I always wondered 
how big is the solar system. I want to 
travel from one galaxy to a different 
galaxy. How big is the space? What 
planets can we live on? How is each 
planet different? To answer those ques-
tions I will need to be an astronaut. 

When I grow up
By Jacob Mung
When I grow up I want to be a teacher 

when I grow up because being a teacher 
looks fun. You can teach students about 
anything they need to know. Another 
reason is that I want to help people. The 
last reason is because there are many 
people around the world that needs help 
that don’t get help. I can teach them to 
read and count really big numbers. That is 
why I want to be a teacher.

My favorite game
By Jesse Nuan
I like Legos but I specifically love the 

Lego Orchid Flower. The Lego Orchid 
Flower has many upsides but it does have 
some flaws as for now we’ll talk about 
the upsides of the Orchid Flower. The 
first upside is that it can be rearranged to 
sometimes look different. Another upside 
is it basically can be built by any age that’s 

above 7. Also, they’re not as many pieces 
in the set, only 608. You might think that’s 
a lot but some other Lego sets like the 
Lego Atari set that has 2,532 pieces, now 
that’s a lot. This set also looks beautiful. 
Now let’s talk about some of the flaws. 
I didn’t really want to do this part, but 
anyway. One of the downsides is that 
there are some pieces that don’t fit really 
well. Also, the bottom easily breaks, so 
be careful when holding it. That ends the 
upsides and flaws. I hope I encouraged 
you to buy or order this Lego set.

My favorite game
By Reuben Eng
One day my friend let me play on 

Roblox with them. I was playing different 
games with them. After that, I was getting 
more into the game. It is now my favorite 
game. I think it is the best game in the 
world. In Roblox, I have 200 friends. I like 
to play games with them.

My favorite game
By Aisyah Stiffler
I love Roblox. It is a fun game that you 

can make friends in. Roblox games are 
very fun, too. You can dress up your own 
avatar. In Roblox, you can look 3D or 2D. 
Now we are going to talk about Obbies 
in Roblox. Obbies are easy and hard 
and medium. Some are 2 players and 3 
players and 1 player Obbies are really fun. 
You should try Roblox.

Northeast Elementary School
Fourth grade
Teacher: Michelle Beville 

When I grow up
By Cing Nuam
When I grow up I want to be a nurse 

and the type of nurse I want to be is a 
labor and delivery nurse. Here are my 
three reasons why I want to be a labor 
and delivery nurse. The first reason is de-
livering the baby to its mother and seeing 
the mother be so happy. It makes you feel 
proud of yourself. Next, you get paid a lot, 
so you don’t even have to worry about 
your bills, and you can buy stuff without 
worrying about money. Lastly is being 
a part of life. What I mean about that is 
helping babies be born into life. Helping 
families and parents happy and proud of 
their children.

My favorite game
By Adam Stiffler
My favorite video game is Fortnite. Fort-

nite is a fun game. In Fortnite, there are 
different characters. One of the characters 
is Golden Midas. Golden Midas turns 
things gold when he touches them. In 
Fortnite, there are seasons and chap-
ters. When I started chapter 2 season 2. 
Fortnite has been around for 5 and a half 
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years. Now I’m going to talk about game 
modes. The game modes are solos, duos, 
trios, squads, arena solos, area duos, 
arena trios, and creative. Solos are one 
person playing, duos are two people team 
together to play. Trios there are 3 people, 
squads have 4 people play. Creative is 
when you build your own things. I like 
playing Fortnite.

Westwood Elementary 
FOURTH GRADE
TEACHER: KRISTEN RATZMAN

An Archaeologist
By Lydia
When I grow up I’d love to become an 

archaeologist. Studying ancient artifacts, 
discovering more about history and the 
people and animals who once walked this 
land is a very interesting topic for me.

The first thing that got me interested in 
archaeology was actually my name, funny 
enough. I was researching what it meant 
when I discovered the ancient kingdom of 
Lydia, which was the kingdom making the 
first substantial form of currency. After that 
I found myself more interested in the past 
and different cultures.

I started researching, watching docu-
mentaries and getting more and more 
involved.

Then I found out about archaeology, 
excavating interesting artifacts from 
history that were once held by famous 
people from the past just really caught my 
attention as a very intriguing hobby that I 
could pursue.

Imagine the look on my face when I 
found out that it was an actual job that I 
could do for real money!

Immediately I became very interested in 
it and started to do tons of research.

The more and more I read, the more 
and more I knew I wanted to become an 
archaeologist.

When I grow up
By Cole
When I grow up I want to be a MLB 

player because I can hit bombs and I am 
good at baseball. I want to go to Florida 
and see the alligators. 

I can hit bombs because I am good at 
baseball. I love baseball and I want to play 
for the Padres. I want to meet Fernando 
Tates Jr.

MY Dream
By Kylie
My dream is to be a teacher because 

I like little kids. I want to teach 2nd or 
kindergarten. It might get really annoying. 
That’s what I want to be when I grow up.

I want to teach them because they will 
be really cute.

It will be fun watching them learn. We 
will have a classroom pet which they will 

love. I will take turns with letting them take 
the pet home for a day. I will get them 
snacks. I will have classroom rewards. 
Like if they get 30 mins of I Ready. They 
will get Ice cream if they get it done. 

Another reason that I want to be a 
teacher is I want to make kids smarter. I 
am going to teach kindergarten and then I 
am going to keep going up in grades.

I also want to be a teacher because 
I want to see the kindergartener make 
friendships. Those are all the reasons that 
I want to be a teacher.

When I grow up
By Jaylen
When I grow up I want to be an MLB 

player. Any day of the week I would play 
baseball because it is my favorite sport. 
Also I would like to start my own business 
so I can give motivational advice.

I want to play baseball because I love 
the sport. I have played the sport since I 
was 4. I also want to help my family be-
cause when they get older I want to give 
them money so they don’t have to run out 
of any because right now they do not have 
that much money.

I want to start a business for moti-
vational advice because I want to help 
people that struggle a lot with things they 
love. I want to give motivational advice so 
I can keep people from quitting the things 
they love.

That is why I would like to play in the 
MLB, and start a business of motivational 
advice.

When I grow up
By Katelyn
When I grow up I want to be a designer. 

Being a designer would be fun. I want 
to be a designer because I would like to 
organize the place I am designing. I love 
organizing my room and it would be even 
more fun to organize a big place.

If I become a designer I would design 
teachers’ classrooms. I would design 
teachers’ classrooms because if I can’t 
become a designer I would become a 
teacher.   

I love organizing my room. Sometimes 
I do it just for fun. You will rarely find my 
room dirty. If I am bored sometimes I will 
reorganize my room. Organizing is impor-
tant because you need to have everything 
in order to be a designer. 

Those are some reasons why I would 
want to be a designer. I would also like to 
be a teacher. I think I have told you that 
already though.

What I want to be
By Kensi
My dream is to be a WNBA player be-

cause I like to play basketball. I’m good at 
basketball and get a lot of assists. I’m also 
very brave and courageous which means 

I can take a hit and be ok. That is what I 
want to be when I grow up.

I’m good at basketball because I can 
shoot laps, shots, and free throws. I can 
also get a lot of assists and throw the ball 
down the court to my teammates to get 
more points. I can also rebound and block 
out a lot, which will help my team. 

I’m very courageous which represents 
that I’m brave. I like to ride roller coasters. 
I like to jump off the high dive at freedom 
springs.  

I would like to accomplish this with 
others. I want other people to believe that 
everyone can accomplish their goals like I 
want to. That is why I want to be a WNBA 
player.

When I grow up
By Immacule
When I grow up I want to be a Doctor 

or a Nurse, because doctors take care of 
patients that are sick or hurt so I want to 
help them to get better.

Whenever I look at the hospital I would 
be happy to see it because it could help 
me become a doctor. Becoming a doctor 
could help everyone in place. I would help 
children, adults, and my Mom and Dad.

Every time patients meet me, I will ask 
them what happened to them. Then they 
would tell me what happened to them.

Doctors and nurses are respectful and 
responsible for taking care of everyone, 
and healing people.

* Fun fact*(There are about 1,062,205 
Doctor in united state)

What I want to be when I grow up.
By Reagan
When I grow up I want to be an Art 

Teacher. I want to become a teacher 
because I love to do fun colorful projects, 
and It would be fun to even make my own 
projects. 

Art is very simple and it is very calming 
to do. Even if you had no idea how to paint 
or draw you could still do it and it would 
look good.

When I do art it makes me happy and 
I get to do what I want to do. I am also 
able to get creative. That is why I want to 
become an Art teacher.

When I grow up
By Ethan N. 
When I grow up I would want to be 

a singer ,and have a part time job as a 
baker.

Baking and singing are both really 
enjoyable to me so I wouldn’t get bored 
doing them. Baking and singing are both 
things I enjoy but it would be stressful.

The requirements to become a master 
singer is to record and make your own 
songs. To become a master baker, you 
have to go through all of the training which 
would take about 3 years. you have to 

have ten years of experience so 13 years 
of baking to become a master baker.

There are about eight million bakers in 
the USA so one in 200 people are bakers. 
There are about 27 million singers in the 
US so there are a decent amount of both 
of them in the USA.

Singing and baking both make lots of 
money. Singers can make 100 thousand 
dollars a year And successful bakery 
owners can make about 70 thousand 
dollars a year but that is for owning a 
bakery a baker could make about 30 to 40 
thousand dollars.

This is why when I grow up I would want 
to be a singer and or a baker when I grow 
up.

When I grow up
By Graham
When I grow up I want to be a geologist. 

Geologists study rocks I love rocks and I 
love to collect rocks. So far in my collec-
tion I have over 200 rocks. 

My most expensive rock is a crystal and 
it cost 30$. It cost $30 because it had no 
dirt on it and it was shiny and clear. It’s 
my favorite crystal. My collection also has 
Amethyst, Arrow heads and cobblestones. 
Since I live in Indiana most of our rocks 
are red, brown, tan and black. When I 
become a Geologist I will travel to other 
states to find other cool color rocks like 
blue, green and rose. .

The most expensive rock is a blue dia-
mond which is 3,390,000. It’s on display 
in a museum in Washington DC. I think it 
was found in a big forest next to a river but 
I’m not sure. 

WHEN I GROW UP
By Elsie
I am obsessed with baking. I love food. 

So this would work out to be a baker.
I could say that this fits me well, be-

cause I have always wanted to be a baker 
and here I am. I always bake dessert or 
breakfast at my moms and they love it, I 
have a secret,I never use measuring. One 
time I made a heathy-ish cake bite, I used 
oats instead of flour! 

A baker needs to like food, like me I love 
food. I always make me food and I love my 
food. So food is food like my favorite food 
is pizza and sushi, thats why food is in this 
paragraph.

Thats why I want to be a baker!!!!!!

What I want to be when I grow up
By Carma
What I want to be when I grow up is I 

want to be an artist. They paint, draw, and 
also sketch. They make paintings and 
maybe sell them they don’t have to. There 
are famous artists. Like Bob Ross. He is 
very famous for his paintings.

Why I want to be an artist is because 
I’m really good at art. And it’s my hobby. 
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And I love to make pictures when I’m 
bored. And a lot of people ask how can 
you draw like that. And I say take your 
time and work hard. 

I love to draw and paint. And I love to 
make pictures for people. When they’re 
mad, sad, or they don’t feel happy. I love 
to make them pictures. A lot of people ask 
me to make a picture for them. And I have 
no problem doing that.

I also LOVE to work with my dad. He 
and I paint together. And we painted a 
table before. And it made me so happy. 
He and I worked together to make a will 
you marry me sign for my mom. When she 
came back home for work. I painted and 
he made the letters.

When Dylan grows up
By Dylan
When I grow up I think that I would like 

to have a famous breakfast restaurant that 
makes a lot of money and that will be well 
known and popular.

I have been wanting to be a restaurant 
owner /chef for years now and one reason 
that I would like to be one is that they 
can make a lot of money as you can see 
in restaurants like mcdonalds wendys 
chickfila etc.

I also think that if I were to be a restau-
rant owner/chef that it would require a lot 
of hard work and I LOVE work because I 
like to feel accomplished about myself.

And I think last of all is because I want 
to be a restaurant/chef. I could be well 
known and famous. And if i could pull this 
off by myself I will keep all of the profit that 
I get from the restaurant yay.

If all of this fails then I have a backup 
plan of becoming an author since I do 
have a talent of coming up with stories.

So in conclusion I have two ideas for 
what I would like to be when I grow up 
which is to have a famous restaurant and 
be a famous chef and be an author if that 
doesn’t work. So that is the end of my 
essay. All of this is true and what I will try 
to accomplish in life.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Maverick
When I grow up I want to be a cum-

mins worker with my dad and his friends. 
I want to work on the same thing as him 
so I can help him. He started when he 
was 24 or 25 years old. He is 35 now so 
he has worked there for 11 or 10 years 
now. I forgot what he worked on before but 
he switched a couple of years ago. He is 
now working on harnesses. He has been 
working on them since we moved into my 
mamaw and papaw’s house I think. We 
moved into their house about 1 or 2 years 
ago. I like to help when I can or if I can. 

When I grow up
By Ethan T.
I want to be a lacrosse player in the 

PLL (premier lacrosse league). I also 
want to be a better lacrosse player. In fact 
lacrosse is the fastest sport on two feet.

I also want to be a lacrosse player 
because you can make up to $50,000 a 
month so that means an apartment and 
rent and more money to buy lacrosse 
gear, and another reason is it is very good 
exercise, there are a lot of plays including 
midfielder, attackmen and many more! 
Here are players that made me want to 
play lacrosse including Matt Rambo and 
Ethan Walker.

Also I want to go to Notre Dame to 
play lacrosse and learn more about 
Lacrosse even though you can get hurt 
badly if Michel Showers can survive a 
bad hit in the head, I think I can too, all 
right enough about that let’s move on. 
Although lacrosse might not be the sport 
for everyone, I think it fits my personality 
amazingly and I would 100% recommend 
Lacrosse to a kid who is looking for a 
sport to play.

So that’s why I want to play in the PLL. 
Have a good day!

What I want to be when I grow up
By RyAnn
This is what I want to be when I grow 

up. I want to be a dog trainer because 
I love dogs and they are easy for me to 
take care of.I am thankful for being with 
dogs that make me go to a good place. 
dogs. A dog trainer in Indiana makes 
33,264 and the monthly pay is 2,772. 
That’s why I want to be a dog trainer. 

So then I can train people how to take 
care of their dogs and if they live by 
themselves then somebody breaks in the 
dog will protect them and will attack so the 
owner can go call the cops and then they 
will go to jail.  

Taking care of dogs is a good thing 
because if you want a dog when you get 
older you will know how to take care of 
them.

My Favorite Video Game
By Jacob
I like to play Roblox when I have free 

time. I am a video game lover and I like to 
play it when I’m bored of any other game 
after playing for a long time. And think of it 
as an app that has many games in many 
different types. Many people play it and 
you can play on a computer, your phone 
and Xbox. 

I like to play it because of all the 
different types of games like tycoons, 
simulators, PVP games and More! More 
reasons I like it are that you can play with 
your friends, and change your avatar to 
make it the way you want it to be. The 
game is also cross-platform so you can 

play with your friends even if you are on 
different devices!

More reasons I like to play Roblox 
are that they have a thing called Roblox 
Studio where you can make and release 
your own games! I have never been on 
Roblox Studio but all the popular games 
exist because of Roblox Studio and 
people make money off of these games! It 
also has an in-game friends list!

Today Roblox is a big game that is very 
popular. With many people playing it all 
the time! It may not be one of the biggest 
games but many people still play it! And 
those are all the reasons why Roblox is 
my favorite video game!

Nintendo switch
By Nolan
My favorite toy or game is the Nintendo 

switch. It’s my favorite because it can have 
multiple games on it. It can have down-
loaded games, or you can put game chips 
in it and play on the nintendo.

I think you will like it because it is fun 
and you are too.I have one and I have 
a lot of games on the Nintendo switch.I 
think you will like it because downloaded 
games don’t get lost.

I have a lot of games. I have Mario kart, 
Minecraft, Minecraft Dungeons, Mario 
Odyssey, Mario Maker 2, Legend of 
Zelda: Breath of the Wild, another Legend 
of Zelda, Plants vs zombies Mario 64, 
Nintendo classic games, Pokemon sword, 
Pokemon legends: Arceus, Pokemon 
pikachu, and Nintendo switch sports.

The Nintendo switch is really fun. This 
is why the Nintendo switch is my favorite 
toy or game. This is why I think you should 
have a Nintendo switch.

My favorite video game
By Lukas
I love video games. People probably 

would think that. But, my favorite video 
game is called Halo.It is really fun to play.I 
will tell you more about it.

Halo is a fun game to play. It is a game 
where you uncover secrets of a thing 
called a halo ring. While uncovering 
the secrets you battle aliens.There are 
grunts,elites,jackals, brutes, and hunters. 
Hunters are the hardest of the covenant 
but, there are more enemies.

Halo seems like a hard game so far 
but it gets even harder. There are about 
12 different halo games. All of them 
except one you have to go through the 
covenant.A Fact about halo, when halo 
was made it was the best first person 
shooting game.

Halo 2 had the most copies sold with 
8.49 million copies sold. I will tell you 
about the other enemy I said before. The 
enemy is called the Flood.It is not like the 
covenant.It is a parasite that if it gets you, 
you turn into them.

That is why halo is my favorite game.

My favorite video game
By Gracie
My favorite game is Roblox because 

there are many games you could play but 
you need to sign in though but that’s ok 
because when you’re signed in you get to 
play tons and tons of games and you can 
make your own avatar. There are pants, 
shirts ,t -shirts, hats, faces, and wings. My 
favorite game is doors, tsunami, paintball, 
and curse randomizer. And when you 
name your avatar it does not stay there 
forever you can actually change your 
name.

My favorite game
By Teddy
My most favorite game is Super Mario 

Galaxy One I like it because it challenges 
me alot. I play it by myself. Another reason 
I like it is because everytime that I lose 
a round I can try something new and 
succeed.

MY SWITCH
By Adam
My nintendo switch is my writing topic 

and one of my favorite things. My favorite 
game on the Switch is Super Mario 3D 
world. It is basically 3D mario bros but 
instead of saving peaches you save fairies 
that let you move on to the next world. You 
also need green stars to unlock certain 
stuff. 

Another game that is fun is Mario Kart 
8 deluxe. I think you would like it because 
it is a 1-4 player game which means you 
can play with multiple people. You can get 
new tires,cars,and gliders.

I also play Super Mario Odyssey. You 
have to collect power moons and travel 
to different worlds and defeat bosses. You 
can throw your hat to turn into people.

My switch is my favorite toy or game. 
That is my writing and I hope you liked it.

My Favorite Game
By Colin
My favorite game is Gorilla Tag.
I can play it on my VR headset when I’m 

home after chores . It’s cool .
Gorilla Tag is very fun because its basi-

cally an exercise game because you use 
your hands to move around.

I’m not that good at it but I’m decent at 
it.

There’s 2 modes I’m telling you about 
casual . Casual is basically practice mode 

because there’s no lava monkeys “but 
there is in the next mode I’m going to tell 
you about” . 

Now I’m going to tell you about infection 
mode. There’s lava monkeys everywhere 
. The lava monkeys job is to tag all the 
players .The not lava monkeys job is to 
not get tagged by the lava monkeys.
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My favorite game
By Annabelle
My favorite game is castle cats. It’s 

where you get to play as a cat . Cat guild 
leaders get to fight the evil pug.

MY favorite game is castle cats because 
you get so many cats. it’s so fun to play 
because you get to play mini games. 
When I play I can play mini games and 
get gems and get cats.

Mini games in castle cats are fun but 
there is a mini game like candy crush. you 
can get cats from the daily check in when 
you login but you can get special cats 
from the past and its limited time.

Another reason why Castle cats is a 
good game is because you can get a 
mystics in seconds and gems but mystics 
cost 75 gems. you can get so many cats 
and gems if you work hard in castle cats.

Castle cats is a good game for me and 
it’s free and you can get it on the app 
store. so try this game and see if you like 
it and that’s all I have to say and have a 
good day.

My favorite game
By Devin
A game I like to play is Raft. I like to 

play Raft because it has islands. You can 
collect materials with a hook. It is a free 
playing game.

I like to play with the islands because it 
is in Creative Mode. You can mess around 
and use a 2x2 and build your own raft. 
When you are in the island mode you can 
choose your own materials and melt ores 
down to make Tier 2 hooks.

Copper is a material where you can 
build a radio and a battery. A radio can 
point you to the storyline. The battery 
charges the radio.

Indian Creek Elementary
SECOND GRADE
TEACHER: JENNY THOMPSON

When I grow up
By Drake
When I grow up I want to be an engi-

neer. The reason is that I want to learn 
about robots and car engines. There are 
some engineering schools in Indiana like 
Purdue is a good engineering school. 
When I get to middle school I am going to 
do robotics. It looks fun and challenging, 
that’s why I want to do it. When I get older 
I am going to change my dads car oil 
and fix robots. I want to go to Purdue and 
have a permanent form in engineering. 
After that I will continue with my career in 
engineering. And make more really cool 
stuff with license plates and metal poles 
and steal boards and other stuff like real 
engineers.

When I grow up

By Khloe
I want to be a gymnast when I grow up 

be cubs I wen to tench them to do the 
beam whin I grow up. I wunt to teach kids 
to be good listeners. I want to teach them 
how to do bars I want to do back bens.

When I grow up
By Quinn
When I grow up I want to be a colt’s 

cheerleader. I like to cheer and I think 
it will be fun. It would be fun to meet 
new people. It would be fun to learn 
new cheer’s. It would be fun to meet the 
football player’s. It would be fun to wear 
the uniforms. It would be so much fun to 
meet the coach. It would be pretty fun to 
do cheers every day but I would be pretty 
tired like my teammates. You probably 
would make a lot of money maybe. My 
mom was a cheerleader so I want to be 
one. It would be so much fun to travel 
around the world for football.

When I grow up
By Evelyn
I want to work as a dog rescuer. I want 

to be a veterinarian. I want to be a dog 
groomer. I want to be a dog owner. I want 
to be a animal rescuer.

When I grow up
By Huxlee
I want to be a cowgirl because they 

get to hang out with animals a lot. They 
also get to ride horses and race and 
showjump. Cowgirls do lots of things 
some live on a farm others have to drive 
to a farm to see there horses and other 
farm animals. I already have one horse 
but it lives at my grandpas farm. There 
are lots of different types of horses like 
an appaloosa like I have or a paint horse 
or belgene or draft horse or arabian. The 
mane reason I want to be a cowgirl is 
because its a fun job and i get to meet 
new animals like dogs, cows ,cats, horses, 
chickens, roosters, sheep, and much 
more. Even though there are other awe-
some jobs I would love to be just a cowgirl 
and compete in races and other cool stuff 
like that. 

When I grow up
By Livia
When I grow up I want to be a teacher. 

I can use the stuff I learned in school to 
help me. I can make people really smart. 
I can do stuff like help people that need 
help . Teachers are cool in many ways .

When I grow up
By Kane
I want to be a football player win I grow 

up because you can win in the super bowl 
in football. You guide your team in the 
super bowl and win the trophies and rings.
You get lots of money and have fun doing 

football! You do haft to think in football.
You run a lot in it is fun win you run.

When I grow up
By Emmaleigh
When I grow up I want to dance 

because you can perform on stage and 
have fun you can do dances on stage. 
The judges decide who wins the dance . 
The winners are very happy they move 
onto the next competition. They do more 
dances on the stage. You win at the end 
and earn a prize. 

When I grow up
By Addelyn
I want to be a nurse. I want to help 

people because some people need help 
to walk and people need help to see . And 
people oso people can get mesne to.

When I grow up
By Lila
I want to be a nurse because I want 

to help babies. Babies are cute. I want 
to help moms with babies in their belly. I 
want to change babies’ diapers. I want to 
change babies coles. Moms are happy. 
Babies are loved.

When I grow up
By Rudy
When I grow up I want to be a doctor 

and reasons I want to help them. I want to 
save my money.

When I grow up
By Kameron
What I want to be when I grow up is 

a soccer player. The reason is I love the 
color of the soccer balls. And I like soccer 
because I can beat a team and I can 
maybe win.

When I grow up
By Kaden
I want to be a police officer when I grow 

up. I can arrest people. I can drive a police 
car. I can take people to jail. I can save 
people. I can ride in a officer car.

When I grow up
By Maelynn
I wut to be a dog and cat rescuer bcus I 

wut to saf animals. And I wut to fin is onr. 
I luf animals. Win I see a poor anml I wil 
pic it uq.

When I grow up
By Waylon
When I grow up I want to be a baseball 

coach. It looks super fun. I love pitching. I 
love hitting. I love catching. 

When I grow up
By Soren
I want to be a veterinarian. I want to give 

them medicine. I want to feed the animals 

food.

When I grow up
By Gage
When I grow up I want to be a monster 

truck engineer because I want to work 
on monster truck’s. I can take wheel’s 
off and work on the engine and change 
spark plugs and put oil in the engine. And 
change the body panels when they flip 
over. Maybe I can make my own monster 
truck and do flips and twists. 

When I grow up
By Charles
When I grow up I want to be a NFL 

player. I can get lots of money! I do not 
have to think. I can be the fastest person 
in the world! If I win the Super Bowl I 
can get rings! My parents love to watch 
football. When I get to play in the NFL 
my parents can watch me. I love to play 
football! Before I go to the NFL I have to 
go thrue the draft pick

When I grow up
By Mikey
I wut to beey a swat police officer 

beatclv I can drive a swat cor. I want to 
be a swat police officer be because I can 
make miy. I can arrest people. I can help 
rescue people. I can shoot. 

When I grow up
By Hadley
I will be a cheerleader because I like 

their outfit. Their outfit is so adorable. 
I know some cheer because Huxlee 
showed me some cheer. All the cheer-
leaders showed me almost all the cheer. 
Cheering is so much fun. I know a lot 
about cheer. Cheer is so cool. I now cheer 
because I watched cheerleaders do their 
cheer.

When I grow up
By Kaylee
When I grow up I want to be a profes-

sional softball player. I love softball so 
much. The reseon I want to be a profes-
sional softball player is I want to meet new 
people. I want to work hard. It will be fun. I 
will make new friends. I want to help other 
people get better.

When I grow up
By Owen
I want to be a soccer coach because 

I know soccer. I want a soccer trophy. I 
want a chance to be able to know what it 
feels like to go to the FIFA WORLD CUP. 
I want to coach the USA team. I want to 
beat aregintina as a coach. 

When I grow up
By Beckett
When I grow up I want to be a teacher 

to teach students. I want to teach them 
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math. I want to teach them the states. I 
want to read them books. I want to teach 
them about Jesus. I want to teach them 
the flags. I want to teach them the parts of 
the body.  

When I grow up
By Lexi
When I grow up I want to work with 

killer whales because I have always been 
interested in marine life. Killer whales 
are my favorite animal. I would be at sea 
world. I will train killer whales to do stunts. 
Killer whales never meant to harm people. 
Another name for a killer whale is an orca. 
These are some cool facts all about orcas.

1. For the first 6 months an orca is alive 
its skin is yellow.

2. A male orcas dorsle fin is 6 feet tall. A 
female orcas is only 3 feet tall.

3. Orcas love being dabbed at. 
Etspeshley on their tung.

Greenwood Christian Academy
FIFTH GRADE
TEACHER: JEREMY DUNN

OneAmerica
By Andrew Wiese
Did you know that OneAmerica employs 

around 1,500 people in Indianapolis? The 
home office is in Indianapolis and their 
building is the second tallest in the down-
town area. When I grow up, I want to work 
at OneAmerica because they care about 
children, they have a lot of career options, 
and they care about the community. 

Making sure children are money-wise 
is a big priority of OneAmerica. They 
sponsor the Junior Achievement program, 
or BizTown, to help kids learn about dif-
ferent jobs, how cities work, and how to 
manage their money. A big goal of the 
company is to help kids, teenagers, and 
college students to understand how their 
money decisions now can impact their 
money later in their life.

More than 100 different careers are 
available at OneAmerica. As a company, 
they help people plan for retirement, and 
sell life insurance to help protect families 
in case of someone dying. They need lots 
of different workers to do this well. Some 
people sell the insurance, some help pay 
out the life insurance money, and some 
help with the computer systems. There are 
employees who help figure out how much 
to charge for the insurance products. I like 
math, coding, computers, and figuring out 
problems. I think there would be a lot of 
possible job options for me here.

OneAmerica is the title sponsor of the 
largest half marathon in the United States. 
They also help with the parade and the 
Indianapolis 500 celebration in the month 
of May. This year, they helped sponsor the 
Olympic swimming trials and are bringing 
them to Indianapolis. They will build a pool 

in Lucas Oil Stadium to be able to hold 
more people than ever before to watch the 
trials. 

OneAmerica is a great company be-
cause it helps people have enough money 
for unexpected events and to be able to 
retire. They care about kids and the com-
munity I live in. I could find lots of good 
career options there and that is why I want 
to work at OneAmerica.

Healthcare as a Career
By Katelyn Dingus
Why is the field of healthcare among 

the most popular fields of study? Studies 
show that healthcare services are on 
the rise. More than 16 million people 
worked in the healthcare sector at the 
end of 2018, accounting for almost 11% 
of all jobs. In 2018, healthcare surpassed 
nearly every other major sector of the 
economy in job growth.

When I grow up I would like to enter the 
healthcare field because there are many 
career opportunities. There are three 
areas I would like to learn more about. 
These three areas are nursing, radiology, 
and being a doctor. 

The first career option I could choose 
to become is a nurse. When you go to 
the doctor a nurse is usually your first 
contact before you see a doctor. Nurses 
can take your temperature, give you 
shots, draw blood, and also start IV’s. 
Nurses can work in a doctor’s office that 
specializes in children, adults, or elderly. 
Nurses can also work in a hospital where 
they can work alongside doctors and 
other healthcare professionals. Some of 
the things nurses do on a typical day are: 
conduct physical exams, listen to patients 
and analyze their physical and emotional 
needs, and coordinate care with other 
health care providers and specialists.

Another career option I could choose is 
to become a radiologist. When I hurt my 
ankle I went for x-rays and saw a radiolo-
gist. Radiologists can perform X-rays, 
MRI’s, and CT scans. A trained radiologist 
can diagnose conditions based on the 
pictures captured. You would have to go 
to school and study the human body in-
cluding understanding the tissues, bones, 
and muscles. Radiologists are paid very 
well but also require a lot of schooling. 
Some of the daily tasks that a radiologist 
might encounter is seeing a variety of 
patients with injuries or illnesses. These 
patients can range from being very sick 
to being healthy. Entering the field of radi-
ology would be an exciting career option.

Finally, a career as a doctor would allow 
me to specialize in many different types of 
medicine. There are many different spe-
cialties to choose from. The many benefits 
of becoming a doctor would be that you 
would be able to help people feel well, you 
would be in charge of a lot of people, and 

you can earn a lot of money. Becoming 
a doctor would require a lot of schooling 
but the benefits would outweigh the hard 
work. 

In conclusion, health care provides 
many opportunities to start your career. 
It has many flexible options and provides 
stability. I would like to learn more about 
becoming a nurse, a radiologist, or a 
doctor.

Being a Veterinarian
By Avery Clements
Did you know that not all vets practice 

veterinary medicine? When I grow up I 
want to be a veterinarian. My reasons are 
that I love animals, I can save pets loved 
by their families, and learn about different 
animals. Another reason why Iwant to be 
a vet is so I can teach children about how 
to properly care for their pets.

My first reason is that I love animals. 
As a veterinarian, I would get to see a lot 
of animals. I really love animals so being 
around them would really cheer me up 
and make me feel so happy. People say 
the best job is doing something you love, 
so for me - that would be becoming a 
veterinarian. 

My second reason is saving pets loved 
by their families. By that, I mean being 
able to help save the life of an animal that 
is a loved and adored pet for someone 
or some family. That would really really 
make me feel accomplished. I would get 
to see a lot of different scenarios and then 
I would get to know how to deal with the 
problem. I know there will be very sad 
moments of being a veterinarian. I can tell 
that this job is really hard already but it 
will definitely be worth the time, and very 
gratifying as well.

Finally, a big part of being a veterinarian 
means learning about different animals. I 
would get to see and learn about different 
animals like dogs, cats, rabbits, snakes, 
and so much more. It is so important 
that a veterinarian learns what and how 
much to feed an animal. If you feed an 
animal the wrong food things could end 
very badly. It is also important that a 
veterinarian gives the right medication (if 
they learn meds). Once I know the right 
foods and medicines for different animals, 
I can not only treat them, but also teach 
their owners how to care for them the 
best ways. Those Reasons why I want to 
become a veterinarian. 

What I Want to be When I Grow Up.
By Vivian Hoffmann
This is a fact that really inspired me 

to want to become a teacher because I 
love helping people. And this is a really 
cool way to show helpfulness. Did you 
know that Anne Sullivan used the finger-
spelling method to teach Helen how to 
communicate? 

First of all, I love kids. Being a teacher 
means spending time with people younger 
than you. And you are learning from them 
like they are learning from you. Also, when 
working with kids or people younger than 
you. You get to watch them grow up, build 
friendships, and can get lots of love from 
them.

Next, I love learning new things and 
telling people about what I have learned. 
Teaching is a job that takes a lot of 
learning to do. And you get to share things 
you have learned all throughout your life. 
Next, when teaching you talk a lot and 
I love talking. It involves a lot of com-
munication. And it is fun to be a part of 
a conversation. You get to talk to people 
about school and what you know. Lastly, 
you get a lot of opportunities to learn and 
to teach. It is not all the time you get to 
learn something new. And you can learn 
things about your students that can help 
you teach to the best of your ability. 

Lastly, I love helping people. First of all, 
being a teacher means you get to help 
people learn and grow a lot. And people 
always say that helping people is my 
strength and God was the one who gave 
me that gift. Also, when I help people I 
am serving God and that is the best part 
of being a teacher. And research indi-
cates that those who consistently help 
other people experience less depression, 
greater calm, fewer pains and better 
health. Consider some recent research: 
Students who performed five acts of kind-
ness a day increased their happiness. And 
you can’t teach without helping because 
when you teach you help people learn. Fi-
nally, I feel like Jesus just called me to do 
this. The reason I feel this way is because 
helping people is my strength and I can 
honor God by doing this.

In conclusion, I would like to be a 
teacher when I grow up because I love 
being with kids, I love learning new things 
and telling people about what I learned, 
and I love helping people. And that is why 
I want to be a teacher when I grow up. 

What I want to be when I grow up.
By Landon Knafel
Did you know some engineers created 

the snowboard? When I grow up I want 
to be an engineer because it’s fun, I can 
make a good amount of money, and I 
can help people by being an engineer by 
making things they want.

First of all, I want to be an engineer be-
cause it’s fun. When I was little, to this day, 
I played legos and built very cool things 
and I had an awesome time. When it was 
New Years I figured out how to reload a 
party popper and had fun launching little 
lego pieces. Most engineers enjoy their 
job as an engineer.

Second of all, engineers can make lots 
of money. If I got lots of money I would 
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help the churches, charities, and of course 
my family. Most of the richest people 
studied engineering. With my money I will 
also donate 10% of my money each year 
to the churches. Even if I don’t make a lot 
of money I will still be grateful for what I 
get. I will also donate to the poor with my 
money I earn.

Last of all, being an engineer I can 
help lots of people by creating something 
everybody wants. By being an engineer 
you create things or help create things. So 
if I were an engineer I would make things 
people would want. Example, I had an 
idea of a credit card with a touch screen 
that has all your credit cards on one card, 
of course to use the touch screen you 
need a 8 digit code to use a credit card on 
it, but if somebody steals it and somehow 
gets the password then you know. I will 
have a website that manages the credit 
card and it will have a button to email me 
to ask me for ideas for any build or a dif-
ferent design or addons to the credit card.

In conclusion, this is why I want to be 
an engineer, it’s fun, I can make a good 
amount of money, and I can help people 
by being an engineer by making things 
they want. I’ve always loved making 
things, engineering fits that.

What I Want to Be When I Grow up.
By Stella Reed
Colin Powell once said, “ There are 

no secrets to success. It is the result of 
preparation, hard work, and learning from 
failure.” When I grow up I want to be a 
business owner! I want to be a business 
owner because I really love doing math, I 
don’t like being bored, and I like to donate!

To begin with, I really enjoy math. If I 
had my own business I would need to 
calculate sales, profit, how much I would 
need to pay my workers, etc. I also love 
math challenges and think owning a busi-
ness will bring an abundance of those! 
Another thing is that If I need to estimate 
things I would use math to figure that out 
and make an educated guess. Math is one 
of my favorite things to do, and I would get 
to do it a lot if I had a business! 

Secondly, I loathe being bored. If I had 
a business It would definitely keep me 
preoccupied. I would be answering emails, 
hiring people, thinking of ways to make it 
better, and much more! There are also a 
lot of things I will always have the option 
to do, but I don’t have to do at that specific 
moment in time. I would always have 
something to keep me busy and I would 
love that!

Finally, I love to donate! I could do so 
much good If I had my own business. 
I could donate to churches, charities, 
christian organizations, etc. I would be 
the one in control of the money so I could 
donate as much as I felt like! I could do 
fundraisers inside my business and earn 

money to make donations. Hebrews 16:13 
states,”Do not neglect to do good and to 
share what you have, for such sacrifices 
are pleasing to God.” 

Overall owning a business would be 
super cool! I would get to do a ton of 
math, I would always be busy, and I would 
get to do so much good! What do you 
want to do when you grow up?

What do I want to be when I grow up?
By Lori McGee
When I grow up, I want to be a jeweler 

because it is interesting, there is a family 
business with it, and I enjoy it.

One reason I want to be a jeweler is 
that it is very interesting. I have watched 
and felt that being a jeweler is what I 
am meant to do in life. I will continue to 
observe and learn so that I can make my 
dream a reality someday.

My grandfather, Bob McGee, owns 
McGee and Company Fine Jewelers. For 
years, I have helped around the store and 
done small tasks. I love the watch selec-
tion that they own, and hope to get one 
when I am old enough. The employees 
are very kind, and I love to talk to them. I 
visit the store almost every day and have 
grown to love spending time there. My 
grandfather is retiring soon, but my father 
and aunt are taking over. Someday, my 
brother and I will buy it and continue the 
family business.

I can be officially employed at the store 
when I’m 15 years old. I will work and do 
what I can. My father has recently taught 
me how to change watch batteries, and 
will soon teach me how to clean jewelry 
efficiently and more. He will also soon 
teach me how to enter jewelry into the 
system. I admire the work that he does, 
and I hope I can be as good at the job as 
he is.

In conclusion, I want to be a jeweler 
when I grow up because we own a family 
business, I find it fascinating, and I enjoy it 
more than anything else.

What I Want to be When I Grow Up
By Andrew Stock
Lionel Messi once said, “I start early 

and I stay late, day after day after day, 
year after year. It took me 17 years and 
114 days to become an overnight soccer 
success.” When I grow up I want to be a 
professional soccer player because I love 
to play soccer, you can get a lot of exer-
cise, and you make loads of money.

First of all, I love to play soccer. I have 
been playing soccer since I could re-
member. I also just really enjoy the feeling 
of having a soccer ball at your feet, drib-
bling, passing, and most of all scoring. I 
also don’t just love playing it, I also love 
practicing it.

Second, you can really get a lot of exer-
cise just by playing or practicing it. One of 

the main reasons that I love to play soccer 
is because of the exercise. I have played 
soccer at all times of the year mostly for 
exercise. Stuff that I do for exercising 
is running, stretching and also just the 
basic exercises such as pushups, pullups, 
jumping jacks and sit ups. I also don’t eat 
as much as I do during off season which 
really helps me not get cramps mid-game. 
Also I never bring other drinks besides 
water such as gatorade or really any of 
those other sports drinks, because they 
may feel good at the moment but once 
you get out onto the field it is not as good.

Finally, anyone can make as much 
money as they really want. As a soccer 
player you can make a lot of money, to 
use to do good for the world. Stuff that 
I could do with the money could be, 
opening food pantries, starting charities, 
and more. I could also help the poor and 
help the churches that need the money 
more than I do.

In conclusion I want to be a profes-
sional soccer player because I love to play 
soccer, I get a lot of exercise, and I also 
get a lot of money. Cristiano Ronaldo once 
said, “Dreams are not the things you see 
in your sleep, but dreams are the things 
that don’t let you sleep.”

What I Want to Be When I Grow Up!
By Landon Clements
You may have heard Thomas Keller 

once say, ”A recipe has no soul. You, as 
the cook, must bring soul to the recipe.” 
This statement is true. I want to be a chef 
when I grow up because I like helping 
others, you get good money, and better 
body health. Those were the basic cat-
egories, but keep reading to find out more 
detail on these topics.

First of all, I love helping others. Seeing 
people enjoy the food that I cook would 
make me feel good. I could also assure 
people to help them have the best meal 
possible. I would treat everyone equally. 
Even if they are ungrateful or stubborn. If 
I was a chef, I would be kind to all people. 
That was just one out of three reasons I 
want to be a chef, so read on to find out 
more. 

Secondly, you get paid good money as 
a chef. With said money, I could donate a 
lot to a good cause such as a church, or 
buy new equipment for myself or em-
ployees. If anyone in my family needs me 
to, I can give them some money. If I see 
someone that’s homeless, I can give them 
money. The Bible states that you should 
treat your neighbor as yourself. With all 
of this, I would be giving back to God’s 
kingdom. Don’t leave yet, I still have one 
more cool topic to touch.

Lastly, I could increase my body health. 
I could cook healthy meals for myself 
once I know more about it. I could also 
use the healthiest of every ingredient to 

make a normal meal, healthy. I don’t know 
about you, but when I have a good meal, I 
feel better and energized.

In conclusion, I want to be a chef 
because I could help others, get good 
money and be wise with it, and increase 
my body health. Now that you know about 
being a chef, you can try it out. Thank you 
for your time. 

I Want To Be This!?
By Sydney Lantz
Did you know it takes around 475 hours 

to write a novel? A novel has around 
90,000 words, which is 189 words an 
hour. When I grow up, I want to be an 
author and write books. I’ve been writing 
a few minor books for quite some time 
(specifically since last year) and I love and 
have loved doing it. Now, you may ask 
yourself, why do I want to be this? I have 
written out some of the reasons why I 
want to be an author.

First of all, writing books is good for the 
brain. It is not just putting some words on 
a paper as some people think it is. For 
me, it is a way to help my mood improve. 
Happier moods are very good for the 
brain. Writing is also relaxing for me in 
stressful situations. This is also good for 
the brain, as it helps decompress or brain 
dump. I don’t try to overthink it, though. 
Writing isn’t meant to be overthinked. 
Guess what else writing can do? It can 
cure boredom! 

Writing also embraces my creativity. As 
someone who is the opposite of that one 
creative kid in your class, writing stories 
has helped embrace my creativity. Having 
to think of story ideas, make up charac-
ters and plots, etc., has really helped and 
will help because you have to generate 
these kinds of things in your mind. If I 
were to write stories everyday for a time, it 
would help me create more creative ideas 
to add to my stories. 

Lastly, being an author would give me 
more opportunities to tell other people 
about God and his Word. This is probably 
my top reason for wanting to be an author. 
I would love to educate other people of 
God’s Word and the gospel through story 
and glorify God. As a Christian, I would 
absolutely enjoy doing my part and telling 
people about God’s story who may not 
know about him. If I were to be an author 
it would give me more and more opportu-
nities to do this as I would write more and 
more books. As Psalm 71:15 says, “My 
mouth will tell of your righteous deeds, of 
your saving acts all day long-- though I 
know not how to relate them all.“

These are the reasons why I want to 
be an author. It is good for the brain, it em-
braces my creativity, and it gives me more 
opportunities to tell other people about 
God. Of course there are many more 
reasons why I would like to be an author, 
but these are only three.
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Being a Professional Soccer Player
By AJ Curlee
Did you know that the Chinese created 

soccer in the third century B.C? When I 
grow up I want to be a professional soccer 
player because I’ll stay in shape, I have 
great love for the game, and I could use 
my money wisely. I also believe that God 
has put me on this path since I was two 
years old and he has given me a gift of 
soccer so I’am not going to waste that gift 
I will train as hard as I have to, to become 
a professional soccer player.

Someone once said, “To keep the body 
in good health is a duty, otherwise we 
shall not be able to keep our mind strong 
and clear.” Soccer will allow me to become 
strong . I’ll build stamina, strength, and 
lose fat. I will also become more flexible. 
If I stay in shape I will be able to stay alive 
longer and preach the gospel more as 
well.

Pele, one of the best soccer players 
ever once said “ success is no accident. 
It is hard work, perseverance, learning, 
studying, sacrifice, and most of all, love 
of what you are doing.” My love for the 
game is strong, so it will make me want to 
play soccer more because I love it. I also 
love being in that environment because 
it will make me a better soccer player in 
general. That also comes with a great 
challenge.

I’ll be able to use my money wisely. I 
can live a great life by helping my family, 
providing for my kids, and being able to 
eat. I would not use all the money though, 
because I would donate to charity and to 
the homeless as well. I could also have 
huge birthday or super bowl parties with a 
ton of people at once. Because the ones 
with money should use it wisely and share 
with the ones that don’t have money.

In conclusion, when I grow up I want to 
be a professional soccer player because 
I’ll stay in shape, I love the game so much, 
and I could use my money wisely. Those 
are all of my reasons why I want to be a 
professional soccer player when I grow up.

When I’m Older...
By Jack Hunter
Did you know that Kylian Mbappe has 

scored 259 goals in his career? I want to 
be just like my role model Kylian Mbappe. 
When I grow up, I want to be a profes-
sional soccer player because I can make 
lots of money, I can form a bond, and I 
can do what I love!

First, I want to be a professional soccer 
player because I can make lots of money. 
Professional soccer players can make 
from $49k-$59k per year. If I make this 
money, I will give back to those who gave 
back to me. This would include my family, 
the community, the church, charities, and 
more! I feel that God is calling me to give 
to those who don’t have much.

Second, I want to be a professional 
soccer player because I can form a bond. 
I would really like to play for Paris Saint 
Germain, even though I’m not French. 
I think it is a great club and the people 
there are really great! I could form a 
bond with my team and we would have a 
lot of fun together. We could have great 
chemistry and try to work our way to the 
Premier League championship! I will 
make more friends and will support my 
teammates on and off the field. We would 
train and train, and do our best.

Lastly, I want to be a professional 
soccer player because I get to do what I 
love. It has always been my dream to be 
a professional soccer player because I 
love it! I have played soccer all my life and 
have been training for it ever since I was 
2 years old. I would always go play with 
my friends and we would do the best we 
could to train and get better and better. It 
would be so cool and awesome to be in 
the big leagues!

In conclusion, I want to be a profes-
sional soccer player because I can make 
lots of money, I can form a bond, and I 
can do what I love. I love soccer and I 
want to go pro! Thank you for reading.

When Im Older
By Zavien Green
Did you know in the late 1800s rubber-

soled shoes became known as “sneaks” 
because the sole made the shoes quiet 
and noiseless. I would like to be a shoe 
designer because I can make a lot of 
money. I can make a lot of this money 
by working on shoes I’m assigned to 
work on. Being able to want to be a shoe 
designer is fun because I get to make cool 
shoes people have never seen before

.It is also fun because I get to choose 
the designs on the shoes I work on. 
When you are a shoe designer you would 
have to know how to sew and dye cloth. 
I need to know that because if you don’t 
know how to sew parts of the shoe on 
and then you do not know what you are 
doing. An important skill of being a shoe 
designer is having a good sense of style. 
A good sense of style about being a shoe 
designer is when you would design shoes 
and make them look nice. When you are a 
shoe designer you would make the shoes 
look nice because if you don’t no one will 
really buy the shoes you make or design. 
As a shoe designer you would need to 
make the shoes the people tell you to 
make. When you are a shoe designer you 
need to really know how to design shoes 
and color the shoes. Working as a shoe 
designer seems really fun because I like 
to make things and I really like shoes. I 
would like to be a shoe designer because 
there are so many cool shoes other shoe 
designers make and I want to experi-
ence what it is like to be a shoe designer. 

I would also like to be a shoe designer 
because a shoe designer can also make 
shoes for famous people and athletes 
for sports too. As a shoe designer you 
can also make soccer cleats and football 
cleats as a shoe designer. A shoe de-
signer can do many things to make shoes 
and cleats for sports or running shoes. As 
a shoe designer you can also teach other 
people how to design shoes.

What I Want to Be When I Grow Up.
By Kylee St. John
“Alone we can do so little, together we 

can do so much ” -Helen Keller. When I 
grow up I want to play basketball due to 
the fact that I take delight in staying in 
shape, I don’t want to work in a job where 
I am always sitting and not getting enough 
exercise, and I like to work in a team 
instead of working individually. 

I enjoy staying in shape, and I know 
sports can be a good way to keep that 
goal going. Basketball provides many 
physical and mental health bonuses that 
can help me stay healthy. I adore staying 
in shape and think that these benefits 
would help me in staying fit and keeping 
myself very active. I always try to continue 
to show perseverance when I am in a 
sport because I can have the benefit of 
the reward, no matter if we win or lose the 
game.

Second of all, I don’t want to do a job 
where I just sit down and type on a com-
puter for hours. I wouldn’t want to answer 
phones either, in view of the fact that it 
can get quite boring after a while. I’d like 
to be up and running and having more de-
light in what I am doing. I am not the best 
at staying still for long periods of time, this 
is why basketball is beneficial. Then I can 
get some exercise and have fun at the 
same time. 

Lastly, I like to work in a team instead of 
individually. I think working in a team helps 
you achieve more than what you would if 
you were all alone trying to achieve them. 
I’d rather be on a team than have to face 
something alone. You have to take into 
consideration that you wouldn’t want to 
climb a mountain alone or face a bear 
on your own. You need a team to accom-
plish stuff that you just might not be able 
to achieve by your lone self. Sometimes 
you have to be less prideful and accept 
the help. I would prefer to be on a team 
than independently working toward doing 
something.

In conclusion, when I grow up I’d like 
to be a basketball player due to those 
reasons that I have stated. What is your 
dream career? 

This Is What I See Myself as When I 
Grow Up

By Cyrus Adeyemi
Did you know another name for a robot 

is manipulator? And the first digitally 
operated and programmable robot was 
invented by George Devol in 1954. It was 
called the Unimate. I know this is not 
a common job (as many want to be an 
artist, a teacher, an athlete, etc), but when 
I grow up, all I want to be is a robotics en-
gineer. My first reason is that it launches 
creativity. All it takes is an idea! Creating 
a robot is not just connecting wires to see 
what you get, you need a vision. Robotics 
engineering makes room for a full creative 
cycle. You can identify problems, design 
solutions, physically create designs and 
modify your designs as you go. It 
might take a while, but once you have an 
idea, it is time to bring your idea to reality. 
Some ways to do that are writing down 
your ideas, organizing them, staying open 
to other ideas, scheduling them, and not 
overcomplicating things. I would also find 
a way to glorify God while creating robots. 
One way to do that is to always remember 
that it is the Lord who gives all engineers 
a mind to learn from His creation, to gain 
knowledge necessary to design and man-
ufacture products to benefit the rest of His 
creation. That means to always remember 
that it is God who blessed the engineers 
with a mind to learn. Whatever I create, 
I will find a way to use my creativity to 
benefit God’s creation.

Lastly, I am aware of the fact that I will 
have to go through a lot of trials and er-
rors, on my way to becoming a robotics 
engineer. It’s like how some Lego™ sets 
are so hard to put together, they make you 
want to give up! For the sake of my future 
career, I will follow my dreams and never 
give up!

What I Want To Be When I Grow Up
By Benjamin Branch
“There might be people who have more 

talent than you, but there’s no excuse for 
anyone to work harder than you do.”-
Derek Jeter. 

When I grow up I want to play profes-
sional baseball for the New York Yankees 
as the shortstop. First, one reason I would 
like to play for the New York Yankees is 
because I’ve always loved the New York 
Yankees and grown up with them. Next, 
is that my family would love to watch me 
play on the New York Yankees because 
they love The New York Yankees. Next, 
I would love to play on the New York 
Yankees because I’ve always loved the 
Yankees.

Second, Another reason I would love to 
play for the New York Yankees is because 
the New York Yankees value is $5 billion 
dollars which then they will pay me a lot 
of money. Next, If I do get paid a lot of 
money then I could give to my family and 
the poor. Next, I could play very well on a 
really good team since I’m good at base-
ball for my family.
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Third, the last reason I would love to 

play for the New York Yankees is because 
I feel that God is just calling me and telling 
me to do this right now. Next, The Lord is 
calling me to this so I would love to do this 
when I grow up. Next, If I do get to (MLB) 
Major League Baseball then God would 
love it if I gave it to the poor. 

Finally, When I grow up I want to play 
professional baseball for the New York 
Yankees because I’ve always loved the 
New York Yankees like my family. I could 
give a lot to the people who need it, and 
God is just moving me to do this.

What I want to be when I grow up
By Luke Bray
Did you know that F1 Drivers make the 

most money out of all the different race 
car events in the world? When I grow up 
I want to be an F1 Driver. First of all, you 
make a lot of money. You make anywhere 
from $750,000 - 40,000,000 a year. You 
make around 5-10 million per race de-
pending what place you got in that race. If 
you win a race you might be able to give 
your opponent some of the money. I can 
also give the money to people that are 
doing fine in life but just give it to them as 
a gift. 

Second, you can help people with the 
money you get. You Can inspire people to 
be an 

F1 Driver too and maybe donate 
to them so they maybe become one 
someday. You can use the money to help 
people that are either poor or sick or just 
need help mentally and physically. You can 
maybe open a hospital for sick people too. 

Lastly, you might get to drive in the Indy 
500. The indy 500 is incredible to watch 
but driving In it would be even better then 
just watching it. You would get a chance 
to win the indy 500 and get a lot of money 
to help the poor and sick people. If you 
win you can also give the money to the 
people who got you there and fed you and 
encouraged you to be an F1 Driver. Also 
If I make a lot of money I will donate 10% 
of all my earnings to churches, retirement 
homes, and charities.

In conclusion, I want to be an F1 Driver 
because you make a lot of money, you 
can help people with the money you get, 
and you might get to drive in the Indy 
500. That is why I want to be an F1 Driver 
just like the other F1 legends like Mario 
Andretti.

What I Want to Be When I Grow Up
By Myla Adams
Did you know that all veterinarians in 

the U.S. have to make an oath called, 
“The Veterinarian’s Oath,” which swears 
they’ll use their knowledge and skills for 
the benefit of animals? When I grow up, I 
want to be a veterinarian because I love 
animals, I get to save animals’ lives and 

make their owners happy, and I get to 
practice problem solving skills. 

First, I love animals. Being around ani-
mals can lower your stress, which would 
be good if I was working with them ev-
eryday. I find it interesting to pay attention 
to the behaviors of an animal, and what 
might be causing them to act that way, 
which is one of the reasons I love animals 
and want to become a veterinarian. I also 
want to be a veterinarian because I love 
animals so much, so it would be very 
enjoyable to spend most of my day with 
them. 

Next, I would have a chance to save 
animals’ lives and make their owners 
happy. It makes me jubilant to see people 
get excited about their pet being happy 
and healthy. It makes me upset seeing 
animals hurt, so I would love to help and 
save them. Animals are part of God’s cre-
ation, and I want to help God’s creations 
because that’s what he wants us to do, to 
take care of the animals he created and 
treat his creations well. 

Finally, I get to practice problem solving 
skills. Problem solving can come in handy 
with many things, so that would be a big 
benefit. If I have problem solving skills, 
I would have a better chance to have a 
successful career, especially if I ever de-
cided to do multiple jobs. Having problem 
solving skills helps you have logic, cre-
ativity, imagination, and determination. All 
of these skills would be very helpful and 
useful. 

In conclusion, I want to be a veterinarian 
because I love animals, I would have a 
chance to save their lives and make their 
owners happy, and finally because I would 
get to practice problem solving skills. 
Those are the reasons I want to become a 
veterinarian when I grow up. 

What I Want to be When I Grow Up
By Caleb Doyle
When I grow up, I want to be an ar-

chitectural designer. Leonardo da Vinci 
once said ¨Beauty perishes in life, but 
is immortal in art.¨ I can build art that is 
immortal and use that chance to give the 
glory to God in what I build. I want to be 
an architectural designer because I like to 
design places or homes. I could become 
famous, and I could get a good paycheck. 
For all of these reasons, I could give the 
glory to God.

First, as an architectural designer, I get 
to design places for other people to live. 
Next, I can design my own house to live 
in. If I decide to design or build my house 
on my own, I can make it just the way I 
want it to be with no errors. Also, I can 
design or build my house where God calls 
me to live. 

Secondly, I can become famous by 
making a certain place, stadium, mu-
seum, etc. If I become famous, I should 

give God the glory instead of putting the 
glory on myself. Then, most likely if I make 
a popular place and get mentioned, I 
can tell others that God gave me the gift 
of being an architectural designer. Next, 
once people know that I can design well, 
people can personally have me design 
their house or their business building. 

Lastly, I am looking for a good paycheck. 
I can make around $80,000.00 depending 
on where I work as a designer. I could use 
that money to donate to charity and the 
church. If you work in New York you can 
make $74,052.00 in a year, but if you work 
in Indiana you get paid around $60,000.00 
a year. Also, I could give 10 % of my 
money to the church and 5% to charity. 
Finally, I could invest my money so I have 
more to donate, pay for groceries, and pay 
for taxes. 

These are my three reasons why I want 
to be an architectural designer. I get to 
build places and homes, I could become 
famous, and I could get a good paycheck. 
If I am wise with the talents God has given 
me, I could give the glory to God through 
all that I do. This is why I want to be an 
architectural designer when I grow up.

The Premier League
By Noah Iliff
When I grow up I want to play in the 

Premier League, on team U.S. Did you 
know, soccer is played by 250 million 
players in over 200 countries, making it 
the world’s most popular sport? I have 
been playing soccer for a long time, 7 
years to be exact. It would be a miracle 
if I made it to the Premier League. First, 
playing professional soccer would benefit 
me in a lot of ways. For example, overtime 
it increases your strength, builds up your 
flexibility, and your endurance. Also, it 
increases bone and muscle density and 
strength, which is really important to have. 
In addition to this, I can eat a healthy diet 
and occasionally fast for the Lord as it 
says in the Bible.

Second, I would make a lot of money. 
An average Premier League player makes 
£60,000 which converts to $73,911.90 per 
week. This would be a serious invest-
ment for me, I would be making a really 
good amount of money which would deal 
with any finances, and I would be get-
ting a lot of exercise at the same time. 
Now, I wouldn’t keep all this money to 
myself because that would be very selfish 
and ungodly, so I would give back to the 
churches, charities, even the homeless 
because they need it more than I do. 
Third, I am confident that I can make it to 
the Premier League one day. Every single 
person has a reason to keep moving on. 
Playing soccer is one way I can glorify 
God and what he has given me. When 
I try my best and put all my effort into 
soccer it is Glorifying God, cause I am 

fearfully and wonderfully made in his 
image. In conclusion, I hope I have made 
it clear why I want to play professional 
soccer when I grow up, and why this 
would benefit me in a lot of ways!!! It is a 
blessing to even have this talent to play 
soccer, so playing it in a professional 
League would be incredible!!! This is why I 
want to be a Premier League player when 
I grow up.

Professional Athlete
By Aaron Nichols
Did you know that Kobe Bryant was the 

first NBA guard to be drafted straight out 
of high school? When I grow up I hope 
to become Professional Athlete because 
I get famous, I get a lot of money, and I 
get good at the sport. When I get famous 
I will make myself known and say posi-
tive words. I can get in the Hall of Fame 
in sports. You can meet other famous 
people, even maybe the president. When 
I get famous, some people will make 
jerseys, books, magazines, and hats. 
When I get famous, I will set a plan for 
myself. When I get a lot of money I will 
help people and my family. I can get what 
I want and make people happy. I can 
give to shelters and people who don’t 
have a lot of money. I can make millions 
of dollars, and get billions of dollars one 
day. I could be the world’s richest sports 
player. I will travel around the world with 
my money. If I get good at the sport I can 
start to train people so they can become 
better. When I get good I can go up in 
ranks in sports. When you’re good at a 
sport, you are in good health. When I get 
good at a sport, you learn to have team-
work, sportsmanship, and leadership. I 
can encourage others and make them feel 
happy. When I get good at a sport, you 
learn to have teamwork, sportsmanship, 
and leadership. When I grow up I hope to 
become a Professional Athlete because I 
get famous, I get a lot of money, and I get 
good at the sport.

Why I Want to be an Interior Designer
By Brynn Smith
Did you know that interior designers are 

some of the most creative people ever? 
When I grow up I want to be an interior 
designer. I want to be an interior designer 
because I make people happy, I like orga-
nizing things, and I like to design stuff. I 
hope you enjoy my reasons why I want to 
be an interior designer when I grow up.

First of all, I want to make people happy 
because I want people to feel like they 
are in a whole new place. And I also 
want people to love their newly designed 
homes. Also I want people to feel like they 
can start fresh in their newly designed 
home. And those are a couple reasons 
why I want to make people happy.

Secondly, I love organizing different 
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things because organizing makes me feel 
good. And I also love the fact that people 
will know where all of their things are 
when their stuff is organized. Also orga-
nizing helps me take my mind off things 
and helps me feel better. And those are 
my reasons why I like organizing.

Last of all, I like to design offices and 
homes because I like making things even 
prettier than they were before. Secondly, 
designing things helps me be creative. 
Last of all, designing things means I can 
make things as beautiful as I want to. And 
those are my reasons why I love de-
signing homes.

And that is why I want to be an interior 
designer when I’m older because. I get 
to make people happy with their new 
homes, I like to organize places so people 
will know where their stuff is, and I get to 
design houses and make them beautiful. 
Those are my reasons why I want to be 
an interior designer when I grow up. I 
hope this helps you see why I want to be 
an interior designer when I grow up.

Interior Designing
By Claire Ruoff
Did you know that interior designing has 

been a popular job for over 100 years? 
When I grow up I hope to become an 
interior designer. An interior designer is a 
person whose work involves designing the 
interior decoration of a room or building.

My first reason why I want to be an 
interior designer is because I am artistic. I 
am artistic because I have a very creative 
imagination, I love art, and I love to exper-
iment with all the colors.Interior designing 
is all about art and creation.

My second reason why I want to be an 
interior designer is because I am good 
at designing. I am good at designing 
because I have good ideas, I am creative, 
and I am very organized. An interior 
designer has to be creative and organized 
with the design they are doing.

My last reason why I want to be an 
interior designer is because I am very 
good at working with others. I can work 
with others because I am patient, I am 
not selfish, and I will take time to listen to 
other people’s opinions. Interior designing 
is not an independent job,in fact it actually 
requires a lot of team effort to get the job 
done.

In conclusion, I want to be an interior 
designer when I grow up because I am 
artistic, I am good at designing, and I can 
work with others.

God’s Creation
By Nora Rogers
“The Bible tells us that God’s hand is 

all over His creation.” (Psalm 19:1-2; Acts 
14:17; Romans 1:20) “The living world 
is a testament to God’s creative action.” 
(Job 38-41; Psalm 104). Making new 

discoveries is exciting, because through 
them we look at previously unseen and 
often unexpected aspects of God. We are 
called to seek out the full glory of God in 
his creation. As Christians we are called 
to live in service to God and others, and 
science is an excellent way to do this. 
When I grow up, I want to be an animal 
and nature biologist. I want to be an an-
imal and a nature biologist because I want 
to visit the whole world, I like to study 
animals and nature, and I love science.

I want to visit the whole world because 
there are so many beautiful landscapes 
that God created all over the world. I also 
love traveling to new places in the world, 
and there is always something new to 
explore in the world. Some of the places 
I want to visit are Big Ben in London, the 
Australian outback, Peyto Lake in Canada, 
and Hallstatt in Austria. 

I like to study animals and nature be-
cause I think that animals and plants are 
fascinating. I also love to look at animals 
and plants that I’ve never seen before. I 
love looking at how creatures work in their 
natural habitat.

I love science because I like learning 
about how all things work together in the 
world. I also like studying to find out how 
things function, and I love looking at all 
kinds of new things.

 Biological science is important in 
forming modern world views. “You are 
the light of the world. A city set on a hill 
cannot be hidden. Nor do people light a 
lamp and put it under a basket, but on a 
stand, and it gives light to all in the house. 
In the same way, let your light shine 
before others, so that they may see your 
good works and give glory to your Father 
who is in heaven.” (Matthew 5:14-16). God 
needs Christians to be involved, able to 
speak clearly, and with conviction.

In conclusion, I want to be an animal 
and nature biologist because I want to 
visit the whole world someday, I love 
studying animals and nature, and I love 
science.

My Dream of Becoming a Hot Wheels 
Designer

By Elliott Goodman
Did you know the first hot wheel de-

signer was Elliot Handle?. When I grow 
up I hope to be a hot wheel designer. 
My passion for becoming a hot wheel 
designer will be great. I would have a 
great passion for designing hot wheels, 
because If I enjoy collecting hot wheels I 
would love designing them. Another thing 
is if I enjoy collecting them I would enjoy 
being a hot wheel designer because I 
would design my own hot wheels and 
I would like to collect them. Nextly, my 
good passion would probably get me 
more convinced and would enjoy working 
better and possibly get paid even more. 

The second reason I would like to become 
a hot wheel designer would be because 
of the good pay. You get paid $22.00 
per hour which is pretty good. With that 
good pay I could get 6 working hours on 
that same day and I would get $three 
hundred-thirty-two dollars. Also, another 
reason why I would become a designer 
of hot wheels is because if I get good 
pay I would focus better and work better 
to get paid better, because I would not 
be focused on paying bills and saving 
money. Finally, the last reason I would be 
a hot wheel designer is because I am a 
big collector of hot wheels. And if I were 
a big hot wheel designer I would buy the 
hot wheels I designed which possibly 
eventually came out with, and that sounds 
like a good idea, right? I would collect 
those I design because it would make it 
different to my collection and change the 
quality and quantity. And also I have a 
twin brother, Emmitt and he also collects 
more than me and I would design hot 
wheels. Then, they possibly come out and 
he would buy them and appreciate the 
work of designing those hot wheels and 
appreciate me.

All About a Firefighter
By Esther Afterkirk
Did you know that the most people 

saved by a firefighter in one year was 
1,041,200? The average number of 
people saved each year is 25,000. I want 
to be a firefighter because firefighters 
save people, they put themselves out 
there and they get to work with kids.

First they save a lot of people. Fire-
fighters save people by saving them 
from a fire. Firefighters save people from 
accidents, burning cars, and from burning 
houses.Firefighter also save people from 
heart attacks and passing out. 

Second, the Firefighters put themselves 
out there. Firefighters put themselves out 
there by helping in really really dangerous 
places. Another thing that firefighters put 
themselves out there is going into fires to 
save people. Firefighters also put them-
selves out there by driving fast to save 
people from dangerous places or fires. 
They do that in the rain, snow and a storm 
to save people.

Finally firefighters get work with kids. 
Firefighters get to work with kids by doing 
bootcamp. And in that bootcamp fire-
fighters get to teach the kids that want to 
be firefighters when they are older. An-
other way that firefighters get to work with 
kids is. When fires happen they get to tell 
them that it is going to be okay. And they 
get to come and see and help them stay 
safe. Another way firefighters get to work 
with kids is by teaching them fire safety. 
Like how fire can be dangerous and can 
hurt you but you can stay safe. If there is a 
fire in your house you need to get out and 

find a safe place to wait for your family 
away from the fire and then you and your 
family can get even farther away from the 
fire and you can be safe. If there is ever 
a fire on you need to stop drop and roll 
so the fire can burn out and you can stay 
safe. 

And that is why I want to be a firefighter. 
Is because you get to save people, you 
get to put yourself out there, and you also 
get to work with kids.

What do I want to be when I grow up?
By Gwen Boyce
Did you know an WNBA player makes 

about $102,751 per year among 151 
athletes for an average player, but it also 
depends how good you are. You get a lot 
more money if you’re better than some 
players. When I grow up I would love to be 
in the WNBA! I wanna be a WNBA player 
because it is good for your health, you 
can get a lot of money, and you can teach 
other people how to play!

The first reason I would like to be in 
the WNBA is that any sport like basket-
ball can be good for your health. They 
can always keep you active and healthy. 
When you play basketball you have to eat 
healthy, a good WNBA player will always 
eat healthy to gain more strength. You can 
get stronger by always eating healthy!

My second reason is you can get a lot 
of money from playing basketball. When 
playing basketball, not only can you get 
famous, you can also get a lot of money 
from it. In the WNBA they usually get 
$102,751 per year. That’s just for the av-
erage WNBA player. If you are better you 
can get more money. 

The final reason is that I can teach other 
people how to play basketball. Being a 
professional basketball player you get 
to teach people all around the world to 
play basketball. You can also be a good 
influence by teaching people how to 
play. People that dont know how to play 
basketball I can help them get better at 
basketball. Because that is my job.

My conclusion is that being a WNBA 
player would be an amazing job in my 
opinion! Having a job like this can be 
good for your health, fun, and you get a 
lot of money from it! All of these reasons 
explain why it would be an amazing job 
for a person like me who likes to play 
basketball! 

Work as a farmer.
By Izzy Gast
Each American farmer produces food 

and fiber for 165 people each year! When 
I grow up I want to be a rancher plus a 
farmer. A farmer is someone who pro-
duces food for many people, 165 people 
a year to be exact. I know that I would be 
good at the job because I am responsible 
( most of the time), I am an animal lover, 



and I like working ( also most of the time).
First I know I am responsible because 

I raised a baby bird and kept it alive his 
whole life. I am also responsible because 
I’ll do my chores. Every farmer needs 
responsibility, because if they don’t their 
animals might not get fed every day, or 
their crops won’t be watered everyday so 
responsibility is important. You also have 
to be responsible with your money. Be-
cause if you aren’t responsible with your 
money you’ll go broke.

Second, I am an animal lover so I’ll 
take care of the animals. Every farmer 
should love their animals because why in 
the world would you buy an animal if you 
aren’t going to use it. You would also have 
to buy more food for nothing. 

Third, I’ll do all the work I can, unless it’s 
gross, ( and I don’t call mucking out a stall 
necessarily should be called gross). Every 
farmer can’t be afraid to do their work. If 
they are then they shouldn’t be a farmer 
because that’s what farming is all about. 
And that is why I want to be a farmer ( 
plus a lot more reasons than just that). 

Playing on the Biggest Stage
By Jacob Dunn
Did you know that the Boston Celtics 

won 8 NBA championships in a row? 
When I grow up, I hope to become a pro-
fessional athlete because you make a lot 
of money, you could inspire people, and 
you would get a lot healthier.

Money is really important to help you 
survive and make your life easier. You 
could also donate to charities or help the 
homeless and help them with their lives 
to show other people love even if you 
don’t know them and change their lives. 
You could also pay off debts for things 
like your car and your house so you don’t 
have to worry about owing money.

It would be cool to help make people’s 
dreams come true. I would also want to be 
a role model for little kids and teach about 
stuff like don’t give up, and to not just 
encourage themselves but encourage ev-
eryone they see and if they see someone 
fall down, they would go help the person 
up. I would also use being a professional 
athlete to teach people about God and 
what it means to be a Christian.

Perhaps, being a professional athlete 
can improve your health and strength, 
which means you may live longer. Being 
healthy is said to also strengthen bones, 
which is really important because if you’re 
a professional athlete you need to perform 
at a high level. 

Being healthy also can lower risks of 
heart disease, type 2 diabetes, and some 
cancers. This can help you avoid dan-
gerous injuries when you’re younger and 
when you’re older to help keep you and 
your body safe.

These are the reasons why I want to 

be a professional athlete and I hope this 
inspires you to do what you love.

Why I Want to be a Cartoonist
By Kevin Fenton
Did you know that Art used to be an 

olympic event? There are three reasons 
why I want to be a cartoonist. First reason 
why I want to be a cartoonist is because 
I really like to draw. Drawing is one of 
my favorite hobbies and It really helps 
me relax. One of my favorite places to 
draw is our playroom. I sit down, turn on 
something to watch, grab a notebook and 
pencil, and start drawing. Now, you may 
be thinking, ¨Why does this kid watch tv 
and draw at the same time?¨ Well, It’s 
because when I turn on a cartoon, I can 
get some drawing ideas or examples of 
how to draw.

I also want to be a cartoonist because I 
know how to animate. Well, not exactly, I 
still have much to learn about animating. 
I do have a pretty good idea of how to 
animate, but let me tell you. I’m awful 
at animating. I can’t animate a simple 
animated character without his head or 
leg getting bigger or smaller. With enough 
practice though, I think I can get great at it 
real quick.

One last reason why I want to be a 
cartoonist is because of how interesting it 
is. I mean how can you not be interested? 
It is so interesting how one person can 
put so much detail in one piece of paper. 
It’s so interesting how one second, you’re 
drawing a simple drawing, and the next 
second, your drawing is hung up at a 
museum or on the big screens. It’s so 
interesting how someone like you and me 
can improve so much. These are three 
reasons why I want to be a cartoonist.

McDonald’s
By Leilani Moreno
Did you know that McDonald’s makes 

over $ 75,000,000 per day? When I grow 
up, I hope to become a McDonald’s 
worker because I can help people, make 
new meals, and learn new stuff. First One 
way to help people is that if I were an 
Employee at McDonald’s I would save up 
my money and give it to people in need. 
Second, another way I can help people 
is that if McDonald’s ever has leftovers, I 
would give it to people on the streets and 
make sure it was safe to eat. Third, the 
way I could help someone is if I had a little 
extra money left I would give it to schools 
in need.  First, working at McDonald’s 
must be fun and making new friends too 
but another thing is making meals will be 
fun because you get to do experiments on 
foods. Second, making new meals means 
new drinks. I think that making drinks for 
new meals would be fun because you get 
to mix and match drinks and you even 
get to make slushies. Third, making new 

meals means new sauces. I feel like this 
would also be fun because you can make 
some different sauces so more people 
that are picky can enjoy sauces .  First 
working at McDonald’s means you get 
to learn new stuff like customer service, 
and that would help because it teaches 
me how to become more social. Second, 
working at McDonald’s means you get to 
learn new stuff like deep cleaning. This 
could help me because when I grow up 
cleaning your house is Important. Third, 
working at McDonald’s means you can 
learn how to be nicer to people to make 
their day. And that is why I want to be-
come a McDonald’s worker because I can 
help people, make new meals and learn 
new stuff and make people’s day.

Baking for America
By Lydia Vasquez
Did you know that the famous chocolate 

chip cookie was made by accident but has 
become one of Earth’s most loved des-
serts! Bakers are most popular when they 
offer a more wide variety. When I grow up 
I want to be a baker because you can get 
creative with it, make delicious cookies 
and cakes and other treats for events like 
weddings and birthdays, and I can also do 
what I love to do! 

First you can be as creative as you 
want with baking. You can make whatever 
treats you want.I found out that a lot of the 
reasons people open bakeries is because 
a bakery is a creative way to make money 
and express your sense of style through 
desserts and other things. For example 
you can make cookies, all types of cakes, 
and even donuts! You can decorate your 
treats however you want. You could even 
do a fun alien design. You can even make 
a business that could be popular world 
wide!

Next you can make desserts for events. 
You can make it on to baking shows 
possibly like The Great American Baking 
Show. You can make desserts that are 
for birthdays, weddings, baby showers, 
gender reveals, and even more. You don’t 
know it could also be a really big event 
like maybe a festival or even a grand 
opening of an important place. If the event 
was a gender reveal or a wedding you 
could be making the most special dessert 
of their life!

Finally, I can do what I love to do. One 
thing that I love to do with my dad and 
my sister is to bake with them. A lot of 
people are having bad days today! One 
way that I like to help relieve stress from 
a bad day is to bake! Baking can help 
you relax. Baking is a stress reliever and 
is very beneficial for anxious people, so 
if you get anxious a lot then one way you 
can help relieve that stress and anxiety is 
by baking! Did you know that baking can 
engage your senses more and activate 

fun activities.
In conclusion, when I grow up I want to 

be a baker because you can get creative 
with baking, you can make desserts for 
events, and you I can do something that 
I love.

Being a Nurse
By Marah Tremblett
Registered nurses make up about 2% of 

the total workforce in the United States!
When I grow up I want to be a nurse 

because I can help people, I can have 
enough money for my family, and because 
I can work with autistic kids or kids with 
ADHD. I would love to have a job where I 
can help kids.

I can help people because I know my 
parents are getting old and might need 
something so I can just drive from work 
every day and be there 10 minutes after 
work for them. I can also make food for 
them whenever they need it. I could also 
run to the store for them if they want it. 

I can have enough money for a family 
if I am a nurse. For example, nurses get 
paid a lot, over $31-$59 for just one day. 
Also, if my family needs money, I will have 
enough money to lend or give them. I 
hope that I can be a registered nurse so I 
can get paid more.

I have always wanted to work with kids 
who have ADHD or autism. For example, 
my brother has ADHD and he needs help 
sometimes, he might not always want it 
but he will get it. I could also meet new 
people and kids. I also love working with 
kids who have AD-HD or autism, or any 
other issues. I have always wanted to 
do that because it seems fun and nice, 
and I don’t think that there can ever be 
enough people working in a hospital. If 
I did work at a hospital, I would want to 
work at Indiana University Health Medical 
Center. You might not get paid a lot there, 
but could still work there and get paid at 
least $10. 

These are the reasons why I want to be 
a nurse/doctor. I can help people, I can 
have enough money for my family, I can 
work with kids who have ADHD or autism. 
I would love to be a nurse for many 
reasons, but these are the three main 
reasons why.

What I Want to be When I Grow Up
By Olivia Julien
Did you know that Starbucks employees 

get paid about $15.31 an hour? That’s 
a good price! I want to be a Starbucks 
employee because, Starbuck workers get 
paid good money even when they have 
sick days they can still get paid!! If you 
add up $15.31 every hour for a year it 
can be up to $35,807 dollars depending 
on what role you have! Helping people, 
At Starbucks you get the chance to meet 
new people every day! I think it would be 
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cool because then I will make new friends 
every day. And if they have problems 
you can help them or, if they just need 
someone to talk to. Making new drinks, At 
Starbucks every year there’s a new drink! 
I love pink drinks and lots of other drinks 
at Starbucks and I know my friends do 
too, so why not make my own drink every 
day at Starbucks. And a cool thing is that 
the employees and customers get to help 
think up ideas for new drinks for the new 
year and their drink idea might be picked! 
These are the reasons why I want to be a 
Starbucks employee.

NBA Player
By Sam Harder
Did you know Bill Russell has the most 

rings in the NBA with a total of 11?
When I grow up I want to become an 

NBA Player because Basketball is a good 
sport to play. I think it would be fun to give 
out autographs to fans and you earn a lot 
of money. Basketball is a very fast and 
exciting pace of play during games and 
each player on the court gets to play both 
offense and defense and have the chance 
to steal the ball or make a bucket. My 
second reason I want to play in the NBA 
when I grow up is. I think it would be fun 
to give out autographs to fans because 
when you give out an autograph that 
would make that fan happy for the rest of 
the night. It would also be cool because 
you get to sign peoples autographs that 
look up to you which I think that’s cool. My 
third reason why I want to play in the NBA. 
You earn a lot of money. The average NBA 
player makes around $4,347,600 so if 
you’re pretty good, you can make a lot you 
can either make more or less depending 
on what team you play for. More than 10 
NBA players make more than 40 million 
dollars which is a crazy amount of money 
compared to the average human job. In 
conclusion, I really hope to become a 
professional basketball player when I grow 
up because basketball is a good sport 
to play. I think it would be fun to give out 
autographs to fans and you earn a lot of 
money.

All About Athletes
By Sam Naikelis
“When I came up, I was just ready to 

swing. Now, I’m ready to swing, but with 
a plan.” Javier Baez, New York Mets, 
Chicago Cubs. When I grow up, I hope 
to become an athlete because athletes 
get paid a lot of money, they get famous 
faster, and a lot of athletes spend time 
outside.

First, the average athlete makes about 
$40,000 to $61,500 a year. Also, bas-
ketball is the highest paid sport in the 
world. Another fact is, the lowest paid 
male professional basketball player in 
America makes roughly $100,000 more in 

a year than the president. It costs about 
$5,600,000 to make enough baseballs for 
a player to use in a season.

Secondly, Muhamad Ali is the most 
famed sportsperson of all time, winning 
boxing tournaments such as, “Thrilla 
in Manila” and “Rumble in the Jungle”. 
Nascar is the second-most watched sport 
in the USA, with American football coming 
in first. The Super Bowl is currently the 
most watched event and has a viewership 
of over 100 million viewers. The first MLB 
Home Run Derby was held in 1960 as a 
TV show featuring Mickey Mantle, Hank 
Aaron, and Willie Mays. The original con-
test featured nine innings, with each batter 
allotted three outs per inning. An out was 
constituted as any swing of the bat that 
didn’t result in a home run.

Lastly, soccer is the sport where most 
players spend their time outside. Another 
fact is, some people can run eight miles in 
one hour, which is a lot of time outside.

When I grow up, I want to be an athlete 
because athletes get paid a lot of money, 
get famous faster, and get to spend a lot 
of time outside.

Playing as a Professional Athlete
By Silas Thompson
Did you know that when Babe Ruth hit 

his 700th career home run he paid the 
person who caught it $20? When I grow 
up I hope to be a professional athlete 
because I love sports, I would love to have 
fans, and being physical is very fun and 
healthy for you. Sports are fun for me es-
pecially when I’m playing with my friends. 
Sports are very entertaining, especially for 
me to watch and play. I am very competi-
tive, especially in sports. I have always 
dreamed of being in the NFL watching my 
favorite stars win games in clutch much 
needed moments.

Sports lets you accomplish goals and 
win awards. Winning games gives you a 
lot of confidence which is the power you 
need to have fun and win games. If you 
have no confidence in yourself you will go 
into the game not trusting yourself and not 
believing in yourself.

Another reason I would love to be a pro-
fessional athlete is to have fans. It would 
be fun to sign autographs for people. Also 
fans are usually very supportive. True 
fans will always motivate you to succeed. 
Even when you lose, fans will be there 
to support you by giving you hope to win 
the next time. A lot of people when their 
team loses they seem to maybe not like 
the team anymore. True fans will stay with 
their team whether a win or loss. Some 
teams have incredible fan bases like the 
Green Bay Packers or Kansas City Chiefs. 
They will go through a lot of ups and 
downs but they are always great fans. Es-
pecially when you need them to get loud 
and rowdy, they will be there. 

The last reason I would love to be a 
professional athlete is because being 
physical is very fun and healthy. I would 
like to break records as an athlete. If you 
work your hardest and train hard you 
could very well succeed. Also, playing 
with my teammates more and more builds 
good chemistry. Just knowing how your 
teammates work and them knowing how 
you work establishes great team work. 
Being a professional athlete and accom-
plishing goals would make my family very 
proud of me. I have always told my family 
I wanted to be a professional athlete, and 
they said “If you work your hardest and 
practice a lot I could accomplish this thing 
I wanted.” So I will continue to work my 
hardest and practice a lot to try to achieve 
this.

And that’s why I know my fans and 
family will be there. Even if I am not able 
to do this, I still will know that I tried my 
absolute best.

My Dream Job
By Viraj Grewal 
Did you know the first lawyer dates back 

to 1.m-1.5m years ago? When I grow up 
I hope to become a lawyer because I can 
help people out. I like the law, And I can 
make a lot of money. So if someone has 
been falsely accused I can help them 
to get out of trouble and sometimes a 
lawyer can be called a helper form some 
people who they help and save them from 
something that will happen. And there 
are so many lawyers that help people like 
family lawyers , crinmail lawyers, personal 
injury lawyers, and many others that help 
so many people in other ways too, not just 
like the criminal and family ones do, like 
some help with business, some help with 
bankruptcy lawyer they help in all kind of 
different ways.

I like the Law, I have always wanted 
to be a lawyer. It is my dream job to be 
a lawyer. And as a lawyer you can learn 
more about the law then some people but 
I also want to learn about the law a lot 
more. And with it can teach myself more 
about the law so I know what to do and I 
will now what to do if I become a lawyer 
and I need to help someone so I can help 
then the best way I can, and the type of 
lawyer I want to be is a criminal lawyer 
because I think it would be a good type 
of lawyer to be but it will take at least 7 
years.

As a lawyer you can make over 100,000 
a year and that is a lot. But you can make 
1 million dollars but as most lawyer it 
would take up to 10 years to make 1 mil-
lions dollar because most lawyers get paid 
$100,00 a year but also lawyers get paid 
more than others because some are more 
experience than others and have better 
experience than others and they have 
a better sense about that position then 

others. So in collusion My Dream job to be 
when i grow up is to be a lawyer because 
I can help people,I like the law, and I can 
get a lot of money.

CHEER COACH 
By Lainey Holt 
When I grow up i want to be a cheer 

coach and here are my reasons, as you 
know i want to be a cheer coach my 
reason for that is first off i do cheer myself 
and i’m pretty good at it and i know the 
basics I also can keep people on task if 
i need to i got that skill from babysitting 
my baby sister and i also love others and 
would love to meet kids like me what i 
mean by that is they like cheer like me. 

Another reason i would be good at 
coaching is I am an amazing stunter, i 
say that because last season i was lot of 
things like i was a front spot back spot 
and a base almost all spots except a flier 
but this season i am a front spot but its 
still not permanent yet and since i still 
know how two do all spots i can spot for 
someone if there not there if i was coach.

Another reason I would be a good 
coach is that i’m a good influence i know 
that because i kinda have to be for my 
sisters saick also if your gonna be a 
coach you gotta be an example for those 
kids future. It’s basically up to you if those 
kids are gonna have fun and if they were 
gonna end up being a cheerleader for a 
living like you. And i LOVE kids too there 
so cute well little kids to be exact i like my 
kids my age but when i get older is what i 
meant. And that is why i would be good at 
coaching.

Working with animals
By Amiah Hines
I want to be a Veterinarian because I 

will get to help animals when they are sick 
or when they are hurt. I want to be able 
to help them feel better and I will get to 
learn a lot about animals and when I am 
out and I see a hurt animal I know how to 
help them. I also want to be a veterinarian 
because I like to help animals so they are 
not miserable and so they don’t die.

Another reason I want to do this job is 
because I will know what kind of help they 
need and I will know what kind of medi-
cine to give them that will not hurt their 
body and what kinds of medicine not to 
give them. I will know how to properly treat 
their sickness or hurtness without harming 
them.    

The last reason I want to be a vet-
erinarian is I will get to learn about what 
kinds of animals there are and I will learn 
how to handle them without hurting them 
or harming them mad or scared so that is 
why I want to be a veterinarian.

I want to know how to care for them. So 
that is why I want my job to be a vet-
erinarian. Maybe you should think about 



being a veterinarian.
And always know that God is watching 

you and that he loves you a lot and he will 
always love you know matter what you 
chose to do when you grow up. and he will 
not be mad at you for whatever you want 
to do when you grow up. all the little kids 
out there that don’t know what to do just 
know that whatever you choose God will 
be happy for you. 

No, the Father himself loves you 
because you have loved me and have be-
lieved that I came from God John 16:27.

If you are reading this and think well, 
how do I know If I want to do this you can 
maybe when you get to college you can 
do veterinarian school and if you don’t like 
it you can leave and if you do like it you 
can stay. If you want to know sooner you 
can ask your parents to give you a time to 
go into the animal hospital and they can 
show you around. That is how you can 
find out if you want to be a veterinarian or 
not thank you for reading my story. God 
loves you always and forever I want you to 
always know that in your heart. 

My Dream Career
By Benjamin Dang
I want to become a mechanical Engi-

neer because it includes Math, Science, 
and Power Tools. I want to be a mechan-
ical engineer because it includes Math 
and I love math and most of the time math 
is one of my favorite hobbies. Science is 
also one of my favorite hobbies because 
it is fun to do experiments with science. 
Power tools are also a part of a favorite 
hobby, which is building stuff like a mini 
model of the golden gate bridge made out 
of wood. 

My first reason is, Math is included in 
mechanical engineering including math 
like, Algebra, measurement, perimeter, 
area, and more. The reason why all this 
math is included is because, like if mea-
surement was non-existent we would not 
be able to make cars look the way they 
do today. P.S. Mechanical Engineering 
includes a lot of math like, Algebra, 
measurement, perimeter, area, and more. 
Mechanical Engineering includes math 
because it helps you measure stuff and 
more.   

My second reason is, Science is 
included in mechanical engineering 
and examples include, chain reactions, 
sparks, and more. My first example is 
called, chain reaction a chain reaction is 
when flint and steel hits each other they 
cause sparks and sparks are one of the 
fire starter types of science. The next 
two examples are, research in dynamics, 
and fluids. Research in dynamics is the 
provision of research coverage through 
equity research reports paid for by the 
issuer. Fluids in Science are any material 
that flows in response to an implied force, 

therefore liquids and gasses are fluids. 
The last two are, solids and thermody-
namics. Solids are a state of matter that 
retains shape and density when not con-
fined. Thermodynamics is the study of the 
relationship between heat, work, tempera-
ture, and energy. My topic sentence for my 
reason is, because of thermodynamics, 
chain reactions, research in dynamics, 
fluids, and solids.

My third and final reason is that 
mechanical engineering is power tools. 
The power tools that are needed for 
mechanical engineering are: a 3D printer, 
a screwdriver, digital force gauge, ohm-
meter, flow meter, graphing calculator, 
vibration isolator, and a caliper. These 
objects are needed for this career be-
cause they help you build and design stuff 
like cars, making chromebooks, phones, 
ipads, computers, printers, keyboards for 
computers, and more.

I am going to wrap up my story for the 
reader by telling him/her that my Dad 
used to be an engineer and on the other 
hand I want to become a mechanical 
engineer. Because, the career includes 
Math, science, power tools and more.

I want to be a vet when I grow up
By Carter Middleton
When I grow up I want to be a vet. I love 

to help, when someone needs help I will 
help them,If someone is in danger I will 
help them,and if someone has a problem 
I will try to help them in whatever situation 
.Do you like to help? I love animals. One 
time I was bitten by a dog when I hugged 
It but I hugged it again. Sometimes 
animals don’t like me but I like them,and 
if I could I would have every pet. Do you 
love animals? I Would save animals from 
disaster,no matter what, some people 
abuse their animals. I stand against 
animal abuse. Sometimes during a flood 
lots of animals die from drowning or 
starvation,and some animals are burned 
to death in fire,some people will put their 
life at risk to save animals ,animals are 
hit by cars and die . Would you save an 
animal from disaster?That’s why I want 
to be a vet. Helping animals is my dream. 
I do not want them to suffer pain like us 
humans do. Do you want animals to suffer 
and die ? Lots of animals die a year of not 
being cared for poperly.What do you want 
to be when you grow up or what do you 
do as a job? 

Police Officers
By Eleyna Wendell
Did you know that police officers are 

good to have around because they move 
around a lot and do what they want and 
protect the city.

First, Police Officers partly do what they 
want. Police Officers protect the city and 
their family and friends. Police officers get 

to drive around so they can make sure 
nothing bad is happening and they also 
get to have freedom and to also make 
sure nothing bad happens and they do not 
just want to sit around in an office all day. 
Police Officers get to join the SWAT team 
and the FBI team.

Next, Police Officers have to follow the 
law. Police Officers can do whatever they 
want but they have to listen to the law. Po-
lice Officers have to listen to a citizen that 
has something bad happening to them 
but they also have to listen to a citizen no 
matter what. Police Officers can also play 
their music as loud as they want.

Lastly, Police Officers get up and move 
around a lot. Police Officers do a lot of 
work and I like doing a lot of work. Police 
Officers can also just sit in their office until 
something bad happens. Police Officers 
love solving investigations and problems 
in the city and solving crimes.

Conclusion, I hope this is why I want to 
be a Police Officer.

Wishes With Pre-School
By Emma Kuzniar
Did you know that there are 391,670 

pre-school teachers in the U.S.? I would 
like to be a preschool teacher when I grow 
up. This is why I think it would be great for 
me!

CHILDREN… I would love to go to 
school and teach and see the great 
magical preschoolers faces every 
morning. I would love to teach the the 
simplest things. I would work my absolute 
hardest for them no matter what. I would 
help them know right from wrong. I would 
do this by making sure that I am not being 
rude. By the way I have to say that there 
faces are the cutest thing ever! 

GREAT WITH KIDS… I would love to 
help each kid in a different way. I would 
love all there different personalities. I 
would teach them about family and friends 
and how to love one another always and 
forever. I will never yell at a kid ever. Its 
okay to get angry but never take it out on 
them ever. If one single kid gets hurt I will 
always race over there and help them.

BIBLE… I would help them know the 
gospel I would try my hardest anyway. 
I would at least read one or two bible 
verses a day to them. I would 100% make 
sure that we would make our bible time 
fun with an activity. I would make sure that 
the children/kids 100% know for a fact 
that God loves them know matter what 
they do. And that you just half to have a 
relationship with Him. I would make the 
bible important to them every single day. 
I would pray with them all the time. As 
much as I can at least.

This is why I would like to teach pre-
schoolers and why I think this would be 
awesome for me and the children. I would 
always pray to God the Lord our Savior to 

see what He wants me to do. Remember 
to love God and to love others too! God 
loves you! God bless. Thank you!

Pediatric Nurse
By Emma Lutz
Did you know that children around 

the world don’t get enough care as they 
should? I want to help with that. When I 
grow up I want to be a Pediatric Nurse be-
cause I love children and caring for them. 
I also want to be a nurse because I love to 
help children in need so I hope I get to do 
that when I am older. 

I want to work with children for my job 
because I love kids. I really want to be a 
nurse because I want to help children and 
I want to get them healthy again. I want to 
get to know them and help kids feel better 
because I like to play with younger kids all 
of the time.

Children get even more sick without the 
right care. And I want to help with that. 
When I get sick I don’t feel great, so I 
want to help kids even when they might be 
more sick than I have ever been. When-
ever I get sick I feel awful and I don’t like it 
so I don’t want others to suffer even more. 
I feel like it will be hard to watch others 
suffer but I want to help them as much as 
I can. Whoever I am working with, I want 
them to know that it will be okay and I will 
help them. 

Lastly, When I work with kids I don’t 
want to do it just because I need a job, I 
will do it to care for them. I love working 
with children because right now I hang out 
with my younger neighbors and cousins 
and it is fun. When they need help I will 
help them and I LOVE doing that. I love 
caring for others so for my job I want to 
help children in need. Whatever the child 
needs I want to help because I love caring 
for others and helping others. I know I 
have said it a lot, but that is because it is 
true!

In conclusion, I want to be a pediatric 
nurse because I love working with chil-
dren, helping cure their illness, and caring 
for them. I hope I get to be a pediatric 
nurse for many reasons but those are my 
top three reasons. That is why I want to be 
a pediatric nurse so much.

I want to be a racer.
By Emmitt Goodman
Did you now that almost everything on 

your car is derived from something origi-
nally developed from your car for a racing 
car ? When I grow up I want become a 
race car driver because I like racing, It is 
entertaining , and makes a buch of money 
being a race car driver.

I like racing. I am into racing alot. Racing 
is my thing. Racing is one of my best 
and favorite hobbies to do in life. Racing 
seems like it takes a lot of effort to do. 
And I like challenging my self. Racing cars 
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have some competition in it. Ilke to com-
pete with others. Ilike todo something to 
go really fast to prove to win against your 
opponents. Running or racing has a cool 
feeling in you self to do awesome thing.

Itis entertaining. Racing is really 
amazing to do. It rally gets me pumped up 
and energized. When I start to race I want 
to do it forever, over and over. Racing is 
so cool and I can not stop when I do it. 
Driving a race car makes you go really, 
really fast , like 250 miles per hour. It is 
super col going super fast.  

You make a lot of money. If you ever 
race in a race car you will get pretty rich. 
And thats a pretty good thing. Racing a 
race car makes $ 19.79 an hour. So each 
year each year you earn a ton of money 
art a total amount of about $60,000. I 
you get or have this career/ job you will 
have a buch of cash. Thats a good thing 
because you need money to pa your bills, 
pay for food, clothes, water, and a house. 
You can also  use all the money you got 
from racing and not just use it for you but 
othrs. You can also donate some money to 
the pour people on the streets adn even 
spend some money on the church. 

This is a good and awesome career 
to have because what I just said. So you 
now want this care or / job/ hobby to do 
in your life because to me i my opinion 
racing sounds cool to do for living. Racing 
is really cool to do to me. 

What I wanna do when I grow up.
By Erick Diaz
Losing weight by playing football, you 

can lose weight fast. And easily you can 
lose calories by playing football. Getting 
athletic you can get athletic fast and easy 
and become the best on your team and 
you can train for 2 hours, eat and lose the 
calories and train again and you just need 
to stay healthy and athletic.Telling people 
about God you can tell people about God 
like your teammates and one team pray 
before every game and some dude on 
the LA chargers prayed so he can win 
the game and they ended up winning the 
game and that is the power of God that 
he can help us at all times.And my topic 
sentence is you can lose weight fast and 
easily. 

To stay healthy to play football and. To 
tell people about God. My conclusion is I 
think that playing football is a way to lose 
weight, get athletic and tell people God 
and there are many more reasons why I 
picked this so football is a good sport to 
play for all the reasons why you should 
play football there is many teams and po-
sitions to play like QB RB and many more 
but you need to be really good to be in the 
NFL but you can get injured from a tackle 
and it really hurts when you get tackled to 
the ground very bad. So there are some 
good sides like winning and bad sides like 

getting hurt. And getting athletic can help 
you in other sports like soccer, Swimming 
Golf, Baseball and many more sports and 
to tell people about God on other teams 
like if you win and they are sad you can 
tell them about God and losing weight, 
some guy could not play because he was 
overweight and played for the Indianapolis 
Colts for a few seasons. And that’s why 
I want to play football when I grow up. I 
wanna play football until I can’t anymore.

Job or Game
By Jameson Johnson
Did you know that As of 2023, YouTube 

has over 51 million Channels? Hi my 
name is Jameson and i would like to be 
a vlogger/gamer because of these three 
reasons. One, Video games help me 
calm down and not be stressed out. Two, 
I would not be stressed out or have so 
many responsibilities because of work. 
Three, I can spread the gospel through 
my videos. These are three reasons 
why I would like to be a video gamer/
vlogger. First, I like to play video games 
to calm down. Playing video games with 
my friends is the best way to calm down, 
have fun, and share my thoughts and 
feelings with my close friends, the ones I 
trust with my life. Second, I would not be 
stressed out and have a lot of responsi-
bilities. I would not be stressed out about 
other jobs or waking up at a specific time 
or going to bed. I wouldn’t have to worry 
about sending my children to a daycare 
or paying someone to watch them for the 
day. 

Lastly, I can have my own time schedule 
for gas, church, groceries, sporting 
events and so on. I can spread the word 
of the Lord through my videos. Yes, I am 
christian and I can spread the word of 
the Lord through my videos and social 
media. I want to have everyone know 
who the Lord is and help fulfill the Lord’s 
word in the Bible. I want to be a vlogger/
gamer because of these three reasons. 
One, Playing video games helps me calm 
down. The second reason is, I would not 
be stressed out and have a lot of respon-
sibilities. Lastly, I can spread the word of 
the Lord through my videos.

5th grade Teacher and a basketball 
coach

By Kyra Kraus
I want to be a 5th grade teacher and 

a basketball coach when I grow up. So 
that I can get to teach my students on the 
classroom floor and the gym floor.

I want to be a 5th grade teacher be-
cause every morning I will get to see the 
look on the kids faces and their smiles 
that fill the room with joy. Most impor-
tantly, so I can teach them all the things 
they need to learn just like my teachers 
taught me. Next, I can teach them to be 

respectful and nice to their teachers and 
their friends but most importantly their 
parents. Last but not least, kids pay atten-
tion to anything you teach as long as it is 
fun and entertaining.

Did you know that basketball was made 
on June 6th 1946 in New York? I want 
to be a basketball coach because I love 
to play basketball and I want my future 
students to love basketball too. Next I 
also want to be a basketball coach so 
that I can help people pursue their goals. 
Finally, I will gain new leadership skills as 
I go and help players with their skills and 
personality. 

Next, I also want to be a 5th grade 
teacher so that I can teach kids about 
math because I love math and so should 
you. Secondly, so I can teach them about 
PI, long division and all of those different 
procedures that you need to go to sixth 
grade. Lastly, math skills can be used for 
every job there is. Employees have to use 
math for their job, but they do expect that 
people can think fast and critically and 
learn quickly.

In conclusion it would be so fun to be a 
fifth grade teacher and a basketball coach. 
I hope that you enjoyed this and learned 
a couple things. I hope I get these two 
wonderful jobs when I’m older.

Drumming
By Saige Kresge
Did you know that there are under 10% 

of girl drummers in the world so more 
than half are boys? Us girls need to stand 
out and be the best of the best. I want to 
be a drummer when I grow up. One part 
of being a drummer is the music. This 
paragraph is all about the music you can 
play a lot of different songs when you play 
the drums, the music I like to play is a 
blues beat. Which is a nice and slow beat 
and There is also pop music which is fast 
and upbeat. They are both different but 
still fun.

Next you have to get the right beat. 
There are a lot of different songs you 
can play slow, fast, in the middle and so 
much more. I have to get the right beat or 
else the whole song is messed up.I love 
every beat blues, pop, rock, and christians 
music. The music I love to play is a fast 
beat like pop and rock.

Next you have to get set up. You can set 
up your drums a lot of different ways big, 
small and in the middle. I have a drum set 
that is half way around me.You can also 
have a drum set that is all the way around 
you.If you are a beginner you will only 
have a small drum set.

Lastly,I think drumming is very unique 
especially for a girl, but you should defi-
nitely do drumming. It is fun, entertaining 
and you could become famous if you work 
really hard and do your best and push 
yourself to get great. 

Veterinarian’s
By Samantha Detig
Did you know that veterinarians have 

one of the highest job satisfaction rates 
or that they are more likely to be women 
than men. I would like to help animals 
because it is God’s creation. I want to be 
a vet because I get to help animals and 
I love animals and I’ve always wanted 
to help animals. I want to help animals 
because if a pet is sick or hurt I could tell 
the owner.

If you have a pet and you take care of 
that pet then you are taking care of God’s 
creation and you’re taking care of God. I 
want to care about animals because God 
made animals and I want to care about 
God’s creation because I care about God 
and God made us to be christ followers. I 
would care about animals because pet’s 
give you company and you wouldn’t be 
lonely. If you care about God you should 
care about his creation.

If you have a pet it can pick up on their 
owners mood’s: snuggling up to you when 
you are feeling sad or licking your hand 
if they sense that you have anxiety. It’s 
incredible just how much support animals 
can bring to your life. Animals such as 
cat’s and dog’s can have a deeply calming 
effect on human’s and can often pick up 
on their owner’s mood’s. A dog or cat can 
help with loneliness and give you com-
panionship and someone to talk to and 
sit with during the evening’s. That’s why 
I want to be a great vet when I grow up. 
Thank you.

When I grow up.
By Zoe Hollenbaugh
I would like to be a Preschool teacher 

when I grow up! The First reason i would 
like to be a Preschool teacher is Pre-
schoolers are very easy to teach! The 
Second reason is Kids have GREAT 
imaginations! The Last reason Is Kids are 
very sweet and respectful! This is why I 
would like to be a Preschool teacher when 
I grow up.

First, Children are very easy to teach! 
Kids are very easy to teach because they 
learn very simple things. Kids also know 
how to make learning fun! Kids can usu-
ally catch on to your teaching when you 
make it fun for them! Kids are usually very 
good at remembering things very quickly. 
Kids are very good at doing partner and 
individual activities!

Secondly, Children have great imagina-
tions! I know this because kids tell very 
good stories with their imaginations ! Kids 
have very good imaginations with toys, 
especially stuffed animals! Kids are also 
very good at making teachers or even 
other students with their imaginations! 
Kids can have so much fun playing with 
the imaginations they have! Kids can also 
make very good friends with their powerful 



imaginations! Kids have so much fun 
learning with their imaginations!

My last reason is Children Kids are 
very sweet and respectful. I know this 
because kids are very kind to others 
when they want to play. Kids also are 
very respectful to teachers! Kids are very 
sweet and respectful when you ask them 
to do something! Kids can usually be very 
respectful at keeping their hands and 
feet to themselves. Kids are very good at 
cleaning up their messes.

This is why I would love to be a pre-
school teacher when I grow up! The first 
reason is Kids are very easy to teach! The 
second reason is Kids have great imagi-
nations! Last but not least, Kids are very 
sweet and respectful!

My Favorite Toy or Game
By Paige Dingus
Did you know that Monopoly had its or-

igin in the early 20th century? My favorite 
toy or game is Monopoly. I like Monopoly 
because of the following reasons.

First, Free Parking is available any time. 
In Monopoly game rules, Free Parking is 
just a place to hang out where nothing 
happens, good or bad. The Free Parking 
for Monopoly hasn’t stopped players from 
adding house rules. If you land on Free 
Parking you receive the money from the 
middle. When you receive it, you put the 
money in your jackpot. When you are 
on Free Parking, you don’t have to pay 
anything. In Free Parking, you can earn 
how much in the middle whether $1,000 
or higher. If you get out of Jail, you have 
a chance to land on Free Parking. You 
can use the money from Free Parking to 
buy houses and hotels without getting 
bankrupt.

Second, the money is what you use. 
You start with $1,500 that you can use for 
buying properties. You can get money by 
passing go or landing on Free Parking.
The players are given $1,500 which is 
divided into two of the $500s, $100s, and 
$50s, six of the $20s, five of the $10s, 
$5s, and $1s. In Monopoly, if you are 
with a partner, your money is doubled. 
Different Monopoly games have different 
amounts of money. For example, Mario 

Monopoly gives you 30 coins for buying 
properties. The money in the Monopoly 
game box is $20,580. In Mario Monopoly, 
it includes a question mark space. In 
Mega Monopoly, it has $1,000 bills.

Next, the properties that everyone 
wants are Park Place and Boardwalk. 
The properties in Monopoly are different 
sizes because of the different types of 
Monopoly games. In Mega Monopoly, they 
are 3-4 properties per color set. Disney 
Monopoly has the park attractions that are 
the most popular properties. The railroads 
in each Monopoly you can buy, then 
build train stations on those railroads. On 
properties, you can buy houses and ho-
tels from the money you earned on Free 
Parking. The properties in the Triopoly 
game could possibly take hours to trade.

Finally, it was made first in the 20th 
century. Overall, I think Monopoly is my 
favorite toy or game because of these rea-
sons, which are Free Parking, the money, 
and the properties that are in Monopoly.

Minecraft
By Caitlyn Williamson
Did you know that in minecraft, if you 

eat raw chicken, you have to eat it while 
crouching? As this trick apparently lowers 
your chance of getting poisoned. That 
there is a small chance in minecraft that 
if there is a small chance, (approximately 
0.4%) that four chickens can hatch from 
an egg at the same time? My favorite toy 
or game to play with is minecraft. First is 
planning, when you get to a new world 
there are no buildings already there for 
you so you will have to plan for what you 
are going to do and what you are going 
to build and how you want it to look like 
and how it is going to have basic survival 
stuff in it and useful things in it too to play 
minecraft. 

Next is creativity, when you walk around 
in a random biome or your favorite biome 
you have a free space to build things and 
create things that you can think of but also 
you can think of it as your own 3d canvas 
for you to make your engineering mark on 
in minecraft. Lastly math and engineering, 
minecraft teaches basic lessons about 
how long and how wide you want your 

home to be, but also you can use tons 
of blocks for engineering in minecraft by 
using pistols, redstone, leavers, sticky 
pistols, redstone touches, and buttons so 
minecraft uses math and engineering. So 
to sum it all up, it uses planning, creativity, 
math and engineering, basic thinking 
skills, and survival skills, so that is the 
whole reason why minecraft is my favorite 
game to play or toy to play with.

My Favorite Game
By Jezreel Contreras
My Favorite game is Bone Lab, it is a 

VR game. It was developed by “Stress 
Level Zero”, it is a physics based game, 
you could try real experiments in the 
game, “example” if you push or try to lift 
something heavy it has mass, weight, and 
collision. Also if you select different skins, 
it could have strength, speed, or weight. 

The combat is amazing, it works out 
your arms, the collision is good, it im-
merses you in the game and it’s really fun.

The Story Line has tricky puzzles, one 
time I got stuck on a level for a day, they 
make you really think, also it uses math 
and situations that tricks you and it’s hard. 

When you start the game, you’re in 
a dungeon room. As you go through it 
you can see all the experiments that the 
Boneworks team did, Boneworks was an-
other game made by “Stress Level Zero”. 
Anyways after you go on for a bit you go 
through some doors, you walk through 
them and you fall. You’re in the next Level, 
what is this some place where they’re 
guarding something? You sneak past all 
of them and you get to the door, you find 
an elevator you go in then A voice says 
“Leaving Boneworks Simulation” then the 
elevator drops. You make it out alive you 
are now in a lab the Bonelab, you com-
plete all the task in the lab then you go 
through the door, you see a box with the 
labels Boneworks you break it open, then 
a voice says “now entering Boneworks of-
fice” then boom the box explodes and you 
launch up. You do some puzzles and you 
end up seeing someone, Jimmy. Jimmy is 
the voice we heard in the elevator and at 
the Boneworks box. He gives us some-
thing that goes on your arm, he sends you 

to complete some stuff you get characters 
and then he takes you to the void where 
anything is possible and he says create 
and have fun and that’s how it ends.

Favorite game
By Malyk Madison
First, I chose my favorite game because 

it will be a fun learning experience for me. 
I will be learning eye-hand coordination 
to help me with my hand quickness. I will 
be learning how to get better at the game 
that I play. I could also learn secrets in-
game that I never knew about. I can learn 
secrets to the game that I might have not 
heard of all or some of these secrets. 

Next, Me and my friends will get to play 
together and help each other win. Other 
people will get to learn game tips from me 
and I will get to play with them. Me and my 
family will get to have fun while still being 
able to spend time with each other. I will 
be able to play with my family, friends, and 
other people. 

Finally, I will get to teach other players 
who are new how to play the game. I will 
get to teach my younger siblings how 
to play and get better at the game. My 
parents will get to teach me things I never 
knew how to do. I can teach my friends, 
family, and other people. Lastly, I chose 
my favorite game but the question is what 
would you choose? Job or career ? I 
personally think you should pick game but 
it’s your choice.

Would you like your class to be part of the 2024 Junior Journal?
The Junior Journal is published every year in March during Newspapers in 

Education Week and is inserted into the Daily Journal.
Components include a writing contest with two options for topics, an art (drawings, 

photos, collages) contest and the design-an-ad contest. 
Many categories have prizes for the winning student.
If you would like your class to participate next year, contact Amy May (writing and 

art contests) at 317-736-2726 or amay@dailyjournal.net, or the Daily Journal 
Advertising Department (design-an-ad contest) at 317-736-2730
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except as permitted by U.S. copyright law.

Be a part of the 2024 Junior Journal
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CARLY KIRKWOOD
ISOM ELEMENTARY, GRADE 2

MAANVEER KAUR
WHITELAND ELEMENTARY, GRADE 4

NAVEAH MILLER
ISOM ELEMENTARY, GRADE 4

SANVI GUPTA
NORTHEAST ELEMENTARY, GRADE 2
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SECOND PLACE/WHEN I GROW UP: MIKHAILA BOWERS 
WHITELAND ELEMENTARY, BRIGHT, GRADE 4 

YOHIT CANNON
ISOM ELEMENTARY, OTT, GRADE 1

SECOND PLACE/FAVORITE GAME: JON REEL
WHITELAND ELEMENTARY, BRIGHT, GRADE 4 

ADVAITH KURA
GRASSY CREEK ELEMENTARY, KINDERGARTEN
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